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At the moment

subsidies. This policy has a name: genocide.
In Ibero-America, however, leaders have just about had enough.
The continent is alive with heated debate over the issue of the debtors'
cartel; the London press is referring to the Organization of American
States' financial meeting in Venezuela on Sept. 5 as "the Caracas'
club of debtors. "
In Europe, monetary "decoupling" from the United States is
accelerating. Our Economics lead and the preliminary survey of the
Western European debt pyramid presented in this week's Special
Report provide background intelligence to understand this month's
currency crises.
In the United States, as jockeying intensifies for the Democratic
presidential nomination, we bring you extensive coverage of the
"Andropov Democrats," along with a report on the international
effort to draft for the nomination their leading opponent, EIR founder
Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr.
In the near future we plan a Special Report by Vivian Freyre
Zoakos on the World Council of Churches' international conference
in Vancouver, which she attended. Next week we will also detail the
Ibero-American preparations for the Caracas OAS meeting on the
debt crisis.
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Central banks envision
a decoupled Europe
by David Goldman and Laurent Murawiec

Several months ago, Venetian industrialist and monetary crank
Carlo De Benedetti told the Italian daily La Repubblica that
Western Europe would have to abandon the dollar as a trans
actions currency , because the combination of dollar appre
ciation and exorbitant dollar interest rates was crushing the
European economies . This was before President Reagan told
Western European leaders attending the Williamsburg sum
mit May 3 1 that U. S . interest rates would moderate and that
the United States would review its attitude towards currency
intervention .
Now intervention has , apparently , come and gone , with
the hard-core non-interventionists back in the saddle at Trea
sury the dollar continues to rise , and interest rates are poised
to repeat their surge since mid-May . The London Financial
Times Aug . 1 1 retreaded De Benedetti ' s argument in a new
and ominous form , under the headline , "Decouple from the
Dollar. "

Decoupling from the dollar
The decoupled Europe envisioned by the Financial
Times's Samuel Brittan , as well as the German-speaking
central banks, would combine the domestic policies of Bet
tino Craxi ' s Italy and the foreign economic policy of Austria:
an immiserated protectorate of the Soviet bloc . The worst
loser, after several months of European economic disaster,
will not, however, necessarily De Western Europe . As Brittan
commented , it will probably be the United States.
"The durability [of the dollar's sharp rise] is highly ques
tionable . The dollar may go too high and eventually generate
an excessive current account deficit. The official estimate for
this deficit in 1 983 has just been raised from $20 billion to
4
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$30 billion . Overseas holders of funds might eventually be
come conscious of an overhang of dollar assets either because
of the U. S . trade deterioration or because other factors sap
confidence . If the financial markets ever started to view the
U . S . current account or budget deficits in the same light as
those of Mexico or Brazil , the dollar would drop like a stone . "
The conclusion offered b y the central banks o f Mitteleu
ropa, now endorsed by the London Financial Times, is this:
a rapid end to the recovery illusion , the collapse of Third
World debt values, the eventual collapse of the American
dollar, as the United States absorbs the whole impact of the
Third World debt crisis , and an era of permanent austerity.
In short, the world will look as if the United States had lost
World War II .
What senior administration officials fear is the conjunc
tion of the European currency crisis , provoked by aJ;l out-of
control scramble for dollars , with the Latin American debt
situation . One official in discussion in mid-August cited Fed
chairman Volcker's contingency plans for the event of Ibero
American debt default , which amounts to a pledge to pur
chase whatever volume of banks' holdings of bad Third World
paper might be required to maintain the liquidity of the bank
ing system. At the point that the banking system runs into the
buzzsaw , the official argued , the dollar would collapse .

Deflationary pressures
What the United States has , in fact, offered the rest of the
world , is described by the FT' s Brittan as follows:
"There are three types of strategy possible towards the
dollar by the main OECD countries . The first is for them to
try to establish an old-fashioned dollar standard; that is, to
EIR
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Federal Reserve Chairman Paul
Volcker's monetary policies have pro
vided the pretext for further savage
economic contraction in Europe.
·

stabilize more or less permanently-and presumably at high
er levels than today' s--their own currencies against the dollar.
"To make a dollar standard work , OECD countries would
have to reduce the supply of their own currencies , which are
now less attractive internationally relative to the dollar . . . .
To stabilize the D-mark anywhere within hailing distance of
the DM 2 . 1 top of the old target range could require actual
deflation-falling prices--in Germany and other European
countries . "
The U . S . Treasury ' s alter ego , the Wall Street Journal
editorial page , has been recommending this type of deflation
to the complaining Europeans for soine time , on the grounds
that the strong dollar is just what is required to bash them into
line .
For the record, West Germany' s economic leadership
does not disagree , in principle: West German central bank
chief Karl-Otto Poehl said Aug . 10 that the rise of the dollar
was good for West Germany , citing the supposed benefit for
West German exports . Finance Minister Gerhard Stoltenberg
echoed the sentiment . The trade argument is nonsense , and
both men know it; the most likely result of rising dollar
interest rates and European capital outflows will be French
protectionism and the sudden attrition of a market which
absorbs close to one-fifth of total West German exports .
However, the rising dollar gives Germany ' s ruling Chris
tian Democratic Union the chance to unveil what one Swiss
banker called "the economic wonder weapon , " privatization
of large chunks of German industry , combined With drastic
rationalization of German heavy manufacturing capacity. This
is on the agenda for the autumn .
More important, it gives the German-speaking central
EIR
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bank group-the Swiss , Austrian , Dutch , and German insti
tutions-a springboard to an eventual Mitteleuropa financial
policy, premised on a Central European currency bloc inde
pendent of the dollar. This has been the objective of the Swiss
game since 1 97 1 .
Mont Pelerin Society economist Prof. Christian Watrin
of Cologne University commented , "It means massive capital
outflows from Europe-and that will hit Germany extremely
hard . But the weakness of the mark is a vote of no confidence
for this sclerotic government of ours which has only been
able to postpone decisions . A change is overdue . "
Similarly , at the Kiel Institut fUr Weltwirtschaft, inter
national economist Dr. Lehment thinks that a 1 3 - 1 4 percent
American prime rate is in the cards . Then , '�Europe' s current
account surplus will simply finance the U . S . current account
deficit . . . a huge transfer of purchasing power from Europe
to the United States . The U . S . will be driven off of third
markets in manufactured goods, it' s already begun, and the
next step is that the U . S . itself will be invaded by foreign
goods . . . . But there is a 6- to 1 2-month fuse for the dollar
to explode . "

Volcker's funny money
The dollar ' s sharp rise will make the subsequent fall all
the worse , argues the French daily La Vie Franfaise, in an
editorial entitled , "Dollar: The Clay-Footed Colossus . "
The French newspaper states , "The dollar rise i s the
symptom of the deepening of the world crisis . The dollar is
dear . . . because of the bankruptcy of the international bank
ing system ," since the dollar demand is either dollar-liability
refinancing (borrowers) or dollar-asset refinancing (lender
Economics
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banks) .

Quoting former Banque de France Governor Olivier

Wormser, the editorial adds , "From August

May

1 982 through
1 98 3 , Volcker had decided to generate about as much

national Investment Conference in Cambridge. "In the years

ahead , a major challenge in the monetary and financial field

will be learning to live with stability ," Emminger said , equat

ing stability with the "withdrawal symptoms after too much

dollars as the international banking system required . . . he

growth . "

Now , the Fed must tread the narrow path o f continuing to

change in the real interest rate picture . . . . I do not need to

the budget deficit . As a result , interest rates are bound to

rates on dollar debt means for the world economy and partic

has manufactured funny money to meet the banks ' demand . "
bail out the banks while continuing to draw in dollars to fund

soar.

Emminger argued that there has been " a fundamental

stress what this turnabout from zero to very high real interest

ularly for debt-ridden Third World countries . For those latter

countries , the real rate of interest of their dollar-denominated

debt has risen well above that for American borrowers . . .
in the years

1 98 1 and 1 982 their combined payment deficits

on current account were nearly entirely made up by their net

interest payments . . . nearly all their net capital imports had

Otmar Emminger drew the
consequences oj the capital drain
Jrom Europe in a particularly
chilling speech Aug. 8. 'Positive
real interest rates are here to
stay. . . . We are living in an over
indebted world. . . . We are bound
to make the appropriate
adjustments.

to be used for interest transfers abroad . "

The former central bank chief continued , "Positive real

interest rates are here to stay and in the foreseeable future
probably at a relatively high level , especially for dollar debt
. . ..

deficits are bound to keep real interest rates relatively high . "
·
This· means , Emminger added, that countries with large
debt burdens must submit to savage adjustment . "Over the
recent period of inflation the world has accumulated an awe

some volume of debt. This is true not only in the international

field . It is equally true of inflated domestic debt, particularly

government debt . . . world debt (outside the communist

bloc) both domestic and external increased in the decade from

1 97 1 to 1 98 1 at an annual rate of at least 1 5 percent while

'world production in real terms increased at about 3 . 5 percent.

We really are living in an over-indebted world . Some have

been saying that this problem can be solved only by inflation

The editorial continues , "The U . S . central bank has one

and only aim: to create as much liquidity as needed to save

or bankruptcy . But we can afford neither. We are bound to

have to make the appropriate adjustments .

"In the field of domestic debt, the adjustment has barely

the banking system without torpedoing confidence in the

begun ," Emminger declared . "I do not intend to go further

been able to keep interest rates down by attracting capital . '

government debt situation in the major industrial countries

monetary creation without the markets reacting on cue . . . .

room for stimulatory fiscal policies . "

is, or when it is advanced enough , the dollar will not drop, it

U . S . budget deficit (which Emminger considers to be a per

implied in its present rise . . . the dollar will collapse not out

precisely the American budget deficit which is the chief pro

ment that world leaders chose to save the bankrupt banking

pure Keynesianism-government deficit spending through

of insolvent nations , from the moment that IMF austerity has

driving force behind the Reagan recovery . ".

other solution than this monetary policy . . . . The present

Jacques ae Larosiere ' s argument that 3 percent growth recov

U . S . currency . . . as Volcker himself admitted: ' We ' ve only

Volcker' s true problem . . . is to effect the indispensible
When the markets understand what the actual U . S . strategy

will tumble , it will collapse . The greenback' s future drop is

of overvaluation but of overabundance . . . . From the mo

system, refusing to accept a global renegotiation of the debt

proven unpracticable , the U . S . and Volcker have had no

into all these problems except to draw the conclusion that the

calls for an enormous adjustment effort with scarcely any

To argue that the high interest rates proceed from the

manent fact of life) is absurd, he continued, because "it is

pellant of the present recovery in the U . S . A . Ironically , this
income tax cuts and high defense expenditures-provides the
Emminger politely ridicules IMF managing director

non-solution is the most cowardly . "

ery in the OECD countries might make the problem manage

Otmar Emminger's analysis

doubtful . . . . The present indications are that the world eco

able . "At least for

Former West German central bank governor Otmar Em

minger drew the consequences of the capital drain from Eu
rope in a particularly chilling speech before the Aug .

6
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1 983 and 1 984 ," he argues , "this is highly

nomic environment for the necessary payment adjustments

of the debtor countries appear less favorable than that as
sumed by [de Larosiere] . "
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Jobless decline: latest
fake 'recovery' figures
by Leif Johnson
A recent poll reported by columnists Evans and Novak found
that 14 percent of the population now believes that the reces
sion has ended. Last May , 18 percent of the population be
lieved the recession was over. This must have come as de
pressing news to those , particularly in the administration ,
who have been Whooping recovery with every statistic re
ported in the press .
The President devoted a substantial part of his Aug . 7
radio talk to the Bureau of Labor Statistics report of the
previous day which found unemployment had dropped half a
percentage point from June to July , the largest month to
month drop since December 1 959.
The President' s continued belief in the recovery is being
met with enormous cynicism by the American population , as
the Evans and Novak report indicates. Most Americans , cor
rectly , believe that the officially reported unemployment sta
tistic vastly understates the real level of unemployment .
Yet the problem for the administration ' s recovery-mon
gering is more serious than that . Even if we accept the BLS
figures which intentionally omit more than 1 0 million of the
disguised unemployed-the welfare population , part-time
workers (which the BLS counts as "employed") , older men
pushed out of the workforce before age 65 , students who
would work if they could find work , and the handicapped
the July unemployment figures provide no evidence of any
recovery .
In every recovery , including the 1976 turnabout, adult
men returned in substantial numbers to their form�r jobs . As
a BLS economist explained , "Traditionally , adult men pre
dominate in cyclically sensitive industries . Therefore , their
return to employment is taken as a definite sign of recovery . "
This i s precisely what has not occurred in the imagined re
covery of 1983.
The drop in officially reported unemployment from June
to July shows that joblessness among adult women dropped
8 . 8 percent and unemployment among teenagers decreased
by 6 . 9 percent, but unemployment of adult men sank only
1 . 5 percent. This means that proportionally , the hiring of
women and teenagers was much greater than that of adult
EIR
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men .
The failure to rehire adult men is a very strong argument,
even by official statistics , against the notion that there is a
recovery in the U . S . economy . But further analysis is even
more conclusive . In the table , "Persons at Work, " the BLS
reports that there was an increase (seasonally adjusted to
discount the summer hiring bulge) of 1 . 7 1 4 million , of which
78 1 ,000 were in part-time jobs. Thus 45 . 6 percent of all
additional persons at work were part-time workers , a phe
nomenon entirely uncharacteristic of a genuine recovery.
The administration , among other recovery boosters , has
made much of the reported half percentage point July drop in
unemployment being the largest since December 1 95 9 . Scru
tiny of the 1 959 unemployment drop using the same cate1 gories-adult men , adult women , and teenagers-shows a
profound difference between the actual recovery of 1 959 and
the imagined one of 1983 . From November and December
1 959 , the increase in adult male employment was 589 ,000,
a percentage rise of 1 . 4 percent. The drop in adult male
unemployment was 4 1 4 ,000, in percentage terms , 1 8 . 0 per
cent. But from June and July 1 983 , the rise in adult male
employment was only 292 ,000, or 0 . 5 percent, while the
drop in unemployment was a scant 80,000 or 1 . 5 percent.
The contrast could scarcely be sharper: the large November
December 1 959 drop in adult male unemployment shows the
effects of a true recovery; the shallow dip in June-July 1 983
male joblessness shows that no recovery is occurring .
Statistics for female and teenage employment and un
employment for 1 959 show the characteristics of a true re
covery. Then female employment rose by 0 . 6 percent and
unemployment rose by 3 . 2 percent (women tend to be re
placed by men in a recovery) while teenage employment rose
2 . 6 percent and teen unemployment increased 4 . 5 percent.
(The reason for these seemingly contradictory BLS statistics
is that they measure the number of people working and the
number of people looking for work . ) Compare these figures
with the 1 983 non-recovery: female employment June-July
rose 0 . 9 percent but unemployment fell by 8 . 8 percent while
teenaged employment fell 2 . 6 percent and unemployment
dropped 6 . 9 percent.
In 1 959 the drop in male unemployment was responsible
for the entire fall in unemployment; in 1 98 3 , the decrease in
'
male unemployment accounted for less than one quarter of
the decrease in unemployment reported . Add to this that
nearly half of the persons newly at work in 1 983 are only
part-time , and we have a picture that firmly contradicts any
real economic recovery .
What we do see is the misery inflicted upon American
families who must send their women and children to work
to an extent yet greater than already reached. We see the
once-employed steel worker replaced by his wife and even
children to maintain a family income; we may also see him
accept a part-time job , perhaps at half-pay. If we take such a
hypothetical case , one job is replaced by three-and the total
employment increases while the unemployment rate falls .
Of course , the hypothetical steel worker is by no means
Economics
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just hypothetical: the adult male employment rate (percent of
men

20-65 who are in the labor force) was 81.2 percent in
1 965 but had shrunk to 72 . 3 percent in 1 98 1 . On the other
hand , only 37 . 6 percent of the women participated in the
labor force in 1 965 compared to 43 . 9 percent in 1 98 1 , while
the teen employment rate went from 3 8 . 9 percent to 43.9

Currency Rates

percent.

The reason that a drop in BLS unemployment cannot be

taken to signify a recovery is that the BLS does not care what

kind of job or what hours the worker works . The tragic shift
of U . S . employment-from basic industry , construction , and
development and infusion of new breakthrough technologies ,

to menial and low-paid employment in service industries
is of no concern to the B LS unemployment rate . The BLS

hides this transformation and the social degradation of the
labor force by its own method of measuring employment .

To the B LS , a job is a job is a job . Anyone who�works at

least one hour during the pay period containing the twelfth
day of the month is employed. If an auto worker making
an hour i s laid off but finds a job pumping gas from
midnight at

$3 . 50 an hour, he is employed .

$14
8 p . m . to

By the BLS methods of calculations , Hitler cured Ger

man unemployment in the

1 930s .

Americans not ideologically blinded by the media pro:

paganda machine recognize that the crushing unemployment

brought by the second downward descent of the
Depression , beginning in

V olcker

1 981, has been only marginally

alleviated . The unemployment figures are faked , however,

not merely by statistical juggling (there is evidence of this as
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1 ) The BLS encourages the assumption that a drop in
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a myth , as the failure to rehire adult men in jobs in basic

the clearest sign not of growth , but of a rapid advance toward
a non-productive service economy . As the BLS figures them

selves show , the economy has merely added low-paid non

productive overhead employment .
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either in terms of hours worked or type of work as employed .

With the inclusion of the Armed Forces as part of the labor
force in January

1 983 , the BLS measure is essentially no

different that the one used by Nazi Germany to glorify its

cure for unemployment .

3) Unemployment is defined by those workers who are
searching for a job . The 1 7 million Americans working part
time , of whom 6 million by BLS admission would like to
work full-time , are counted as employed , not unemployed .

More than

1 million workers forced out on early retirement

are "out of the labor force," as are the unemployed temporar

ily in school or on welfare , and the handicapped . Being "out
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AGRICULTURE

legislation to achieve that goal . Dole added that "unless some
of us in Congress from farm states . . . show responsibility
and leadership in making the necessary corrections , the fu
ture of farm legislation will be extremely bleak . "

End o f dirigism

Policymakers rush to
scrap price supports
by Cynthia Parsons
"With recovery under way , agriculture will be entering a new
era . . . . It' s important that we take a collective look at the
issues so that we are better prepared to give direction to our
industry as it enters that era," Secretary John Block told the
July 1 2 "summit" on farm policy sponsored by his U . S .
Department of Agriculture .
. Block was invoking the myth of recovery to persuade the
70 heads of farm organizations, agricultural bankers , agri
businessmen , and consumer and labor organization leaders
gathered for the most important meeting on agriculture policy
since the 1 960s to forget the dirigist measures that had made
American agriculture the most productive in the world and
let the levels of U . S . food production be determined by Adam
Smith' s invisible hand of "market forces "-i. e. , Paul Volek
er's high interest rates and the international commodity cartels .
The path to the summit had been paved by six months of
meetings led by the USDA, farm groups , universities, and
think tanks . The discussions will be used to influence the
1985 farm bill .
Secretary of State George Shultz , Vice-President George
Bush, and Block all reiterated to the meeting that current
farm programs cost the government too much money , and
that a long-term policy had to be designed to bring supply
and demand into balance-without the aid of price supports .
Price supports and loan programs were termed "insulting" to
farmers and were called the chief cause of the current collapse
of farm income and exports . Farmers must "produce for the
marketplace , not for price supports ," as Alan Tubbs, the
American Bankers Association representative , commented
at the summit.
Further high-level attacks on price supports followed the
July 1 2 meeting . Addressing the National Com Growers
Association' s annual convention July 1 8 , Block and Sen .
Robert Dole (R-Kans . )
control . " Block announced that the administration hopes next
year to cut costs in half if Congress can be pursuaded to enact
EIR
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Joint Economic Committee hearings on agricultural pol
icy held during May and June , titled "Toward the Next Gen
eration of Farm Policy," focused on the necessity of deter
mining production by "market demand"-with little or no
discussion of the huge international debts and the record
interest rates that have brought on world depression and de
stroyed agricultural markets . Should farmers be forced out
of business , it would be a threat to world food supplies that
no immediate "surplus" could alleviate .
Although legislated price supports alone are inadequate
to ensure the continued productive capacity of U . S . agricul
ture , the fact that farm organizations showed themselves
willing to compromise on guaranteed income , in exchange
for government "supply management," demonstrates a level
of demoralization equal to that of American labor unions .
Farm Bureau President Robert Delano testified that farmer
owned reserve incentives must be lowered, instead of contin
uing provisions that suppport prices at "legislated income
support levels without regard to long-term market damage. "
Delano endorsed the goals o f the costly Payment I n Kind
(PIK) program, saying "the purpose of PIK has been to allow
markets to operate so that farmers and ranchers may receive
adequate income from the market-rather than from govern
ment . " Delano added that target prices must be frozen, in
stead of increasing annually .
A National Farm Coalition spokesman, although very
much opposed to freezing target prices or lowering the min
imum loan rate provisions , echoed the Farm Bureau. The
National Farmers Union called for a supply-management
program and said they would consider eliminating target
prices if loan prices were raised in return .
Daniel Amstutz, the newly appointed USDA undersec
retary for International Affairs and Commodity Programs and
former Continental Grain Company employee , called at the
hearings for a "world system of liberal agricultural trade, in
which producers compete on the basis of comparative advan
tage"-the same dumping policies that have allowed U . S.
steel and other industrial production to be undercut in inter
national markets .

Long-range policy
While farm leaders and some politicians have to answer
to a constituency , and therefore may favor the softer approach
of "market management," bankers , economists , and grain
companies have been forthright in blaming price supports for
the farm crisis . Both groups are going in the same direction
an agriculture based on a fully feudal "free-market" system ,
and they are only arguing about the method to obtain that
goal.
Economics
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Continental Grain' s vice-president for commodity re
search , Ted Rice , claimed at a seminar for executives in the
breadstuffs industry in June that the high cost and deficiencies
of the PIK program could be justified if it is used as an
emergency plan while the administration and Congress work
toward a marketed-oriented agriculture . But in a July 7 inter
view with EIR, Rice likened PIK to "a man shooting himself
in the leg . You can put a tourniquet on it, but if he does not
get to the hospital for treatment, he will lose his leg . PIK will
do nothing to relieve surpluses . What we have to do is let
prices find their own level . "
"The problem ," continued Rice , "is that congressmen
know nothing about economics . . . . We must lower the loan
rates to the minimum the law will allow-$3 . 30 for wheat
and $2 . 40 com . Then we must have an acreage-reduction
program, taking the largest percent out of production possi
ble . Those who want to farm will comply . Those who don't,
won't . . . . As things stand now , yes , we will lose many
farmer s who are generally bad managers , its too bad , but
that's life . "
Professor Barry Flinchbaugh at Kansas State University ,
an agriCUlture economist and analyst, admitted in an inter
view that "PIK was cheap this year. But the [$ 1 2 billion
worth] of grain the government' s giving away eventually will
show up in the budget as loss . And operating a farm program
after the grain' s gone would cost the Treasury billions . " This
could make future programs less desirable for farmers . In
other words , this year PIK will show up as "the best program
farmers ever had," he said . But "next year, it . will be a cost
to the Treasury . "
Farmers should lobby for a free market, he said: "It can
work. Farmers soon learn to allocate their resources on the
basis of demand for their products . " It would mean farmers
selling directly to foreign governments , which control and
subsidize their domestic markets . If too many American
farmers competed for these foreign sales , that could make
prices unacceptably low . "If our grain production droppped
too far, forcing prices up , those prices might reach the point
where other countries ' production would suddenly seem
economical . "
Flinchbaugh called for a government program controlled
by delegated farmers , which , like the Federal Reserve Sys
tem, would not be controlled by Congress . "If the system
were isolated from the political process , farmers could deter
mine their own production and stocks policies . "
John Urbanchuk of Wharton Econometric Forecasting
Associates, Inc . summed up the political situation in the
following way . "Program management has become a critical
issue . It is not clear that the administration has tile necessary
leverage to run the current farm program in a political envi
ronment of tight budget constraints . Without sufficient funds
to restrain acreage expansion , we may find ourselves faced
with the necessity of 'bailout' programs similar to PIK on a
fairly regular basis . "
In the Heritage Foundation' s yearly policy guide , Agenda
10
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, 83. author Bruce Gardner called for an immediate end to
price supports . Such a move towards a free market is fully
endorsed by the grain companies .
The filibuster led b y Sen. John Melcher at the end of the
last congressional session against the target price freeze , is,
indeed , all that stands between the free market and the shards
of the current system.

Building for the summit
The University of Missouri at Columbia, along with the
Agribusiness Council of the Kansas City Chamber of Com
merce , held a National-Agricultural Policy Symposium in
March, marking the 50th anniversary of the writing of the
1933 Agricultural Amendment Act. The theme of every
speech was that it' s time to change the commodity price
support programs of the Agricultural Amendment Act . Jim
my Carter' s pioneer free marketeer, former Agriculture Sec
retary Bob Bergland , now of Farmland World Trade , said
that while Congress holds the ultimate power in the formation
of farm policy, Bergland said it is not well suited to that task.
Dawson Ahalt, acting deputy undersecretary for Inter
national Affairs and Commodity Programs , told the Eastern
Federation of Feed Merchants in June , "Frankly , we at USDA
realize we are among the worst violators of budget-balancing
objectives of the U . S . government. "
Policies under consideration , he said , are to continue
current programs since inflation is down , although support
levels may be too high; to insulate U . S . agriculture in a
manner similar to the European Community, including a
guarantee of minimum farm prices , export subsidies , and the
possibility of strict acreage controls; and to adopt a more
market-oriented approach which might freeze target prices
and lower price supports . PIK added $2-$3 billion to farm
income , he said, which will be used to show the success of
the program .
Ahalt, talking to Farmlana Industries , said that American
farmers face three options: produce for world markets or
insulate themselves from those markets ; take price signals
from world markets or have the government heayily in
volved; choose between "flexible" or "rigid" farm price sup
port programs . "These would not be easy choices to make or
accept. " The department, he said , has asked Congress to give
Block the flexibility to freeze target prices for wheat, com,
rice , and cotton . Those prices mandated in the 1 98 1 farm bill
were too high and are encouraging production .
"The market is signaling we have too much and we are
continuing to add to the supply. The fundamental underlying
program is sending the wrong signals . . . . It is clear, given
the situation today , we have too many resources in
agriculture . "
C . W. McMillan , assistant secretary for Marketing and
Inspection Services , gave the same three alternatives as Abalt,
with much more market worship. He claimed that more mar
ket-orientation will make it more expensive for U . S . com
petitors to insulate their farmers from the marketplace .
EU{
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Inside Canada

by Pierre Beaudry

A friendly fascist society
Trudeau is imposing post-industrial policy and a major labor
congress hasfallen for corporatism.

T

he Trudeau government will soon
announce the creation of two institu

Johnston , was created at the instiga

labor corporatism. The backdrop for
this development is the emergency
measures passed by Order in Council

in 1 982 by Kimon Valaskakis , direc
tor of the Club of Rome front group

tions whose purpose is to impose aus
terity through government-business

in June

1 98 1 which include the crea

tion of "civilian internment camps . "
Although this will be announced
as a measure to cope with rampant

unemployment, the real aim is to tum
the Canadian workforce into a model
for a post-industrial "friendly fascist
society" based on "work sharing . "
On July

25 , Trudeau and his cab

inet ministers met with U . S . econo
mist John Kenneth Galbraith and la

bor leaders at Val Morin, Quebec , to
implement a new "social contract" on
"how to divide up the nation' s in
come . " At that meeting , the decision
was made to move ahead at full speed
with the Canadian side of the policy
discussed between Trudeau and some
20 top American executives at a meet

ing held in Ottawa on Oct . 1 6 , 1 982
(seeEIR , Nov . 1 6 , 1 982) .
On Aug . I, the news came out of
the Couchiching Conference at Ge
neva Park , Ontario, that the post-in
dustrial society has arrived . There
fore , "people must be prepared to share
work and develop new jobs in the hu

man services , " said Stuart Smith ,
chairman of the Science Council of
Canada. "The only way to share the
wealth , " he said, "is by sharing the
work . " The Science Council of Can
ada, under Minister of State for Sci
ence and Technology , Donald J .
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tion of Aurelio Peccei , head of the
Club of Rome , in 1 973.
This scenario was fully elaborated

called GAMMA at the University of
Montreal . In his script for the Cana
dian government titled "The Manage

ment of Time in a Conserver Society , "
Valaskakis proposes a "Mafia model"
of contract work sharing as the alter
native to the traditional work sched
ule . "The advantage of contract work
for an institution is that it can ' rent'
'
people rather than ' buy ' them. . . .
This alternative i s , of course , not new .
The Mafia . . . has been using it for
years . "
The bottom line for both Canada
and the United States was given at
Couchiching by Vincent Mosco, pro
fessor of communications at Temple
University in Philadelphia. "The ma

jority of jobs created in the high-tech
nology world won 't be glamorous or
stimulating , but low skilled , low-pay
ing , low-benefit work requiring little
education," Mosco said.He added that
"the industrial worker who is replaced
by a robot may find his next job

sweeping floors or serving hamburg
ers . The people who will find the most

job opportunities are fast-food work
ers , janitors , and sales clerks . "
It was decided at Couchiching , and
reported in the Montreal Gazette by
Richard Gwyn on Aug . 3 , that Em
ployment Minister Lloyd Axworthy,
the kingpin of the "work sharing"
scheme we expo sed this spring (see

EIR , May 24) , will set up an Industrial
Labor Market Analysis Institute to re

place his own Canadian Occupation
Protection System (COPS ) .
The other new institution set up
will be called the Canadian Institute

for Productivity and Employment
Growth (CIPEC), to be administered
. by Industry Minister Edward Lumley ,
the keynote speaker at Couchiching.
Just as the COPS apparatus was
designed to police the work force , IL
MAl and CIPEC ' s job will be to chan
nel labor displacements from the re
mains of the industrial society . During
the latest weekend close session at Val
Morin, ending August
announced to the Globe

7 , Axworthy
and Mail that

..,

there are already 1 4 , 000 work-sharing
agreements involving more than

300,000 workers , and that he wants a
"permanent work-sharing program, "

which h e considers a "revolutionary
way to ease unemployment . "
A s for organized labor, it i s "com
ing inside the tent ," as Gwyn put it.
Canadian Labor Congress executive
vice-president Shirley Carr will co
chair the steering committee of CI
PEC in collaboration with Tom Aqui

no , president of the Business Council
on National Issues . The only sane re
action came from Tom McGrath , na
tional vice-president of the Canadian
Brotherhood of Railway Transport and
General Workers, who told the Globe

and Mail August 9 that work sharing

is "people sharing the poverty , not
sharing the goods . "
The Couchiching conference was
set up by the Canadian Institute on
Public Affairs (CIPA), a Club of Rome
think tank headed by Nona Macdon
aid , who is also a board director of the
Empire Club . One of CIPA ' s execu
tive officers is Janet Smith , assistant
secretary of the Privy Council Office.
Next year' s conference is titled
"What ' s Left? What ' s Right? What ' s
Next?" What will be left, indeed?
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International Credit

by Renee Sigerson

New flight-capital wave 'stupendous '

earnings off the bond coupons . What
the foreign investors were primarily

The inside story on how p ortfolio managers profitfrom
"arbitrage" between long- and short-term instruments.

interested in was the

short-term resale

potential of big-name U . S . corporate
bond issue s . "The name of the game , "

.

the source emphasized , is "portfolio

The

continuing European central

agers have done is to take advantage

bank "interventions" on foreign ex

of the opportunities for arbitrage which

change markets are not serious at

have been created through the process

tempts to stem

of deregulation of U. S . financial mar

the rise of the u . S .

kets since

bank, which is synonymous with the

fect of such deregulation-that i s , of

Nazi International-controlled Bank for

the creation of what is often called the

A not-so-visible ef

International Settlements , was actual

financial

ly

buying dollars this week , to drive

deregulation "pools" the gross re

the German mark downward in line
with the collapse of other European

sources of the U . S . financial system .
For the European flight capital in

currencies .

vestment houses , this means that they

For the short term, th e net effect
of these central bank "pokes" in cur
rency waters has probably been little
more than to cheapen the cost of dollar
purchases for the investment man
agers of the European private invest

ment funds who are now running a

large round of flight capital into the
United States . The central banks are

setting up Europe for a massive new
round of devaluations and loss of pur
In the meantime , the managers of
the powerful family fortunes

supermarket-is

(jondi)

are raking in extraordinary :!arnings
through a process of "arbitraging"
transfers of old and new flight capital
inflows into the United States , shav
ing off the difference between last
year ' s long-term investments and this
year ' s short-term investments .
How does this work?
In discussions with New York
bankers who work with European in
vestment managers , EIR has traced the

the way

are virtually guaranteed a buyer for
any paper which was good last month
but which may no longer be a premi
um investment . Thus , the "risk" to the
foreign investor of playing with very
large sums of money is greatly re
duced-especially when the sheer
profit earned on the rise of the U. S .
dollar is calculated into the earnings
evaluation .
When the Ibero-American debt
crisis hit last year , some

chasing power.
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dollar at this time . The Swiss central

$10

billion

plus in European flight capital came
into the United States , "piggyback- .
ing" on the much larger flow from
panicked Latin American investors .
Under the pressures of this "flight to
quality" and the shortage of U . S . dol
lars to finance debt payments worl d
wide , the dollar gradually appreci
ated , guaranteeing a higher return on
those investments . However, U. S . in
terest rates were under

10 percent for

most of that time .

management . "
The same source indicated that in
approximately early June , the man
agers of European flight capital trans
actions began to put out the word that
until U . S . rates went up again , they
would yank their money out of the
United States . "A leading West Ger
man investment fund, which placed

$1

billion in U . S . corporates in

estimated

that

they

had

1 982,

probably

earned everything they possibly could,
and that unless interest rates start ris
ing , there is no reason to keep their
money here . "
Uncertainty over U . S . rates pre
vailed until late July , and in that peri
od a certain amount of foreign invest
ment was indeed pulled out of the
United States . Swiss bankers say some
of these funds ended up in Italy , where
supporters of Italian Prime Minister
Bettino Craxi have come to the con
clusion that this is a great time to buy
into the Italian stock market , in order
to support the neo-Fascist reorgani
zation of Italian industry .
However , once Paul Volcker was
reconfirmed as Fed chairman , and
U . S . rates took off, the outflow from
the dollar ceased . A new round of
funds , plus last year ' s cashed-in in

vestments , is being placed, we are told,

primarily in the stock market; flight
capital will only start moving into
money market instruments if money
market rates go well over 10 percent .

Thus European investment houses

What permits the "cash-in" o f ear

step-by-step investment strategems the

concentrated their dollar investments

lier investments and removes the risk

fondi managers have pursued since
August 1 982, the turning point in the

in the longer-term bond market. Ac

on such transfers , is the immense rise

cording to an informed Wall Street

in deployable , reserve-free liquidity

Thero-American and world-debt cri

source , however, these bond purchas

in the U. S . financial system overall as

sis in large part, what the fondi man-

es were not made with intent to accrue

a result of banking deregulation .
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Domestic Credit

by Richard Freeman

Rubbing Congress 's nose in the dirt

budget deficit , which will b e $2 1 0 bil

will move higher; the prime could be 12 percent by
end of the summer.

Interest rates
the

lion for fiscal year

1 983 ,

despite

administration claims to the contrary .
This too requires dollars .
'
What about the "recovery"?
McGraw-Hill economist Joe Speers
reported Aug . 9, "I believe that the

O n Aug . 1 1 , Chase Manhattan led

he thought interest rates would move

increase in interest rates will hurt

higher, sending a shock through the

housing pretty bad .

in raising the prime rate from 1 0 . 5 to

markets . Then, as I reported last week,

"I think that all the people who

Volcker , in order to drain liquidity ,

could buy homes at 1 3 percent interest

sold Treasury securities by invitation

rates have already bought them . Now

the way for the country ' s large banks

1 1 . 0 percent . This is likely to be the
first of several increases .
Monte Gordon , chief economist
for Dreyfus in New York , reported ,
"The prime will probably go to 1 2 per
cent or higher. Based on market con
dition s , the prime should be 1 2 per
cent right now . The prime is laggirig
behind the other short-term rate s .
"The banks waited t o raise the
prime . They couldn 't do that while
Congress was voting the IMF sub
scription increase . That would be like
the banks rubbing Congress ' s nose in
the dirt . So, the minute Congress re
cesse s , bingo , the banks raise the
prime . "
The Dow Jones industrial average
plunged 20 . 23 points Aug . 9 , resting
at 1 1 63 at day ' s end . From the Dow ' s

to individual banks, rather than a gen

rates are above that level [ 1 3 . 75 per

eral offering . As one New York bank

cent] . The multi-unit housing com

er said at the time , "By conducting

plexes have already gotten their mon

federal funds operations on a custom

ey to be built. They won 't be able to

er-by-customer basis , the Fed was

borrow much new money . "

giving a signal that it was pleased with

Chris Palmer , editor of the B ir

the rise in the federal funds rate . " Fed

mingham , Alabama-based newsletter

eral funds set the base level for other
interest rates .
On the same day that Volcker

million or even 1 . 4 million on an an

of Salomon Brothers , predicted high

nual basi s . " Housing starts were re

er interest rate s . On Aug . 5 , First Bos

ported to be 1 . 7 million units in July .

ton economist Henry Wojnilower

The slowdown is already fore

he and Kaufman are known on Wall

shadowed in the decline in lumber

Street as "Dr. Death and Dr. Gloom"

prices ,

predicted 1 3 percent Treasury bond

homebuilding activity .

rates before the end of the year.

high o f 1 248 the first week o f June ,

The second factor in the interest
rate increases is a tremendous demand

the board has lopped 85 points off the

for dollars internationally , which is

Dow average . Dreyfu s ' s Gordon be

pushing up interest rates .

1 050.
Three things are forcing up the

for housing starts to slow down to 1 . 5

spoke , his alter ego , Henry Kaufman

the steady rise in interest rates across

lieves the Dow could soon go down to

"Palmer ' s Lumber and Plywood Fore
cast , " told EIR Aug . 1 2 , "I ' m looking

Ibero-American nations

service

their $300-billion-plus debts in dol
lars ; Western Europe ' s debt must also

which reflect the level of

The benchmark price for softwood
lumber , which stood at $243 a thou
sand board feet at the beginning of
June , fell to $ 1 95 July 3 1 , and to $ 1 7 8
on Aug . 5 . Chris Palmer predicted that
the price could fall to year earlier lev
els of $ 1 30 per thousand board feet
within 30 day s .

be paid for the most part in dollars (see

As for auto , the other side the

First , there is the the policy deci

Special Report) . This demand for dol

Treasury-debauching Keynesian re

prime .
sion reached by Federal Reserve Board

lars has pushed the six-month Euro

covery this spring , General Motors

chairman Paul Volcker to threaten

dollar rate to above 1 1 percent, more

Acceptance

President Reagan with destruction of

than a percentage point above the

nounced that it must pay 9 . 5 percent

the phony recovery through higher in

comparable

for its commercial paper, which dooms

terest rate s , and thus confront the

United States . The higher interest rates

its 9 . 9 percent consumer loan interest

President with a domestic economic

in the Eurodollar market can be ex

rate for selected auto models . Since

crisis at the same time that the Presi
dent is hit with crises abroad .

pected to contribute to the upward

the auto boom is attributable in the

pressure on rates across the Atlantic .

main to such programs , their termi

The newly reappointed Volcker

Finally , there is the tremendous

told Congress in hearings July 28 that

financing required to cover the U . S .

EIR
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six-month rate

in the

Corporation

has

an

nation will also terminate the eight
month auto recovery .
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Business Briefs
U.S. Labor

Interstate System 95 , collapsed outside of

Greenwich, Connecticut, killing three peo

Contract settlements

ple . If the bridge collapse had occurred at

The u . s . Bureau of Labor Statistics re

might have died .
The two accidents underscore the fact
that the U . S . economy is not recovering , but

lowest in 15 years

vealed Aug . 8 that collective bargaining

contracts settled in the first six months of

rush hour, and not at 3 : 00 a . m . , hundreds

rather its infrastructure is collapsing at an

gan administration official" warning that "the
pdtential of the meeting is awesome . "

"Brazil , " notes the Financial Times, "is

to participate next month in an unprecedent

ed meeting of Latin American debtor coun

tries , aimed at reaching an informal coordi

nation of positions over the renegotiation of
their $3 1 0 billion-plus external debt . . .

accelerating rate , after four years of Paul

the idea of a debtors' club has been aired

riod in the past 1 5 years of reporting . Aver

highway system was built in the 1 950s and

refusal [to join] up to now of Brazil . . . was

the first contract and 27 percent annually for

But only minimal maintenance work has been

1 983 were the lowest for any six-month pe

age wage adjustments were 0 . 9 percent for

the rest of the contracts , as opposed to 8 . 4

percent for the first year and 6 . 7 percent for
the remainder of the contract the last time

contracts were negotiated-only two to three
years ago .

A full one-quarter of the 1 . 2 million

workers covered by settlements in the Jan

uary to June 1 98 3 period took wage cuts .
These included over 325 ,000 steel and con
struction workers , whose wage cuts aver

Volcker ' s depression . The U . S . interstate
1 96Os, and was intended to last for 25 years .

done in the 1 980s, leading to the collapse of

the system .

The roof of the train station in New Jer

sey, which is run by the Port Authority Trans

Hudson (PATH) railroad, was built only

eight years ago . It was inspected in Apri l ,

and found t o b e sagging , b u t funds were not

will lose 0 . 6 percent of their wages for the
.

One-fifth of the workers unde new con

tracts will receive no specified change-i . e . ,

always the stumbling block . "

The French daily Le Monde reported that

the OAS meeting will establish the "debtors '

club , " and that the entire continent has a

policy of rejecting IMF conditionalities, and

if the attempt is made to force countries to
submit, the result will be that they will not
.

pay their debts.

appropriated for its repair.

Agriculture

aged 6 . 3 percent. Another 300 ,000 workers

duration of their contracts .

increasingly over the past year . . . but the

Operation Juarez

Brazil joins

Congress leaves wheat
prices uncertain

increase for the duration o f their contracts .

'integration drive'

United States wheat farmers face an uncer

try ' s smallest wage and compensation ad

Brazil ' s foreign ministry announced plans

crop s . A filibuster led by Sen . John Melcher

that provided no wage increases , but raised
employer contributions to benefit funds .

egation to represent Brazil at the Sept . 5-9

OAS meeting in Caracas , Venezuela. The

freeze target prices (see Congressional
Closeup) . Without any new legislation , op

foreign debt would be the top item on the

nounced by Agriculture Secretary Block July

cussion at the summmit meeting would fo
cus on how to achieve a common regional

prices for next year could change drastically.

Construction workers received the indus

justments in 1 5 years-reflecting contracts

Only 550,000 workers were covered by

Cost of Living adjustments-amounting to

a 5 . 9 percent wage increase for the duration
of the contract. But half the workers covered

by COLA clauses took wage cuts of up to

2.7 percent for the first year of their contracts .

Aug . 10 to send a top-level government del

Ministry announced that Ibero-America's
agenda and revealed "unofficially" that dis

negotiating stance with their creditors .
The London

Financial Times and the
Journal of Commerce carried the story on

tain situation in planning their 1 984 wheat

(0- Mont . ) stopped passage of legislation to

tion two of the 1 984 wheat program an
29 will go into effect . However, if Congress

passes new legislation in September, wheat
Block ' s option two states that if the tar

get price automatically escalates to $4 . 45

per bushel , there will be an acreage-reduc

U.S. Infrastructure

that Brazil appears to have '�oined the mood"

tion requirement of 30 percent, : and, for
farmers who divert additional land from

Subway collapse

lective renegotiation of their debt s .

program giving farmers 75 percent of what

shows economic decay

cited "vehemently denying" plans to go with

A 50-ton steel and concrete ceiling col

lapsed 25 feet onto the mezzanine concourse
of the Journal Square Transportation Center
train terminal in Jersey City , New Jersey
Aug . 8, killing two persons and injuring

nine . This collapse occured one month after
the Mianus highway bridge , which is part of
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their front pages Aug . 1 , with the warning

of the other debtor countries in seeking col
Although the Brazilian government is

a debt moratorium and insisting that the Ca

racas meeting would not be the occasion for

planting , there will be a payment-in-kind'
they would have grown in surplus grai n .

The proposed legislation would have

frozen the target price at $4 . 30 per bushel,

with an acreage-reduction requirement of 25

forming a "debtors ' club," the tone of the
U . S . , British and Swiss press coverage was

percent and payment-in-kind program for

in

of the program yield .
Under Block ' s option , the national av
erage loan and purchase rate will be $3 . 30

decidedly unconvinced . Exemplary is a note

Newsweek magazine of Aug . 8 which

points to "an ominous meeting" about to be
held in Caracas on the debt and cites a "Rea-

farmers who diverted additional land . PIK
compensation would have been 80 percent

EIR
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Briefly
per bushel . The 1 98 1 Food and Agriculture
Act sets the loan rate at this level , because

the season ' s average price for the 1 98 3 crop

is expected to be less than 1 05 percent of

current loan rate .

structure

than

conventional

cables,

re

searchers stated. It could transmit laser beams

over long distances without repeater, and

with less than half the loss sustained by the

most efficient current fiber-optics commu
nication cables .

•

ARGENTINA must end its "dis

criminatory practices" against the
British banks and speed up repatria

tion of funds seized during the Mal

vinas War, or those banks will pull

out of the recently arranged

$ 1 . 5 bil

lion loan package, according to the

London Guardian . There is a risk that
if the issue is forced, Argentina, which

lbero-American Debt

Venezuela: current debt
renegotiation 'provisional '
The existing bilateral debt renegotiation ar

lbero-American Labor

Bolivian unions demands
debt moratorium

rangements which many Ibero-American

The Bolivian central labor council, the COB ,

"only provisional , " V ictor Gimenez Landi

with a specific program as the basis for its

countries have made with their creditors are

nez , Venezuela ' s ambassador to the Orga

nization of American States (OAS ) , de
clared Aug . 1 0 .

Gimenez Landinez said that long-term

solutions to the debt crisis are needed , arid

that such solutions would be the subject of

the hemipsheric economic meeting to be
sponsored by the OAS in Caracas on Sept .

5-9 . The meeting will take place at minis

terial level , Gimenez Landinez stated , with

or without the participation of the Reagan
administration . His comments were almost

simultaneous with Brazi l ' s affirmation that

it would attend as a full participant.

if the funds are to be recovered, the

Guardian conclude s .

j oining the government on the president's

nounced the increase in U. S. interest

SAO PAOLO's Federation of

Plastic

Industries

president

de

urging . Foremost among its demands are "a
postponement on payment of the foreign debt

rates because of the effect on Brazil ' s

economy recovers sufficiently to make such

with every one point rise in interest

to the international banks" until the B olivian

economic crisis . Brazil has t o pay

$450

payments feasible .

rate s .

sented to Siles Zuazo the second week of

•

The 1 2-page document the COB pre

August declares that the government has only

two options: "To submit to the dictates of
the International Monetary Fund and to the

million more in interest alone

THOMAS REICHMANN, the

director of the IMF delegation to Bra

zil, told Globo network television

Aug .

10

that because of delays in

pressures of the privileged economic groups,

concluding an agreement with the

with the Bolivian Labor Council , formulat

bursed in May and August, will be

which are its allies and sustainers , or to un
dertake as a firm decision, co-government
ing a new economic and social policy in

Japan develops

also urged a Bolivian "regional policy" based

laser cable

cussed at the July 24 Andean Pact summit
has

with it . But the risk i s worth taking,

•

defense of the national interests and in pro

government laboratory

declare a debt moratorium and pull

the Ibero-American continent along

presented the government of Siles Zuazo

Research and Development

A Japanese

is "self-sufficient in oil and more eco

nomically resilient than Brazil" could

IMF, the release of two scheduled
loans that were to have been dis

delayed until October. Brazilian Fi

nance Minister Galveas responded

$2 billion behind in pay

tection of its human capital . " The document

that "we are

on economic integration , which was dis

we cannot pay . "

in Caracas .
Siles Zuazo offered the COB 6 of 1 8

president of Brazil ' s largest opposi

ic and political crisis that is paralyzing the

Aug .

the government a "prudent" period of time

rect presidential elections, end to

I n Argentina, the two rival federations

cessive economic policy to end the

Aug . 8 , with the mediation of the Argentina

dent also said that he will propose to

ments, but if we do not get any money

•

ULYSSES GUIMARAES, the

achieved the world's first successful devel

ministerial positions to resolve the econom

tion party, the PMDB, announced

could efficiently transmit a carbon dioxide

country . The COB is now prepared to give

moratorium on the foreign debt, di

opment of a hollow optical fiber cable that

gas laser beam infrared ray , according to
Kyodo News Service . The new cable can be

to accept , negotiate or reject its proposal s .

cessing methods , with wide industrial ap

of the CGT labor central j oined the week of

used in laser surgery , cutting , and other pro

plication , researchers at the Ministry of In

ternational Trade and Indusry (MIT!) stated
Aug . 3 .

Non-hollow , conventional optical fiber

cable cannot efficiently transmit a gas laser

beam infrared ray .

The new cable , with a quartz glass core ,

is based on an entirely different concept and
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church, to present the government with a

unified petition for drastic alterations in its
economic and wage policie s . The labor fed

erations asserted that if they do not receive
an immediate and positive response from the

10

that his party proposes a

emergency decrees, and an end to re
economic crisis . The PMDB presi

the party ' s executive that the PMDB
challenge before the nation ' s su
preme court the constitutionality of

the existing accords with the IMF and
the foreign banks .

governing junta on its demands , they will

mobilize a national strike .
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The debt blow-out
of the 1980s :
Western Europe
by George Gregory and Laurent Murawiec

Western Europe ' s central banks have already decided that the present collapse of
their currencies will provide the occasion for a general "purging" of the debt
loaded European economies . The model for both West Germany and France is
already visible in Bettino Crax i ' s Italy , where the makework employment methods
of Mussolini have been installed under the Venetian finance minister, Bruno
Visentini .
The currency crisis , which will ruin the European Monetary System-since
1 97 8 the last prop of internal European trade-will plunge Europe into a general
depression crisis , coincident with the disintegration of the spurious American
recovery during the September-October period . In particular, the collapse of the
French franc and the expected institution of additioIlal exchange controls and a
protectionist trade policy will ruin West Germany ' s exports , shattering the core of
Europe ' s economy .
At least five Western European countries are

already on the verge of turning

over their economic policy-making powers to the same teams of the International
Monetary Fund that have wreaked havoc with Third World economies . The com
bined foreign debt of Belgium , France , Denmark , Spain , and Italy , the "Most
Affected Countries" of Europe , tops $320 billion, a shade more than Latin America
as a whole . These economies are stronger? They represent a greater debt-carrying
capacity ? The reader will see for himself that they do not-unless they agree to
bleed investment , social services , and living standards in the way Nazi Germany
stabilized its own debt in the 1 930s .
The long-term deterioration of Europe ' s state finances is the product of 20
years ' deterioration of the Bretton Woods system.

EIR showed in a study published

Sept . 1 5 , 1 982 , that the collapse of investment in the West German economy and
the decline of Europe ' s industrial productivity in general is attributable to the
vicious circle of European terms of trade: the more West Germany exported, the
less social surplus it had available for capital investment in domestic industry . The
long-term undervaluation of the German mark during the 1 960s was followed by,
in quick succession , two devastating increases in the price of imported oil , and an
16
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Women selling tin cans to feed their families in Weimar Germany: just the first effects of the last European debt crisis .

increase in the dollar-financing cost of West German interest
rates through the Paul Volcker monetary regime .
Now the last phase of what is , fundamentally, a dollar
crisis has brought Europe to the final economic extremity .
The rapid decline of European currencies will undermine the
continent' s capacity to manage a dollar debt burden in excess
of $300 billion , forcing its economies into the most brutal
form of bankruptcy reorganization; the ultimate consequence
envisioned not only by Italy ' s Craxi, but by the German
speaking central banks as well, is an immiserated , fascist
Europe under the economic wing of the Soviet Union .
Not only France and Italy, but also the apparently more
favOI:ed Europeans , namely , West Germany and the Nether
lands , have a lready mortgaged their productive capacity in
the last decade for the purpose of settling debt-be that in the
form of public debt , corporate debt , or household debt. Con
trary to the doctrinaires of economic faculties , it makes no
difference whether it is the state , the corporate sector, or
individuals that incur debt: what matters is whether debt is
incurred to invest productively or not . European nations have
incurred enormous amounts of debt for unproductive
purposes .
The insurance giants , those game-masters of international
finance , generally classify countries (and other entities) ac
cording to degrees of indebtedness: degree one is debt on
projects; degree two i s debt incurred to repay project loans;
degree three , debt to repay debt incurred to repay debt, and
so forth . In their current calculations , France is at the third
degree , Italy at the fifth to sixth degree , Spain at the sixth
degree , Britain at the fourth , Belgium is beyond calculation ,
EIR
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and Switzerland is covered , "since everybody owes them
money. " The short-sightedness of monetarist financiers: when
all the debtors collapse into default, what are the creditors '
claims worth?
Let us take a bird's-eye view of the main categories of
debt over the recent period (see Figure 1 ) .
How did such a n immense burden o f debt accumulate in
the stagnant economies of the past decade? Not because "con
sumption" was favored to the detriment of "investment. "
Both have fallen victim to the Moloch o f debt. Evidence for
this is provided by the fact that both the "hard currency"
countries that led the proverbial policy of stability , such as
Germany and the natural-gas-rich Netherlands , and the "soft
currency" countries with their burdens of inflation , have slid
down the same path .
In themselves , the statistics in Figure 1 could be mislead
ing-it is not the magnitudes per se that matter, but their
reciprocal correlations : France ' s or Spain ' s domestic debts
are fairly small , but the counterpart is massive foreign in
debtedness. Corporations in both countries have tapped the
Euromarkets in huge proportions to escape credit controls .
Similarly, the rate o f growth o f German o r British state in
debtedness appears to have been kept within reasonable
bounds-but it started from very high levels . And, in all
cases , as the country studies below show , the 1 978-80 period
witnessed an extraordinary acceleration of all debt ratios for
all nations concerned , an acceleration which has essentially
abolished differences in historical patterns .
Could economic recovery flatten the debt-to-output ratios
in such a way as to increase the debt-carrying capacity of the
Special Report
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mercial bankers trotting ignorantly behind . The policies of
Figure 1

Debt expansion in European Community nations

Increase of
public debt
1975-82
in %

Increase
of foreign
debt in
national
currency
in 070
1975-82

deflationary austerity which have destroyed the gigantic po
tential export markets in the Third World, and choked NASA
like "Great Enterprises" in Western nations , found their con
summate expression in the insane usury of the U. S . Federal

Government
debt per
capita in
1982 dollars

Reserve . The amount of fictitious financial paper has multi
Debt to
GNP in
%

plied many times over the growth of production . The tax
imposed by debt on the proceeds of real output has grown
while the productive basis shrank: the stage was set for an

exponential

growth of debt . The weakest link in the world

West
Germany

1 19

1 89

4,048

France

450

7, 900

1 ,2 1 0

13

Europe is nigh .

Italy

353

219

4,263

Spain

253

240

588

61
23 . 9

$ 1 . 7 trillion dollars . Given the interest rate structures of the

39

Holland

1 68

0

6, 808

73

Belgium

245

9,560

10,204

1 07

Sweden

413

802

6,385

61

Denmark

300

900

6,078

47

U.K.

1 13

n.a.

10, 357

111

economy , the Third World , broke first . The tum of Western
The Eurocurrency markets presently amount to about

last few years , it has been estimated that $2 1 0 billion per
annum in interest had to be generated simply in order to
maintain the breakeven functioning of the market by means
of regular interest payments ! And thi s , while the deposit base
of the market is contracting (OPEC is now in deficit and is
withdrawing deposits ; multinational corporations have less

European economies? It certainly could , if the recovery were

liquidity at hand ; large amounts of Euro-liquidity are frozen

based on unprecedented levels of high-productivity capital

by moratoria or defaults) . Interest rate s , powered in an earlier

formation in infrastructure , energy , and plant and machinery .

phase by the demand for rollover funds, are sent up also by

Any "countercyclical" patchworks like the programs of the

this relative scarcity . The debt burden is self-feeding .

mid- to late- 1 970s , would make things much wors e . For it

Where can the money come from to feed this monstrous

was precisely these programs , as introduced under Helmut

accumulation of fictitious values ? From looting the existing

Schmidt in West Germany or James Callaghan in Britain ,

wealth of economies , which cease to invest to pay replace

that are to blame for the present debt heap . Schmidt ' s delib

ment cost of labor and society . The more debt service a

erate policy of loading the government accounts with debt

country pays , without investing in return , the more it will

incurred to fund investment incentives and related pro

have to devalue its currency and the greater the quantity of

grams-a "pro-business" Keynesian policy-held things up

domestic currency will be required to purchase the means of

for a few years . But the equally deliberate refusal to commit

debt payment. The country will have to export real wealth to

the Federal Republic to crash development of nuclear energy

purchase the repayment of a fictitious debt. The terms of

was a suspended death sentence for the West German econ

trade will collapse .

omy , which is now paying the price in the form of interest.

This is not , or not only , the portrait of a developing

The supposedly pro-labor policies of James Callaghan in

nation . In fact , the domestic debt structure of, say , Brazil , is

Britain ( 1 973-78) fared no better. And the French imitator of

far healthier than that of many European countries described

Mrs . Thatcher, former Prime Minister Raymond B arre , pre

in this study . European countries whose debt mortgaged one

sided over the most formidable explosion of public and for

year or more of GNP (Belgium , Britain) ; 20 months of taxes

eign debt seen in recent French history during his 1 976-8 1

(Germany) or 34 months (Holland) ; 10 months of exports

tenure .

(France); or represents three times the value of capital for
mation , compared to only 86 percent less than a decade ago ,

The fundamentals

as in the case of Sweden. are far advanced down the road of

The common feature of European nations ' economic pol

economic disintegration , and are well on the way to either

icies of the last decade is the fact that each unit of output, of

Weimar ' s hyperinflation or the post-Weimar Hitler-Schacht

capital formation, has been paid for, first, by an ever-increas

policy of cannibalization of capital and labor. The appeal to

ing amount of debt, and , in a next phase , the hard-commodity

the IMF might be the first step in this direction , but since the

impact of every additional unit of debt has decreased expo

five "Most Affected Countries" of Europe together could

nentially . In short, an immense amount of powder has been

claim upward of $30 billion from the IMF ' s empty treasury ,

accumulating for the inflationary bomb of debt.

the exercise might first lead to amusing situations of the

Policy makers have refused to tackle the fundamental

IMF ' s broke creditors begging for undisbursable loans .

problem: the stagnation and shrinkage of world trade due to

In each of the four most vulnerable countries (Spain ,

the consciously Malthusian policies of the International Mon

Italy, France , Denmark) , currency devaluations , either self

etary Fund , the B ank for International Settlements , and the
international merchant baDking establishment , with com-

role in increasing the real economic price of foreign debt . In
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imposed or enforced from the outside , have played a major
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are going t o s e e a n immense world economic crisis .

. . . I

am convinced it will be far worse than the 1 930s . " He pro
ceeded to explain that the crisis was of such dimensions that
he simply no longer wanted to be a banker , even if his own
bank would not necessarily be wiped out of existence. Carlo
De B enedetti of Olivetti , an Italian spokesman for the old
Venetian finance which embodies the insurance companies
that dominate the world market , makes no mystery that "a
gigantic crash is coming which will wipe out a thousand
billion dollars worth of financial claims-we need such a
crash for a New Order to emerge . "
Another remarkable feature o f the present situation i s the
coincidence of the predicted late- 1 984 , early - 1 985 crash of
the debt of developed nations with the time scale of the
evaporation of the "recovery" ghost sold to President Reagan
by crafty statisticians and their political controllers . The fun
ny-money-generated mirage is slated to last "until the mar
kets realize what extraordinary hyperinflation has been gen
erated to refinance the Latin American debt , and then horribly
panic , " as a London merchant banker said .
This is the print-out , the "scenario" that nation-states and
populations are supposed to follow , to their own self-destruc
tion . The idea that "debtors of the world should unite , " and
that there is a fundamental

West Germany' s financial sector in Frankfurt: "investor confi
dence" is evaporating .

industrial community of interest

between the emerging Ibero-American debtors ' cartel , cer
tain Eastern European nations that might be able to join it,
and the industrial nations of the West , can tum around an

any developing country , the vicious inflationary circle of

otherwise desperate situation . Otherwise , the bankruptcy of

devaluation of the domestic currency in the attempt to earn

the Lombard bankers in the 1 3th century , the South Sea

the foreign exchange to pay debt-service is a hell suffered

Bubble , the New York Stock Exchange crash of 1 929 , the

daily . If, for example , Brazil has $90 billion in foreign debt ,

Austro-German banking crisis of 1 93 1 , will be dwarfed by

but devalues the cruzeiro 30 percent , overnight 30 percent

the blow-out of the European debt .

more real goods will have to be sold to pay the same debt
service .

West German 'redemption capacity' fades

Capital outflows

United State s ' non-existent recovery . The depth of industrial

West German economic propaganda i s a parody of the
Is Europe "finished"? This is certainly what the learned '

capacity built up in the Federal Republic up to the end of the

geopoliticians of the Central European school , including

1 960s has indeed given the country a greater resilience , but

Henry Kissinger, would have us believe-the better, it seems ,

that resilience is about to collapse , by the end of 1 98 3 if not

to farm it out to Yuri Andropov ' s regenerative efforts . At

sooner.

present , immense flows of capital are leaving Europe to seek

There are words to describe the process of cutting the

more remunerative short-term dollar investments , or long

throats of West German export-oriented industries , the finan

term shelter investment in the Western hemisphere or to settle

cial misery of corporations , and the anti-labor recipes rec

in the Pacific Basin . To the fairy tales of "recovery , " inves

ommended which are censored beause of their open resem

tors-starting with the giant insurance companies mentioned

blance to Nazi economic policies . When the WSI economic

above-are voting with their investment portfolios . Indeed ,

institute of the German labor federation predicts 25 percent

they are deliberately planning the collapse of Europe .
Johann Philip Freiherr von Bethmann , until recently fam

losses of jobs in productive sectors of the economy in the
main industrial cities of the Ruhr, due to "changed conditions

ily owner of the 235-year-old B ankhaus Bethmann in Frank

on foreign markets , " the proper word for the policy of "ad

furt , West Germany , recently sold his last remaining 1 0 per

justing" to the collapse of export markets is "autarky . " When

cent share in the bank , and gave up banking totall y . Asked

environmentalist leader Carl Amery calls for "lifting the ta

by Der Spiegel magazine why such a renowned family bank ,

boo on the word

which financed the Hapsburgs and survived two world wars ,

is called "Labor Front . " When government advisers privately

Arbeitsdienst" (Labor Service) , the policy

should have any fear about high interest rates and the pyramid

confess that they believe "emergency measures" will be re

of world debt , the old aristocat answered , "Because I fear we

quired by the end of the year , the message is j ust as blunt .
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As for the renowned "confidence" of investors in the West
German economy: At the end of the 1 96Os , that economy
urgently needed a nuclear-energy-based investment drive . In
its place, consumerism and long-term deindustrialization took
over. There was , however, talk in business circles up to the
end of the Schmidt government in October 1 982 that at least
1 00 billion marks in investments could be immediately
launched if only political conditions permitted .
In truth, the funds that might have been invested in such
"blockaded" projects are no longer in the West German econ
omy . Nearly 60 billion marks have left the country in the
form of long-term private capital outflows since the end of
1 979. Last year, even with a DM 8 . 5 billion current-account
surplus, over 2 1 billion marks dribbled out of the economy
in private capital outflows .
That is not exactly evidence of long-term confidence , nor
is the continued net private capital outflow of DM 1 2 . 7 billion
through June of this year exactly a show of confidence in the
new government .
Such unpleasant facts are related to the debt-carrying
power of the West German economy in the following way .
Corporate interest payments jumped from 35 . 5 billion marks
in 1 979 to 48 . 5 billion in 1 980 , at which point interest pay
ments presumably peaked (more recent data is unavailable) .
Corporations then began using depreciation funds and funds
not spent on maintaining stocks for financial investments to
earn enough interest themselves to knock down their net
interest payments bill . In 1 982, the increase of such use of
funds was 2 1 billion marks , 8 . 5 billion more than the 1 98 1
increase . The corporate sector itself directly bought 7 . 5 bil
lion in foreign securities . At the same time , corporations took
DM 69 billion in bond iss�es in 1 982, 30 percent less than
1 98 1 , and took DM 45 billion , or 7 percent less long-term
credit than in 1 98 1 . Corporate capital formation dropped
from 70. 7 billion marks in 1 980 to 3 7 . 4 billion in 1 982.
From 1 975 to the end of 1 982, net corporate debt (not
including trade and other short-term credit) increased 66 per
cent to 1 . 29 trillion marks . We estimate that net interest on
corporate debt increased by 50 percent and would have grown
faster had not the above "debt containment" financial strategy
Figure 1

West Germany: Earned funds as percent of liabilities
1970

1975

1979

1980

1981

Corporate
sector

22. 5

1 8 .4

19. 1

17.4

15

Manufacturing

25 . 3

20.0

2 1 .9

20. 0

17

Chemicals

29. 8

29. 1

34. 5

3 1 .0

n

.

Steel

32.0

20.0

16.5

15.3

n

.

Construction

16. 1

8.4

12.9

12.8

n.a.

Machinery

16. 1

13.5

14.6

1 5 .4

n.a.
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been implemented at the expense of the economy' s capital
base.
By May 1 983 , the German Bundesbank was recommend
ing in its monthly bulletin that the chief means of making
non-interest-sensitive funds available to corporations would
be to reduce taxes on share capital (a move precluded by the
government debt burden , at 629 billion DM , and 1 98 2 inter
est payments on government debt of over 45 billion marks)
and increasing "capital-participation" schemes for workers .
For Germans , of course , the latter strategy-giving workers
shares in their own factories as compensation for shrinking
real standards of living-retains the aftertaste of the "forced
savings" plans of Hermann Goering (the Volkswagen "peo
ple ' s car" swindle) .
The total net debt of the West German economy increased
over the same period by 84 percent to just over 2 trillion
marks , the major increase beginning in 1 97 8 , even before the
U . S . Federal Reserve threw the oil of Volcker' s high interest
rate policy on the flames . At that point, debt was growing at
rates of 1 0- 1 1 percent per year. Foreign debt climbed over
the same period from 49 . 5 billion marks to 1 4 3 . 1 billion (long
and medium term) .
Even in nominal terms , corporate debt grew 20 percent
faster than the value of production. The ratio of the current
stock of net debt to the value of production in current prices
grew from 0 . 5 to 0 . 6 by the end of 1982. The accompanying
table shows comparable figures provided by the German
Bundesbank' s November 1 982 monthly report for "debt re
demption capacity," which measures the ratio of earned funds
(profits plus depreciation allowances) as a percentage of lia
bilities (see Figure 2) .
Thu s , in the Bundesbank measure , "debt redemption ca
pacity" signifies that portion of outstanding liabilities that
can be paid off with earned liquid funds available . The de
tailed breakdown is not available past 1 980, but the deterio
ration for total manufacturing from 1 975 through 1 98 1 of
1 8 .4 percent is in line with EIR ' s calculation of a 20 percent
deterioration of the ratio of debt to value of current produc
tion . There has been a 33 percent deterioration since 1 970 .
The relevant ratios for steel , construction , and machinery
within the manufacturing sector are evidence of a debt vul
nerability which will mean bankruptcies through the corpo
rate sector.

Investment overview
Those ratios , however, only express the relative failure
of corporate financial gimmicks . Far more significant is the
ratio of net corporate debt to deflated real capital formation ,
which deteriorated by 45 percent from 1 975 to 1 982 (see
Figure 3 for the trends in the rate of growth of each). EIR ' s
calculations show the same 4 5 percent deterioration o f the
ratio of total net West German debt to real investment in plant
and equipment (see Figure 4) .
The increase in the ratio of the net corporate debt burden
to real capital investments expresses the real widening gap
between the growth of debt and the expenditure on the indusEIR
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Figure 3
West Gennany: Growth of total debt
of gross fIXed capital investment
(1976 prices)
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Figure 4
West Germany: Ratio of total net debt to real investment
in plant and equipment
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today ! The foreign debt has grown exponentially , from irrel

evant quantities at the beginning of the 1 970s to about
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billion francs at the end of this year, with an ever�accelerating

curve-75 percent of that has been borrowed since 1 97 9 . In
the same period , corporate debt increased by

40 percent and

household debt by 50 percent . The domestic public debt

increased almost 50 percent. In sum , the French economy

has undergone a profound transformation which makes it one
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of the most affected of the "debt economies" of Europe (see

Figure 7) .

The foreign debt is rapidly approaching a breaking point

Figure S
West Gennany: Investment in machinery and equipment
(billions of 1976 marks)

where France ' s international credit · will not prevent the hu
miliation of paying higher and higher spreads to bankers

adventurous enough to lend . That phase will be quickly ended

by a refusal to lend on the part of international banks . The
country , which is presently tapping the markets through in

termediaries-the large public sector corporations (with a
state guarantee) and European Community facilities-will

not be able to do so much longer. The spectre of the IMF is
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already looming. B ut problems get compounded: very con
servative estimates foresee that by 1 98 6 , the country will

have to pay , in interest on debt alone , the equivalent of last
year ' s enormous trade deficit !

trial capacity which is supposed to produce to pay the debt .

The Socialist regime has certainly aggravated the situa

The decline of real investment in 1 98 1 by 3 . 2 percent,

tion with its recklessly unproductive spending . No illusions ,

"debt containment, " and the decline cannot be halted under

putative successors : all available figures demonstrate that the

and by 7 . 2 percent in 1 982 (see Figure

5) , was the price of

however, should be entertained about its predecessors and

any of the policy options presently entertained by the West

German government or financial decision makers .

It stands to reason that the relationship of government

debt, currently at 706 . 2 billion marks (or, minus railway and

postal service , 629 . 5 billion) to tax income has deteriorated
(see Figure

Figure 7
France: Public debt as percentage of
gross fIXed capital formation

6) and will continue to do so , in pace with the

unsustainable debt in the private economy .

Failure of Friedman and Keynes in France

France started , in the 1 970s , from an extremely low level

of indebtednes s , be it that of the government, households ,

or, for the corporate sector, a reasonable level of net indebt

edness (once intracorporate sector debt is deducted) . The
increases have been all the more remarkable . The external

debt represented 3 . 8 percent of exports in 1 97 2 , and 3 9 . 9

percent at the end o f 1 98 1 and probably close to
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trend towards exponential indebtedness was either fueling a
regular increase since the beginning of the 1 970s , or that an
inflection point was reached in 1 976-77, which marks the
beginning of the soaring of most categories of indebtedness.
The 1 976-8 1 period is that of the premiership of Raymond
Barre , a notorious orthodox monetarist doctrinaire , and that
which saw a collapse of private sector fixed capital formation .
What has "held up" the country from even steeper declines is
the huge nuclear energy investment program-a decision
from the early 1 970s continued through the early 1 980s and
persisting inertially even today-which has provided Eu
rope' s cheapest electricity generation as well as constitued a
dense industrial fabric of high-productivity corporations .
While a limited number of industrial "pockets" repre
senting relatively isolated areas of in-depth industrialization
have similarly held up the country ' s productive apparatus
(aerospace/defense , energy , transportation) , the sleepy ,
backward other half of the country , which has come to power
with the Mitterrand government, has merely given a new ,
powerful impulse to the degenerative trends at work during
the last years of the Giscard-B arre regime . While more recent
figures are not available as of this writing , it is clear that the
450 percent increase of public domestic debt over the 1 97282 period and the cool 7 ,900 percent increase in foreign debt
will further accelerate . With domestic interest rates in the 1 5 20 percent bracket over the last few years and the deflationary
policies applied by Swiss-inspired Finance Minister Jacques
Delors , an explosion can be expected in the fairly �hort term.
A fourth devaluation of the French franc is in the cards for
October.

Authoritarian looting ahead in Italy
The data on Italian debt must be placed in the context of
the disastrous decline in production in the range of 1 3- 1 4
percent on average , 20 percent in the basic industrial sectors ,
for 1983.
The Mussolini-style solution to the Italian debt explosion
is being actively pursued by the new government of Socialist
chief Bettino Craxi . The Mussolini-style solution proposed
for the cost of living escalator (scala mobile) is to freeze
nominal wages; while the reduction in real living standards
will be brutal , workers are to be compensated with shares in
enterprises where the government has the controlling posi
tion . The pool of shares thus created is to be called the
"solidarity fund. "
Simultaneously , plans are being designed b y Craxi' s con
trollers to "consolidate" short-term public and private debt
by the same mechanism designed by Felix Rohatyn of Lazard
Freres investment bank and applied in New York City in the
second half of the 1 970s . The "consolidated" debt is tran s
formed into a pool of longer-term bonds , and administered
by an authority which has the power to seize a certain pro
portion of the tax earnings , for example , of a city or state to
pay the interest and principal on the bonds .
In both cases, as IMF programs for underdeveloped na
tions show , debt-paying capacity is not enhanced-quite the
22
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contrary-while authoritarian measilres are enforced to di
vert real capital and human resources into servicing debt and
debt service .
Of the 325 percent increase of total ltalian debt from 1 975
to the end of 1 982 up to 577 . 7 trillion lira, 2 1 9 percentage
points was accounted for by the growth of foreign debt. Of
course , the lira exchange rate was 1 ,200 to the dollar on
average in 1 982, and is now around 1 ,600 to the dollar. The
difference in the lira equivalent of Italian debt in dollars is
9 , 223 billion lira, or about $5 billion at the 1 982 exchange
rates . In effect, Italian foreign debt increased $5 billion with
out Italy borrowing a penny , or rather, that is the increase of
debt felt by the domestic Italian economy . The domestic
programs of the Craxi government are designed to try to pay
for that increased debt .
But how high is the total debt burden of 577 trillion lira
(or about 500 billion dollars at 1 980 exchange rates)? Since
1 980 , debt has gone completely out of control in relation to
investment (see Figure 8) .
Compare this ratio for Italy with that of Spain (see Figure
9) . For Spain, the sum of debt in 1 975 was only 78 percent
of the capital deployed into investments; in Italy one begins
with 534 percent, only to climb over 600 percent at the end
of 1 982.
Given the production declines indicated above , it is clear
that the debt overhang in relation to output and investment in
1 983 will reach impossible and astronomic proportions . The
austerity measures planned by the Craxi government will
merely finish off the economy .

Figure 8
Italy: Debt as percentage of fixed capital formation
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Figure 9
Spain: Total debt as percentage of
gross fIxed capital formation
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Figure 10
Denmark: Growth of total debt as percentage of
growth of gross fixed capital formation
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Spanish development gains reversed
The Spanish peseta has been devalued 1 20 percent since
the end of 1 979. Foreign debt , public and private , increased
in dollar terms 240 percent since 1 975 . At the end of 1 982
dollar denominated debt was reported as $28 . 7 billion , 0;
3 , 1 5 8 . 5 billion pesetas at the exchange rate at that time . In
July 1 983 , however, after a further 35 percent devaluation of
the peseta, that same $28 . 7 billion is equivalent to 4 , 229 . 5
billion pesetas . Spanish debt increased 1 ,07 1 . 0 billion pese
tas without Spain borrowing a penny .
That is inflation of debt, while the economy is depressed
to pay it.
Spain ceased being a developing country following its
massive development of manufacturing , energy , and infra
structure capacities over the 1 960s and 1 970s . Spain indebted
itself to industrialize , and was doing quite well with this
policy until the mid- 1 970s . Thus, even with an explosion of
total debt (public and private , domestic and foreign) of 395
percent from 1 975 to the end of 1 982, the ratio of total debt
to gross national product grew from 1 975 , when debt repre
sented 1 7 . 2 percent of GNP, to only 23 . 9 percent of GNP in
1982, or a deterioration of 46 . 7 percent. As the comparison
with Sweden , Denmark, or Belgium in Figure 1 shows , this
is indeed a praiseworthy accomplishment .
Spain in fact maintained rates of investment equivalent
to 24 percent of GNP up to 1 979 , when the rate fell to 20
percent by the end of 1 982. That is, the ability of the economy
to "carry" the weight of increased foreign debt and debt
service payments was also maintained .
Now , Spain is one of the European countries receiving
the "Latin America treatment" from international banks , and
is being drained of resources to pay debt at such a rate that
official reserves would now only be sufficient to pay for two
months of imports .
•

Denmark's agricultural debt burden
With over $48 billion in foreign debt and a population of
only 5 million , Denmark is one of the most highly indebted
countries in the world . The tragedy here is that the Danish
EIR
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agricultural sector is both one of the most productive and one
of the most highly mortgaged in the world. Danish agricul
tural debt has reached a level over 200 percent of the value
of annual production , whereas even in Spain-where farmers
are demanding a moratorium on agricultual debt-this rate is
only 85 percent.
Total Danish debt has grown by 7 1 5 percent since 1 975 .
Foreign debt has exploded by 900 percent. If such data alone
did not put Denmark into the same plight as a Third World
nation, the fact that the interest paid on foreign debt grew
between 1 975 and 1 982 from 5 percent of exports to over 20
percent would justify that categorization . In addition to the
burden of indebtedness to pay for oil and industrial goods,
Danish economic policy has , if anything , contributed to a
more adverse relationship between debt and investment than
in any developing country-because developing countries
initially indebted themselves by and large for industrializa
tion purposes . This relationship deteriorated by 325 percent
since 1 975: i . e . , the rate of growth of debt was that much
above the rate of growth of gross fixed capital investment,
even in current prices (see Figure 10) .
Since the rate of growth of net fixed capital formation has
fallen by 30 percent since 1 979, the actual relationship is far
worse . No IMF-style austerity policy will be able to maintain
the illusion that Danish debt, at 485 . 5 billion kroner, is con
trollable under such conditions . By the end of this year, it
can be expected that the collapse of agriculture will bring this
country to a full financial and political crisis .

Swedish investment begins to crack
Industry in Sweden is waging a gallant but losing battle .
Corporate debt has indeed grown by approximately 90 per
cent since 1 975 , but Swedish industry has at least kept real
fixed capital formation from declining; the deterioration in
the ratio of total domestic debtlbusiness fixed capital forma
tion has been 65 percent over that period . In the past two
years , investment has begu� to suffer, creating crisis condi
tions particularly in shipbuilding , steel, and machinery, so
that Sweden is being driven back to the status of a pulp and
wood exporter. Olof Palme' s attempt to outdo- export com
petition in shrinking markets with "maxi-devaluations" of
the Swedish kroner has acclerated the decline in Swedish
industry .
Investment in S weden was running at an index value of
60 at the end of 1 982 relative to 1 975/ 1 00 . Out of 29 . 8 billion
kroner in after-tax profits , Swedish corporations quoted on
the stock market (including the "invulnerables" like Volvo)
spent 52 percent of that amount, or 1 5 . 6 billion kroner, on
interest alone . That ratio also underestimates the debt actual
ly being carried , because the Swedish government has in
curred a: significant volume of debt itself to brake the effects
of the collapse of steel , shipping , and so forth . One leading
steel firm, Sandvik, spent 70 percent of its profits for 1 982
on interest payments !
Worse for a country where every squirrel is taxed for
wearing a fur coat, the debt crisis is underlined by the widSpecial Report
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Belgium' s international credit is nearing extinction .
Figure 11
Sweden: G rowt h of public debt as percentage of
growt h of tax income

The Netherlands isn't immune
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Figure 12
Belgium: Public debt as percentage of tax income
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ening gap between government debt and tax revenues (see
Figure 1 1) ; this ratio has deteriorated by 1 40 percent since
1 975 .

, Belgium can't produce to pay
First, the old industries of the southern region of Wallon
ia, coal , steel , and textiles , went down the drain; next , those
industries established in the postwar period in Flanders , in
cluding auto and chemicals , shrank under the effects of world
depression . Since foreign trade represents over two-thirds of
Belgium' s GNP, the country being a half-way station for
European manufacturing , the stagnation and then shrinkage
of world trade has been a catastrophe . The state shouldered
much of the industrial collapse and its consequences , and
passed the cost in part onto today' s brutally squeezed taxpay
ers , and in part onto future taxpayers . Belgium is mortgaged
as is no other European country .
Total public debt, in trillion Belgian francs , soared from
1 .42 to 4 . 9 in the 1 974-82 period. Debt represented 259
percent of tax income then , now 389 percent (see Figure 12) .
Two years of tax revenue was necessary to cover debt-and
now the proceeds of nearly four years would be needed ! For
every unit of capital formation in the Belgian economy , seven
units of debt were being incurred simultaneously in 1 974 . By
1 98 1 , the ratio had more than doubled to 1 5 . 1 .
The foreign currency component of public debt soared
from a tiny 10 billion francs in 1 974 to 966 billion in 1 982 .
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The lesson to be drawn from the case of the Netherlands
is that neither the most "orthodox" monetary and credit policy
in the world nor the bounty of nature in the form of natural
gas exports have ultimately been able to protect the country
from the effects of world depression: while levels of indebt
edness were kept in check throughout the 1 970s , world trade
contraction and monetary problems ultimately broke into the
dikes and have started to submerge the Dutch economy
singular among European nations by the absence of any for
eign debt .
The ratio of debt to gross domestic product exhibited a
unique tendency to drop throughout the 1 970s , from a start
ing-point of 5 8 . 6 percent in 1 973 to a trough of 5 1 . 9 in 1 977 .
By 1 982, the ratio had jumped to 72 . 8 percent, a trend ac
companied by the debt-to-productive sector output ratio,
which remained around the 1 35 percent margin until 1 978
but soared to 204 . 9 percent in 1 982. Aggregate public debt
grew by 168 percent in 1 973-82 while gross fixed capital
formation in the corporate sector increased only 102 percent
(all in nominal terms) (see Figure 13) . Debt service on public
debt was 2 billion gulden in 1 973 ; it was 30 billion in 1 982.
Debt-service represented one-sixteenth of productive invest
ment in 1 97 3 , and one-half in 1 982 .
Just as compound interest generates exponential growth
rates , the incurrence of debt by economies crushed under the
monetarist dogmas entails an exponential mortgaging of real
wealth produced and of the ability to produce real wealth in
the future, as payments are diverted-for purposes of debt
settlements-from investment in infrastructure , capital
equipment, and necessary social outlays . The exponential
growth of debt in Europe since the 1 978-79 shocks of Khom
eini and Paul V oIcker now threatens the very survival of the
economies of the continent .
Figure 13
Netherlands: Public debt as percentage of

gross fixed capital formation
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Special Heportl
KISSINGER'S PLOT
TO TAKE OVER
THE REAGAN
ADMINISTRATION

The s u rprise n a m i n g o f H e n ry A. Ki s s i n g e r
to h e a d t h e Pres ident ' s B i pa rtisan Com m is
sion on Centra l America i s part of a very u g ly
a n d long-sta n d i n g atte mpt to s u bvert the Rea
gan pres ide ncy. But Henry Ki s s i nger' s retu rn
to official l ife is far more s i g n ifi cant than the
Centra l American appointment wou l d suggest.
Th i s fIR Special Report, " Ki s s i nger' s Plot
to Take Over the Reagan Ad m i n i stration " i s
essential rea d i n g for a ny citizen conce rned
about the fut u re of the U n ited States as a
rep u b l i c . Researched and written late i n 1 982
by fIR Was h i ngton B u reau C h ief R i c h a rd
Coh e n , long before a nyone else had a n i n kl i n g
o f the Kis s i n ger operation , the report docu
ments a process over month s , using the friendly
offices of Kissinger confi d a nte G eo rge S h u ltz
and others , of q u ietly i n sert i n g " Ki s s i nger' s
boys " t h roughout the a d m i n istratio n .
The report a l s o s u p p l ies bac kg ro u n d dos 
siers on George S h u ltz and H e l m ut Sonnen
feldt at the State Depart m e n t : Son nenfeldt.
c u rrently a " co n s u ltant " to State, has been
repeatedly chal lenged by Senate c o m m ittees
as a " security risk " ; h e has been a n i nti mate
of Ki ssi nger' s s i nce 1 94 5 . Fu rther dossiers i n 
clude t o p a p poi ntees a t State , Defe n s e , t h e
National Secu rity Cou n c i l , a n d t h e p rivate busi
ness associates of Kissinger, including forme r
B riti s h Foreign M i n i ster Lord Peter Ca rri ngton
and Gen . B rent Scowc roft . Ki s s i n g e r ' s n u 
merous private affi l iations fro m Tri latera l Com
mission to the secret i l lega l M o nte Carlo
masonic lodge a re also identified .
The report is ava i lable for $250.00
For fu rther i nformation cal l or write :
Wi lliam Engdahl . EIR Special Services.
304 W. 58th Street. 5th Floor MC- 1 .
New York. N .Y. 1 00 1 9
(2 1 2) 247-8820
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Libya, Soviets , and the IMF:
partners in African genocide
by Douglas DeGroot

The failure of Western nations to enable the Chad govern
ment to defeat the military offensive launched against that
black African nation by Libyan dictator Muammar Qaddafi
is setting the stage for chaos and conflict throughout Africa.
World trade contraction and International Monetary Fund
programs have already so weakened most African nations
that they cannot resist the relatively small marauding bands
of well-equipped Qaddafi-recruited rebels , mercenaries , and
Libyan troops .
The genocidal design for Africa i s nothing more than the
extension throughout Africa of the Venetian plan for ravag
ing the then-Italian colony of Libya by Count Giuseppe Volpi
di Misurata, who arrived in Tripoli as governor of Libya in
1 92 1 . Volpi was one of the representatives of the three top
Venetian families that controlled Venetian finance , estab
lished the Propaganda- l and P-2 Freemasonic networks,
and put Mussolini into power. During the next 13 years , he
reduced Libya' s population by 60 percent.
The destruction of Africa is fully supported by the "Third
Rome" empire builders in the U . S . S . R . Moscow ' s current
leaders have the same cultish , anti-development, racialist
outlook as the Venetian and Swiss backers of Qaddafi . It is
Soviet arms and East German advisers which have enabled
Qaddafi to assault Africa; according to one British source,
during the peak of their Chad offensive , the Libyan air force
and naval chiefs went to the Soviet Union .
Blistering attacks by Qaddafi ' s airforce on the northern
Chad town of Faya Largeau , using SOO-pound fragmentation
and napalm bombs against the civilian popUlation of that
desert oasis town of about 7 ,000 , confirms that the real goal
26
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of Qaddafi ' s controllers is not simply military conquest, but
extermination of the black population of Africa.
From Washington , D . C . , EIR founder Lyndon H . La
Rouche , Jr. , issued a call Aug . 1 1 for the United States to
immediately launch air strikes into northern Chad to wipe out
the Libyan capabilities in that region . "Whatever Qaddafi has
there must be blown up, " LaRouche declared . 'This must be
done in the name of stopping Qaddafi and Russian racist
genocide policies toward Africa. Qaddafi ," LaRouche un
derscored , "is a fascist, a Nazi , and the United States must
take unilateral action to stop him . "
LaRouche also reviewed the assessment from leading
quarters in Europe that Qaddafi ' s rampages in Africa have
been expedited by the "conditionalities" policy of the Inter
national Monetary Fund toward Africa, with Upper Volta a
case in point , and with reports of increasing IMF pressure on
Egypt and Nigeria, two countries targeted by Qaddafi for
destabilization . LaRouche declared that the policies of the
IMF and Qaddafi toward Africa were one and the same: to
create conditions of genocide against the populations of that
continent. Severe famine conditions now reported in 1 8 Af
rican countries underscored LaRouche ' s contention .
"Time is running out, " LaRouche emphasized . "Large
scale development projects for Africa along the lines we 've
previously indicated must be implemented now . The Zaire
River must be dammed in Zaire , creating a central African
lake , with that water then transported northward to fill up the
dying Lake Chad . The fastest railroad in the world must be
built running east to west across central Africa, where no
railroad at all presently exists , and the Qattara Depression
must be filled with water in Egypt . "
EIR
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"If Ronald Reagan wants to get Qaddafi out , " LaRouche

world development reports , Upper Volta has been at the very

concluded, "this is the way to do it . "

top of the poverty list. There ' s very little anyone can do

A widening zone of devastation

change it, Qaddafi will make gains out of the resulting

unless we change our development approach . If we don ' t

If Qaddafi is not halted , he will establish a belt across

Africa from the Atlantic to Sudan on the east which will

create a base for operations� into the rest of Africa, down to

the South African zone of influence . From there the South

Africans , allied with the Ariel Sharon faction in Israel , are to

carry out the southern Africa side of the same plan .

Indicating how this process will work in Africa if Qaddafi

instability .

"There is great danger in the area of Chad , " he continued .

"The north is under Qaddafi ' s control , the south is barely

holding on . Libya has just pushed into Upper Volta through
a proxy government. To the West of Upper Volta is Mali,

which is almost as poor, and could fall like Upper Volta did .

Then further west is Mauritania . . . . So, if Chad falls , Qad

is not stopped, a British source stated: ''The example we have

dafi has consolidated his south , and will then push west, and

Volta. It was inevitable that government would fall . In all the

lantic . It might sound like a domino theory , but that ' s the

to keep in mind is what happened [the Aug . 4 coup] in Upper

France making deals with
Libya to carve up Chad
•

The French decision in mid-August to send a small num

if he creates trouble jn Mauritania, he has access to the At

Libya lobby in France as including Michel JObert; former

head of SDECE Alexandre de Marenche , now a security

adviser to King Hassan of Morocco; the present French
ambassador to Algeria, Guy Georgy; and Lucien B itterlin,

chairman of the French-Arab Friendship Association . On

Aug . 6 Habre said he blamed the pro-Libya lobby in France

ber of troops to southern Chad came after the French had

as the cause for the unwillingness of France to send air

Habre and the Reagan administration that they provide air

Mitterrand' s Africa adviser, Guy Penne .

strikes against Faya Largeau .

souvre , the coordinator of security services at the presi

consistently refused demands by Chad President Hissene

cover for Chad against the concerted Libyan air force

Since Qaddafi began his latest offensive into Chad

support to stop Qaddafi . He singled out Guy Georgy and
One British source reports that Fran�ois de Gros

dential palace , has reached agreements with KGB-con

23 , EIR has asserted that French passivity was due

nected governments like Syria whereby the Abu Nidal

partition Chad. Qaddafi would control the northern and

ritory in exchange for France coming to an agreement with

June

to an agreement between France and Qaddafi to effectively

eastern deserts , while the French would maintain their
influence in the cotton-producing south . The French daily

terrorist group would refrain from attacks on French ter

Qaddafi in Africa. He revealed that de Grossouvre held a
secret meeting at the end of July with Rifaat Assad , broth

Quotidien de Paris reported the first week in August that

er of President Hafez Assad . Qaddafi has promised the

oli on the partition of Chad . The Daily

Telegraph of Lon

resumption of arms sales to Libya, according to diplomat

Qaddafi would recognize French influence in southern

met secretly with Qaddafi in July , and Qaddafi may make

there had been secret negotiations between Paris and Trip

don also reported the possibility of such a deal , whereby

Chad in return for French recognition of Qaddafi 's "man
ifest destiny" throughout North Africa.

The belated French dispatch of troops to the capital ,

French priority rights to uranium in Chad , as well as a
ic sources in Parj, s . Foreign Minister Claude Cheysson

a state visit to France later this year.

Qaddafi has French Mirage fighter jets , in addition to

his vast arsenal of Soviet military hardware , which were

Ndjamena, in southern Chad , after Qaddafi captured most

reportedly used in the offensive against Chad. These planes

designed to secure southern Chad as their zone of influence.

on vacation , and were allowed by the French foreign min

French are in Ndjamena, the Libyans are talking about

cidal attacks .

southern Chad . Southern factional leader Kamougue , now

the editor of the journal

of the north and prepared to take the east , is probably
Cotton is

90 percent of Chad ' s exports . Now that the

jointly determining a new , more pliable leadership in

are maintained by French crews ; the crews were in France

istry to return to Libya to play their role during the geno

Indicative of the French mood was a discussion with

Afrique Defense . A retired lieu

with the Qaddafi-run rebels , would be a likely candidate .

tenant colonel , the editor gloated that "Chad is a cess

associated with French cotton interests .

Americans . Africa cannot be stabilized . The only thing to

He is a former head of the Chad gendarmerie and is closely
A high-level African source in Paris identified the
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pool-it may not be a bad idea to hand it over to the

do is therefore to be on the side of the destabilizer. "
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way I see it. "

I n the S ahel nation o f Niger, between Upper Volta and

Chad , Qaddafi is grooming an alternative leader, according

to the Daily

Telegraph of London . For several years , Qaddafi

dented move , Qaddafi received a pro-Moroccan Saharan del

egation in southern Libya early this month, where Qaddafi
had gone to take command of the genocide in Chad .

In late July Qaddafi visited Algeria, and half of the Tu

has been distributing arms and buying up Touareg desert

nisian cabinet came to Tripoli during the same month to meet

ism and attacks on Niger ' s uranium mine s .

Maghreb federation which would include Libya.

situation in these countries to force himself upon young mil

The Reagan administration pulls back

of Ghana shows how he has been working with the IMF in

Chad , to demonstrate that the United States could act effec

in addition to demanding that Ghana impose horrible eco

ton from being dealt out of the picture by

tribesmen in Niger, resulting in periodic incidents of terror
Qaddafi is taking advantage of the disastrous economic

itary leaders , as in the recent coup in Upper Volta . The case

manipulating and blackmailing nations in Africa . The IMP,

nomic cutbacks to qualify for a IMF loan , also insisted thl;lt

with him. There has been increasing talk of some kind of

The Reagan administration attempted to draw the line in

tively to contain the Qaddafi threat, and to prevent Washing

the Soviets . The

administration also hoped to goad the French into an active

the bankrupt government had to obtain complementary fi

role in defending Chad .

willing to grant such a loan to Ghana, whose president, Jerry

warning , $25 million in military goods was authorized, and

dafi ' s

reconnaissance planes, accompanied by F- 1 5 fighter jets , to

nancing as a condition for the loan . Qaddafi was the only one

Rawlings , attended an April conference in Tripoli on Qad

Green Book. However, according to African sources ,

when Rawlings would not allow Qaddafi to use northern

Ghana as a staging area for destabilizing neig\tboring Upper
Volta, Qaddafi reneged on his loan to Ghana.

Thus the

U.S.S. Eisenhower was stationed off Libya as a

Reagan invoked the War Powers Act to send two AWACS

Sudan . However, the AWACS are quite useless if there are
no attack aircraft to which they can provide intel1igenc�;

Chad has no

air force, and the United States had been led to

believe , according to administration sources , that France

Qaddafi's strategic targets
The chief targets of Qaddafi ' s controllers are Nigeria,

would supply them.

Then Reagan threw in the towel . "As I ' ve said before , it

Sudan , and Egypt . Nigeria, which shares a border with Chad ,

[Chad] is not our primary sphere of influence , " he said Aug .

of the continent' s population . It has not been balkanized ,

would call for military intervention by the United States

is the most populous country in Africa, with about one-fourth

1 1 . "It is that of France . . . . I don' t see any situation that

unlike most of the continent , and it represents-along with

there . "

mediate potential for rapid development. This makes Nigeria

sending surgical air strikes to knock Qaddafi ' s armored col

Egypt-{)ne of the African countries with the greatest im
one of the prime enemies of Qaddafi ' s Nazi-Soviet control

lers . If Qaddafi has his way in Chad , he will have easy access

to Nigeria, and will be able to build

on

his networks there .

Disturbances in Nigeria by Islamic fundamentalist cults in

the
past have been linked to Qaddafi .
.
Since he launched his offensive against Chad , Qaddafi has

The danger now i s that instead of taking the initiative and

umns out of the picture altogether, the Reagan administration
may condone a more limited air action by a third party .

According to sources in both Europe and the United States,

this could include Israel, which operate!;. Zaire ' s �ir fo�e . .
Limited air strikes would only intensify the conflict without

resolving anything , as in Central America: Qaddafi would

explicitly called for the elimination of Egypt, so that territory

not be deterred , and there would be one more hot spot for the

is Chad ' s neighbor to the east. Although its population is

trade with Yuri Andropov .

with the agricultural potential to feed all of Africa and more .

to move further into Africa, offering security collaboration

could be absorbed into his empire . The third target, Sudan ,

only about 20 million , it is the continent' s largest nation ,

Sudan is located on Egypt' s southern border, and its

stability is a primary concern in Cairo . Egypt itself is the

most established nation-state in the Middle East and Africa ,

Kissinger faction in the United States over which to horse
The Israeli government is taking advantage of the crisis

against Qaddafi as a "protection racket. " The Israeli leader
ship , aligned with the "Central America" approach to Africa,

has the assistance of George Shultz; according to Jerusalem' s

and therefGre is a crucial element in the fight to build in

Koteret Rashit o n Aug . 3 , "the United States and Israel will

Morocco, Algeria and Tunisia, having gauged the lack

change information and analyses on the African countries . "

seem to be trying to placate Libya. When Qaddafi visited

part, and reported that "State Department officials have in

dustrial republics in the underdeveloped world .

of will of the United States and France to halt Qaddafi , also

Morocco ' s King Hassan shortly after he began his offensive
against Chad on June 23 , apparently an agreement was reached
whereby in return for allowing Qaddafi to do as he pleased in

Chad , Qaddafi would stop supporting the anti-Moroccan Pol

isario guerrilla forces in the Western Sahara . In an unprece28
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set up a joint working committee next month that will ex

The report noted that this was a drastic shift on Washington' s

structed their representatives to cooperate in the field with

Israeli representatives . . . . This instruction came directly

from the Secretary of State . The cooperation between

the

Africa division in Jerusalem and the U . S . Embassy in Tel
Aviv has tightened . "
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Interview: Meir Pa'il

'Israel wi ll not p lay the role of a di rty dog '
Colonel (res . ) Meir Pa' i/ is a prominent and controversial
figure in Israeli military, political, and academic circles .
Born in Jerusalem in 1 926, Dr. Pa' i/ began his military
career before the founding of the state of Israel. He was a
member of the Palmach (shock troops) and the underground
Hagannah organization . He fought in Israel ' s War of Inde
pendence and afterward joined the Israel Defense Forces as
a regular. When he received an honorary discharge in 1 971 ,
he had served as a brigade commander, commander-in-chief
of the Armed Forces Military Academy, and chief of the
Department of Tactics and Operational Doctrine of the Armed
Forces Supreme General Staff. He wrote manuals on tactical
doctrine and methods of instruction for the armed forces. In
addition, he wrote a book on the changing military doctrines
of small nations in the nuclear era .
Dr. Pa ' i/ was a member ofIsrael's Knessetfrom 1 973 to
1 980, representing the Zionist Peace Initiative parties . Dur
ing the same period, he was a professor of military history at
Tel Aviv University and at Hebrew University in Jerusalem .
His articles on modern Mideast history, battle morality, and
military history, doctrine, and leadership are publishedfre
quently in Israel and abroad. His most recent book, dealing
with the Israeli War ofIndependence, was published in April
1 983 .
Thefollowing interview with Dr. Pa' i/ was conducted in
New York on Aug . 5 by EIR Middle East correspondent
Nancy Coker.
EIR: Lebanon has been called Israel ' s Vietnam . Do you
agree with that analogy?

Pa'U: I think that the Israeli invasion of Lebanon was from
every point of view something that created a negative out

come for Israel . It proved to be a terrible political mistake ,

because Israel didn 't gain anything . We didn 't destroy the

PLO . We didn't solve anything vis-a-vis the Palestinian
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question , because the center o f gravity o f the Palestinian

question is not in Lebanon but in the Wellt B ank, under our

own auspices . The invasion cost us at least 500 people dead .

It demonstrated quite a lot of immoral activities by Israel, not
only in the S abra and Shatila refugee camps by politically

sponsoring the Falangist massacre of Palestinians there , but

even before that , by bombarding the towns and the Palestin

ian refugee camps . Whatever you say , the number of Arab

people killed through the Israeli invasion is about 1 0 . 000

Palestinians , Lebanese , and others .

So for Israel it was a military achievement , not a military

victory; a political failure; and a moral shame .

EIR: How typical do you think your views are in Israel?
Pa'U: I think that there is in Israel a small majority of about
60 percent who think that the Israeli invasion of Lebanon was

a mistake , or a fake . And the sooner, the better we should get

out, even without

Ii Syrian withdrawal .

EIR : You have called Ariel Sharon , Israel ' s former defense
minister and the architect of the Lebanon invasion , a modern

day Genghis Khan . As bad as Sharon is , many people say

that Yuval Neeman and Moshe Arens are far worse in their
own way .

Pa'U: You are right. Theoretically , ideologically , they are

far worse . For example , Moshe Arens voted against the Camp
David agreement , while Ariel Sharon voted for it. Yuval

Neeman was not a member of the Knesset in those day s , but
he was against the Camp David agreement . So both of them,

Moshe Arens and Yuval Neeman , were even against the very
idea of evacuating Sinai , even for peace with Egypt .

But Ariel Sharon is much more dangerous than they are .

He is not as radical , as fanatic , as Yuval Neeman or Moshe

Arens . But in his pragmatic readiness to perform the kinds of
atrocities he carried out in Lebanon , he is unique . Neeman
International
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and Arens are not capable of this kind of behavior, even if

Israeli public opinion , Jewish public opinion here . Because

The government of Israel is too much influenced , or one

real friend is one who is ready to criticize his fellow man ,

their ideology is much more fanatic .

a real friend is not someone who just flatters his friends . A

would say drunk, with the very phenomenon that Israel is the

and here and there even to kick

him in the ass . And it' s about
would kick Israel-its existing pol
icy-in thl:' ass , or somewhere else .

strongest state in the Middle East. And instead of using our

time that the Americans

military superiority as a deterring stick, and offering our
enemies some political deal to motivate them to approach the

diplomatic table toward some compromise , Israel has pre

EIR: Israel can play a key role in the development of the

ferred just to use the stick . Lebanon is a typical example .

entire

EIR: If you were prime minister of Israel , how would you

itary

community in the Middle East . Israel is also the most
advanced power in the Middle East . It is the
most economically developed state in the Middle East. Israel
has quite a lot of know-how , technological and scientific . We
have excelled in the military sphere , but we can be excellent
in other areas . Israel has developed very interesting agricul
tural innovations . Iflsrael would establish itself in the Middle
East in some kind of a peaceful situation , Israel has a good
chance of becoming the economic , technological , scientific ,
medical , and transportation center of the Middle East.

approach the current crisis in which Israel finds itself? And

technol ogi c all y

what do you think the United States should do in this situation?

Pa'i1: I have the same advice for the United States President
and for the Israeli government . The most important challenge

for Israel politically

in the coming 1 0 or 1 5 years is to estab
By establishing peace , I mean

lish peace with the Arab world.

that the borders will be open , and commerce and transporta
tion and economic exchange would begin functioning be

tween Israel

and the Arab world. As far as I know , Israel
itself into the economic , commercial , financial ,
and technological hub of the Middle East . So the challenge
is to make peace with the Arab world , and to be accepted in
the Middle East l ike a bio logi cal tissue .
If I were prime mini s ter, immediate ly I would develop a
would tum

EIR : Do you think that because Israel has not been pursuing

these

policies of development, this has led to the brain drain,
on the Israeli and the Arab side?
Pa'i1: If the existing policy continues , the brain drain will
get worse . More Jews will emigrate from Israel than immi
grate to Israel . Palestinian intellectuals will leave , and more
and more Jewish intellectuals and others will leave . This
would gradually lead to the fading away of Zionism. Israel
would become an intellectual desert .
both

twofold policy vis-a-vis the east and the north . Vis-a-vis the
east , I would

declare immediately that the government of
favor the establishment of a national home
for the Palestinian people alo ng si de Israel, following two
principles . Principle number one: We are ready to recognize
the P ale stin i an s ' right for self-determination , not because
they are pious , but because they are there . Principle number
two: In order to enable them to accomplish their right for
self determi nation , Israel is basically ready to evacuate the
West Bank and Gaza and negotiate the items with any Jor
danian or competent Palestinian repre s entation, i ncl udi n g the
PLO , not because I like the PLO . I hate the PLO . They are
our enemies . But if you think about establishing peace, usu
ally you do it with an enemy . And usually you hate your
enemy , you despise your enemy .
As far as I know the facts , should Israel take this kind of
initiative , immediately the Jordanians would rush to ne g oti
ate , and as far as I know , the PLO-half of them-would
Israel views with

EIR : The irony of the situation is that the Christian funda

mentalists here in the United States are actually attempting
to hasten the destruction of Israel by trying to un lease
Armageddon .
Pa'i1: You are right . That is the main reason why these
fundamentalists-I won't say all of the Christian fundamen
talists , but too many of them-have found themselves lately
cooperating with Menachem Begin and Ariel Sharon . What
is terrible is that Ariel Sharon and Menachem Begin and
Yitzhak Shamir and these leaders don 't understand what they
are doing , because the very idea of the Christian fundamen
talists is to hasten the process of destroying Israel, because
according to their faith , it would hasten the era of Armaged
don , of the Last Days .

-

rush to negotiate .
Vis-a-vis the

Syrians , I would tell them , "Israel is ready ,
evacuate Lebanon and even most of the Golan
Heights . Let ' s make peace . "
Now , let's g o to the Americans . I think that i f the Amer
ican government considers itself a friend of Zionism, of the
Jewish people , of Israel , they should adopt the same poli cy .
If the Israelis won 't make peace , I would like the Americans
to do it, by manipulating the Israelis to do it. So the idea is to
manipulate Israel , to pressure Israel , and to develop a mass
media campaign to try to convince American public opinion ,
basically , to
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region . Could you comment on that?

Pa'i1: Israel is now , no question about it , the strongest mil

EIR : Henry Kissinger and his Kissinger Associates have

been implicated in a rather elaborate scheme to purchase land
on the West Bank in order to preclude settlement of the West
Bank problem. In late June , he visited Israel to meet with top
Israeli officials. He seems to have insinuated himself back
into the center of Middle East policymaking . Do you think
that his return bodes well or ill for the Middle East and for
.

Israel?
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Pa'i1: Basically, I didn't like Henry Kissinger's policies from
the beginning , since the time he started being important. I
don't like his concepts . He ' s a pragmatist . Here and there ,
some Israeli nationalists and some Israeli chauvinists like
him. I don't like him . I don 't think we should ask his advice .
I didn't like him in those days when he tried to manipulate
Israel into fighting against the Syrians in 1 970 . I wasn 't happy
with the outcome of the talks with Kissinger and Yitzhak
Rabin when Yitzhak Rabin was here as ambassador. They
tried to manipulate Israel into concentrating forces in the
Golan Heights to threaten the Syrians , who were poised to
invade Jordan . I was against the Syrians , too .
I don 't like Israel to perform the duty of a dirty dog .
Kissinger and others in Washington have all too often used
Israel as it would use a dirty dog . Usually, when a dirty dog
is ready to serve his master, the master won 't pay him in the
long run . He will pay him in the short run with some meat.
In the long run he will kick him .

EIR: The Israeli economic situation is a shambles . Yuval

Neeman ' s and Moshe Arens ' s solution is to transform Israel
into a world-class arms producer, under the rubric of the
Lavie project, supplying weapons to warring factions in Cen
tral America and Africa .
Pa'i1: Yuval Neeman and Moshe Arens are two dangerous
people . They are trying to seduce the American administra
tion more or less like this: "Give us money and some raw
materials , and we ' ll manufacture armaments and sell them to
many places all over the world which the American Congress
is not ready to allow your administration to do . "
So the Israelis are ready to do these kinds of dirty jobs
indirectly for the Americans-no , not for the Americans . It' s
not for American interests , really, because i f I were the Pres
ident of America, I would establish very good economic and
commercial relations with Nicaragua, for example , and this
is the best way to manipulate Nicaragua out of the Soviet
orbit, instead of sending armaments . But Israel is ready to
perform this kind of a dirty job .
You know , Israel i s a Jewish state . I t i s not Belgium or
Holland. Holland can sell armaments to Honduras or to the
rebels in Nicaragua and Chile . It won 't be nice; perhaps some
Dutch socialists or progressive people would make some
noise . But Israel is a Jewish state . The more you are helping
these linds of dictatorial , unsympathetic states, we have
problems , Jews all over the world have problems , confront
ing anti-Semites . They say , "What kind of a state is your
Israel?" This is the most important aspect of the problem .
I would prefer that the United States push Israel into a
peace system in the Middle East rather than its current policy
of pushing the Israelis into adopting the behavior of a crazy
dog , which will hurt totally the interests of the state of Israel.
I don't like the behavior of Israel in Latin America and South
Africa, not because I am that kind of an ethical , naive person .
Here and there a state can maintain these kinds of relations .
EIR
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But if Israel had excellent relations with all the countries of
the world , including the whole spectrum of the Third World,
then okay , you can maintain different kinds of relations , even
with those who are not that much respected. But in the exist
ing situation , Israel is a member of what I call the Less
Respectable League of Nations, the Leper League of Nations.
EIR: Throughout the course of history the Jew has survived
by developing his potential for making contributions for the
general advancement of all of civilization . This is the "ge
nius" of Jewish survival over the centuries . It seems that the
Jew in Israel can play a most important role in uplifting the
Middle East and , in particular, the Arab population there .
Pa'i1: The real challenge of Zionism is how to continue this
Jewish tradition , this Jewish uniqueness, while maintaining
an independent Jewish state. Until now , we have succeeded
to be unique in our military performance . And regretfully ,
too many Jews all over the world are very much proud of the
Israeli strength , and they think that the most important phe
nomenon of an independent state is being strong . But being
strong is just an instrument. It' s not the main destiny, the
main role of a state . For me , for Zionism to continue Jewish
tradition is first of all to tum Israel into an excellent social
system, in which , whatever one may say , more equality
would be established .
Secondly , this state should be some kind of a cultural
state of which every Jew and everyone would be proud .
The third aspect is that Israel should tum itself into the
most important economic and social phenomenon in the Mid
dle East, so that every neighbor of Israel would look towards
Israel with some kind of astonishment and satisfaction with
this kind of a state , a state that can help them arid support
them economically, socially, technologically , in peace . This
is the third challenge .
And the fourth challenge is that everyone would say ,
everyone , "Israel is the best CO':lDtry in the world for me ," so
that more and more Jews, and perhaps even others , would
like to come and join us .
The terrible phenomenon now for me is that we have lost
our desire to be "a light unto the nations. " They claim, "We
just want to be a normal state ! " I say , "If you want to be .
normal , you must be abnormal ! If you want to be a genius ,
maybe you ' ll be normal ! But if your idea is just to be normal ,
like others , they say , like the Turks , like the Egyptians , like
the ltalians-I don ' t want to be normal , I want to be the best!
The best, not the strongest ! "
S o they have lost their honor. I n putting "just t o b e nor
mal" as their ideal , basically they are acquiescing to being
very subnormal .
I watched here the Fifth Avenue parade on May 1 cele
brating Israel ' s independence , and I was terrified . I was ter
rified . You could see that the Jews in the diaspora are main
taining a cult to the god of war, to Mars . It' s real idol worship .
They are not moving to Israel . They idol worship Israel as
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the god of war. This is why for many of them Ariel Sharon is
important. His image is very interesting . For me , it' s terrible .
To tum Zionism into this kind of an idol of power-I call it a
Goliathic Samsonite modem Jew-for me it ' s terrible . So
they are disrupting the very idea of a Jewish state . And I think
it cannot continue . It is doomed to be eliminated , because it
is totally against the vision and the tradition-spiritual
. , moral , and ethical----Df Jewishness .
I use the term "idol worship" because I really felt it, when
I saw these people from the JDL [Jewish Defense League] .
And from the Flatbush Yeshiva ! It' s a typical diaspora yesh
iva . They are marching in the streets , some of them with
weapons , and crying , "Flatbush for Israel !" You sh�uld have
seen them ! Very nice Jewish youngsters , Orthodox ones , are
courting an idol of power ! And if Jews don 't understand that
this is a real danger, they will find themselves very much
disappointed after some generations , and even shocked, not
only disappointed .
I am a Jew who spent 28 years of his life as a military
man, so I know the military profession inside out. And I
know that the military profession is important just as an
instrument, as a means, not as a destiny unto itself.
I think that Israel is sufficiently strong to be moderate .
This is my formula. We are sufficiently strong to offer the
Arabs a nice deal . If we weren 't that strong , maybe I would
be a fanatic , too . But we are sufficiently strong to make a
deal . We shouldn 't wait for Mr. Arafat or for Mr. Assad to
take the initiative , nor for the United States President to
pressure us . We should take the initiative on our own . If we
are not sufficiently smart to do it, let our friends do it for us ,
or help us to do it. It' s a mitzvah . You know , in Yiddish we
say mitzvah . It' s an obligation for a friend to do something
for his fellow man . So for those for whom the state of Israel
is important , either from the Jewish point of view , which is
important, or from the Western point of view , which is im
portant, or from the American point of view , which is im
portant, it' s quite time for those who are friends of Israel to
understand that if you don't push Israel into a peace rap
prochement, you are destroying Israel .
EIR : What special role do you , as a former military man ,

think that the Israel Defense Forces can play in saving Israel?
Pa'it: In Israel , we are still maintaining the system of a

people ' s army . So a coup d' etat is impossible in Israel , thank
God . We think that the military circles , especially the high
command , are much more rational than people think . They
are much more prepared than people think for long-range
political and economic adventures--but by adventures I mean
positive adven�res , that is , to really talk big about political
and economic and scientific considerations in connection
with all the Middle East and the Mediterranean . You might
think that in Israel after a generation or two , most military
men have become as square-headed as you in the Western
world think military men are . They are not that square-head
ed , even here in America, because basically most military
32
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people are trained and educated to use their rationalistic ,
systematic mind to solve complicated problems . And this is
why I think that an Israeli peace gesture vis-a-vis the Arabs
would be much more accepted in military circles than among
the politicians.
EIR: To the degree that Israel continues on its present co�e ,
i t seems that the extremists i n the Arab world, such a s Libya' s
Muammar Qaddafi , will have much more maneuvering room
to unleash mayhem. Would you agree?
Pa'it : Yes . There is an unholy alliance of the fanatics . Mr.
Qaddafi and Mr. George Habash and Mr. Assad-perhaps
he ' s not as terrible as Mr. Qaddafi-anyway , the behavior of
these kinds of people supports Menachem Begin and Yuval
Neeman and Moshe Arens and Geula Cohen and these kinds
of people . Their policy, in the West Bank and Gaza and in
Lebanon , helps Mr. Qaddafi and the fanatics there , George
Habash and others , to fight against those who are trying to
find some moderate rapprochement. It' s terrible .
For example , Abu Nidal . I don 't know who is financing
him . But by murdering the first secretary of the Israeli em
bassy in Paris in April 1982, and by trying to murder our
ambassador in London, Abu Nidal directly supported Men
achem Begin and Ariel Sharon . He gave them an excellent
pretext to invade Lebanon, even if it was a real pretext .
Let ' s look at the case of lssam Sartawi. By murdering
Issam Sartawi-and let ' s assume Abu Nidal ' s people mur
dered Sartawi-they helped the Israeli fanatics to raise their
voice . Even if there is no actual , on-the-ground cooperation ,
they are supporting each other, de facto .
EIR : Many people in Israel are disappointed with the peace

with Egypt , in that they had thought that extensive economic
cooperation between the two states would be forthcoming
and would help stabilize the region as well . The Egyptians
are also disappointed . How do you view the Israel-Egypt
peace arrangement?
Pa'it: First of all , I must praise the Egyptians . In June 1982,
we-the Israelis-gave them an excellent pretext to break
the peace agreement with Israel by invading Lebanon . Egypt
would have improved its situation within the Arab world
immediately by breaking diplomatic relations . They didn't
do it . It means that they have an interest , a real interest, in
maintaining the peace . So I have hope . But I know that a full
fledged peace agreement won 't develop between Israel and
Egypt-by full-fledged , I mean economic relations , techno
logical relations , transportation relations , etc .-before an
other breakthrough is established vis-a-vis some settlement
of our eastern question , the Palestinians and the Jordanians ,
at least .
I respect the Egyptian president, President Mubarak, for
keeping the peace . If nothing develops b«tween Israel and its
eastern problem , sooner or later, I think, Egypt will spring
out of the peace process. That would be terrible . Israel would
be pushed a whole generation back .
EIR
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Guatema la coup: Ki ssinger ti ghtens hi s g ri p
by DoHa Estevez Pettingell
Guatemalan dictator Gen. Efrain Rios Montt was deposed
Aug. 8 in a coup orchestrated by Henry Kissinger, who heads
the new U . S . Bipartisan Commission on Central America .
The man chosen to replace the religious cultist is his former
defense minister, Brig . Gen . Oscar Humberto Mejia Vic
tores, who describes himself as a "close friend" of Rios
Montt.
No one among leading Ibero-American journalists and
political figures considers the Rios Montt overthrow a change
for the better; on the contrary . 'The sad thing about the
change is not that Rios Montt went but that he is replaced by
someone similar," commented the Mexican daily Excelsior.
For the influential Mexico City paper El Dia; the coup was
nothing but a "face-lift. " "And the affable Kissinger decided
to inaugurate his term as head of the Bipartisan Comission .
by changing the government of Guatemala ," stated El D ia .
Former Venezuelan President Carlos Andres Perez told
reporters in Caracas on Aug . 9 that "Rios Montt did not
deserve our respect or our confidence . . . he was an ayatol
lah-like dictator . . . . But the information that we have on
General Mejia is that he surpasses Rios Montt in his desire to
participate in a regional , a Central American war . "
I t is. not that the killer o f Chile' s Salvador Allende and
Italy' s Aldo Moro disliked Rios Montt . The "born-again"
dictator had successfully contributed to regional instability
by making Guatemala the site of violent religious warfare
during his reign, warfare threatening to spill over into Mexico.
But in the context of Kissinger's plans for expanding
regional warfare and having full control over the unfolding
of that process , Rios Monu had to gcr-he was too "kooky"
and ultimately too unreliable . Mejia, a Roman Catholic who
maintains ties to factions of the U . S . military close to the evil
Vernon Walters , is Kissinger' s man for the job .

Top-down coordination
Observers characterized the American embassy ' s in
volvement in the coup as "blatant. " The U . S . State Depart
ment officially admitted that U . S . deputy military attache in
. Guatemala was in the National Palace with a walkie-talkie at
the time of the coup but, the State Department spokeman
defensively added , "He was not directing the coup . "
Forty-eighthours before the coup , General Mejia met in
Tegucigalpa with the defense ministers of Honduras and EI
Salvador and the head of the U . S . Army Southern Command
EIR
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based in Panama. He reportedly
got the final approval for the
.
coup at that meeting .
Rios Montt was not jailed following the Aug . 8 coup and
continues to draw his salary as an active-duty military officer.
Mejia announced that the ousted dictator was not being
stripped of h I s military duties . "This is not a coup d'etat but
a transition of power," he explained .
In his first statement to the press , making an effort to gain
popular support, Mejia issued a call for early elections and
eliminated the secret tribunals created by Rios Montt . He
claimed that he had taken power in order to end the "use and
abuse" of the government by a "fanatic and religious group"
a reference to Rios Montt ' s fundamentalist cult, the Califor
nia-based Church of the Word .

The beginning of the end
The countdown of Rios Monu' s days in power began last
March during the visit to Guatemala by Pope John Paul II.
In a stunt that gained him notoriety throughout the world,
Rios MonU ordered the execution of six Guatemalan pris
oners-said to be "subversives"--only a few hours before
the Pope ' s arrival , and after the Vatican had specifically
requested that Rios Montt grant clemency to the victims as a
gesture to the Pope . Since the Pope' s visit to Guatemala, the
Vatican had made known its interest in a change of govern
ment in this Catholic country .
But Genefal Mejia ' s takeover will not bring an end to the
·chaos and bloodsh�d in Guatemala and the rest of the region .
The new dictator openly opposes the Pope ' s efforts to stabi
lize Central America .
Only 2 4 hours after h e had taken power, General Mejia
called a press conference to announce that the Contadora
Grou�Mexico, Venezuela, Colombia, and Panama, which
have undertaken intensive diplomacy to prevent a widening
military conflict in the region-"has nothing to do in Central
America. Central America's problems should be resolved by
the Central Americans . " Mejia also supported U . S . military
maneuvers in the region and covert operations directed against
the Nicaraguan government.
Venezuelan President Luis Herrera Campins, a leader of
the Contadora Group , told reporters in Caracas that the Gua
temalan coup d'etat had "alerted" the group to step up its
peacemaking efforts . "Every coup brings a change , and now
we must find out the motivation behind this one , " he warned .
International
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fleeing to avoid the butchery of the Pakistani military regime

backed by Kissinger, and was forced to intervene militarily
in support of the B angladesh freedom movement. Refugees

driven out by the Jayawardene government may seek refuge

in India, as did the Bengalis during the B angladesh crisis in

S ri Lanka ri ots threat
to Indi a's stabi li ty

197 1 . Moreover, the suspicion exists that behind all these

riots is a calculated design to set uP . a military base in Sri
Lanka for the U . S . Rapid Deployment Force .

Sources in India suspect that Jayawardene has set up the

situation to facilitate secret negotiations with Britain and the

United States to set up a naval base in Sri Lanka at the port

by Uma Zykofsky

of Trincomalee . There have been_rumors of such a deal for

Provoked rioting in the South Asian nation of Sri Lanka has

some time , and the Gandhi government has made clear its

strong opposition to further creation of any foreign military

increased threats to the stability of India, whose prime min

bases in the Indian Ocean .

movement. The rioting follows ongoing separatist destabili

publicly that he is unable to stop the army from engaging in

ister, Indira Gandhi , is the chairman of the Non-Aligned
zations of the northeast Indian state of Assam and the Sikh
separatist "Khalistan" movement in the Punjab .

The riots have claimed the lives o f several hundred Sri

Lankans of Tamil origin at the hands of the Sinhalese major
ity . Tamils , who originally emigrated from southem India,

make up about 20 percent of the population of this island

nation located only miles south of India .

Instead of intervening to restore calm, the regime of J .

R . Jayawardene has turned a blind eye to attacks o n the Tamil

According to reports from India, Jayawardene has stated

brutalities against the Tamils . Jayawardene , whose regime is

strongly supported by the World Bank and the International

Monetary Fund , has reportedly asked for "arms assistance"
from the United State s , Britai n , Pakistan , and Bangladesh .

He has also charged that "foreign elements"

are

behind the

violence , including the Soviet Union , East Germany , and ,
by implication , India.

Mrs . Gandhi told the parliament that she asked Jayawar

dene about the request for "assistance" but that the Sri Lankan

population by the armed forces , creating a situation where

president claimed there were offers only of food and money

experience , has resurfaced .

ment called the reports of the arms request "untrue" and, in a

Lanka, a history which can be easily exploited . The imme

India and Sri Lanka . The Sri Lankan trade minister reportedly

ethnic animosity , a legacy of the British colonial period and
There is a long history of Tamil�Sinhalese tensions in Sri

diate danger is that the Tamils , who maintain close cultural

and emotional ties to India, will appeal to India , as they have
in the past, for intervention and help . The Jayawardene re

from the United States and Britain . The Sri Lankan govern

gesture to India, aimed at "destroying friendship" between

stated that the government would not allow the country to be .
used as "an anti-India base , " but in the same statement he

indirectly charged India with allowing Tamil separatists to

gime appears to be provoking the Indian government, making

mobilize support within India.

intervention .

Tamil separatist guerrillas reportedly ambushed and killed

statements

virtually

"predicting"

an

Indian

military

The Indian response

Indira Gandhi told a special session of the Indian parlia

ment convened to discuss the Sri Lanka crisis that India posed

The current violence was triggered late last month when

1 3 soldiers of the predominantly S inhalese army . The army

retaliated with attacks on the Tamil community . A large

amount of the ensuing violence to Tamils included murders
inside the country ' s j ails and extensive damage of Tamil

no threat to Sri Lanka and that it supports the "unity and

owned property and businesses in the capital of Colombo .

she had talked by telephone that morning with President

out a vote on a constitutional amendment in the parliament

events in Sri Lanka could not be seen as the views of just

proclaiming their opposition to separatism. The vote was

awardene has sent his brother, H. W. Jayawardene , to New

Tamil United Liberation Front (TULF) , which represents the

national integrity" of that country . Mrs . Gandhi reported that

Jayawardene and told him that India' s concerns over the
"another country , " stressing India' s ties to its neighbor. Jay

Delhi as a special envoy for talks with Mrs . Gandhi and other
senior Indian official s .

The atrocities against the Tamils are a major issue in

India . They have evoked memories of the events in 1 97 1

when Henry Kissinger, then U . S . Secretary of State , used

In Sri Lanka, following the riots , the government carried

which demands that all parliamentary members take an path

intended to put pressure on the leading opposition party , the

Tamil minority .

The ruling United National Party and other opposition

parties voted for the amendment , but the TULF boycotted
the session , partly out of fear of coming to the capital . There
are fears that the government will now move to ban the

the genocide against the Bengali population of East Pakistan

TULF, provoking new tensions . Several left-wing parties

1 97 1 , India was faced with 10 million Bengali refugees ,

banned .

to push for a U . S . -Soviet confrontation in South Asia. In
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including the pro-Soviet Communist Party have already been
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World Stability and G lobal
Development: The U .S. Role in
I ndian and Pacific Ocean Basin
Development
Speake r : Lyndon H. LaRouche, J r.,
Fou nder, fIR; C h a i rma n , Advi so ry
Board , N at i o n a l Democrat i c Po l i cy
Com m ittee
4 P.M.-5 :30 P.M.

The Strategic Parameters of I ndian and
Pacific Ocean Basin Development
7 P.M.-l 0 P.M.

G reat Projects for I ndian and
Pacific Ocean Development
S peakers : Uwe Parpart, Resea rc h
D i recto r, F u s i o n E n e rgy Fo u n dati o n ;

D r . Steven Bardwell, Ed i tor, Fusion
Magaz i ne .

I n l ate October Pres ident Ron a l d Reaga n w i l l b e m a ki n g a n
extended v i s it to As i a , i n c l ud i ng t h e countries o f t h e Assoc i at ion of
Southeast As i a n Nations (ASEA N ) , South Korea and J a pa n . The Pres
ident w i l l v i s i t a regi o n span n i ng the I n d i a n Ocean and Pac ific Ocean
Bas i ns, where a l most two-th i rds of the wor l d ' s popu l at i o n l i ve s . The
regi o n i nc l udes some of the fastest-grow i n g eco n o m i e s in the worl d ,
econom i es that h ave cont i n ued to grow even u nd e r con d i t i o n s of
wor l d depress i o n , and is strategi ca l l y vital to the sec u r i ty of the
U n ited States and the . world . This i s a regi o n that many peo p l e
bel ieve w i l l b e the n e w econom i c and strategic center fo r t h e wo r l d
i n the n ext centu ry .
It is v i ta l that the U n ited States approac hes the I n d i a n Oceani
Pac ific Ocean B as i n a rea w i th a coherent pol i cy : a compre h e n s i ve
strategy for stabi l ity and econo m i c d eve lopment. The Exec u tive I n 
telligence Review w i l l present s u c h a strategy atth i s conference.
EIR fou nder, Lyndon H. LaRo u c h e , J r . , who has j u st retu rned
from a tou r of I n q i a , T h ai l a n d , and J apan where h e had exte n s i ve
d i scussions w i th po l itical and eco nom i c leaders fror:n those n at i o n s ,
w i l l present t h e key concepts wh i c h shou l d gu i de A m e r i c a n po l i cy
for the futu re . The conference w i l l present fo r d i sc u s s i o n deta i l ed
p l a n s for l a rge-scal e i nfrastructu re deve lopment projects, i nc l u d i n g
a new canal across the Kra I sth m u s of Th a i l a n d , a second Panama
canal , and l a rge-sc a l e r i pa r i a n water-contro l projects for South A s i a ,
Southeast Asi a , and .C h i na .

CAPITOL H I LL QUALITY I N N
41 5 New Jersey Avenue, N .W.
(near U .S. Senate Building)
Washington, D.C.
TICKETS:

t

Corpo ra e

$ 1 00

I n d ividual

$50

For Tickets and I nformation Please Contact Lau ra Co hen or Dana Sloan

Executive Intelligence Review, 1 0 1 0 1 6th Street N . W . ( 3 rd floo r) , Wash i ngto n , D . C . 20036
Tel ephone :

(202) 2 2 3 -8 3 00 .

CERN : profile of a scientific nest of spies
by Jonathan Tennenbaum
Information in the possession of EIR indicates that the Ney

for U . S . -Soviet agreements , consistently to the detriment of

rin , Switzerland-based Centre European de Recherche Nu

the United State s . Lord Russell , as is well known , founded

carried out, is currently functioning as an important center

the Communist Party U . S . A . It is less well known that in

cleaire (CERN) , where research into high energy physics is

for operations of the Soviet KGB in Western Europe . The
objective of these KGB operations is

the "Ban the Bomb" movement, run in the United States by

1 947 Russell called for a preemptive nuclear war against the

I) high-lev.el espionage

Soviet Union . Russell ' s "anti-bomb" movement spun off the

development of anti-missile "beam weapons" by the United

leading to the creation of the pro-terrorist New Left, which

activities of the "peace movement" in Western Europe to

movement .

terrorist elements against civilian and military targets .

Bernard Feld , George Rathjens , and Weisskopf of Massa

and scientific sabotage , particularly aiming to impede the
States and its European allies; 2) the manipulation of the

create actual conditions of civil war; and 3) the activation of

Society Against Nuclear Energy and a series of other groups

in tum spawned the international environmentalist and peace
This summer, a group of Pugwash veterans , including

No one is saying that every scientist at the CERN labo

chusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) , Pugwash interna

presumes that the majority of the lab ' s personnel are in the

of Sweden , and Lewis Sohn of the World Law Association ,

ever, there is abundant evidence that the CERN

as an insti

Soviet political and intelligence official s . These meetings are

Among the operations conducted by the KGB at the CERN

Mutually Assured Survival he announced March 23 , and to

ratory is involved in such operations . On the contrary , one
dark about the nature of the KGB ' s operations there . How

tution is KGB-contaminated .

tional secretary Morton Kaplan of Geneva, Hannes Alfven
has held meetings all over the United States and Europe with

seeking to force President Reagan to abandon the doctrine of

is the "European Network of Scientists for Nuclear Disar

accept Soviet demands to abandon placement of the Pershing

of the European Nuclear Disarmament group , and is based at

tiations between the superpowers fail .

the group publishes a disclaimer to say that its activity is not

Pugwash Conference in Venice , timed to coincide with the

views .

against the Pershing deployment .

neva. Its expressed purposes are coordinating actions by sci

The case of Victor Weisskopf

coordinating actions against weapons of mass destruction,

network and environmentalist terrorists was the participation

mament" (ENS) , which was founded at the July 1 982 meeting
CERN . While most of the members of ENS work at CERN ,

officially connected to CERN, and does not represent CERN ' s
ENS is presently directed by Toine Van Proeyen of Ge

entists towards the establishment of a nuclear-free world ,

and providing scientific advice and information to other groups
working toward the same ends . Under this cover, ENS is the

leading scientific agency providing information and advice

missile s , which is planned to begin in October if arms nego
The cited initiatives will culminate i n a n Aug . 26- 3 1

Soviet-run international "hot autumn" of violent actions

The most recent indication of collaboration between this

of Victor Weisskopf, now a MIT physicist, in the July 2-3

Mainz, West Germany conference , "Responsibility for
Peace ," where he and Swedish scientist Hannes Alfven were

to terrorist networks and to the Soviets . Among the groups

featured speakers . In the same days , in the same city ,

U . S . -based Union of Concerned Scientists , and the National

ly laid plans for violent disruptions of NATO supply lines

that work with ENS are the European Physical Society , the
Academy of Science in Washington , D . C .

But ENS i s only a reGent case o f a process that has been

going on for several decades-systematic recruitment to the

KGB-controlled " Pugwash movement" of scientists who work
at the CERN .

Former CERN director Victor Weisskopf is a founding

member of the World Federalist-run Pugwash Conference set

up by Bertrand Russell in 1 957 as a "back channel" for
negotiations on defense-related matters with the Soviet Union.

These channels have served for over two decades as the forum
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in the
same building, at a second conference , terrorist group,s open

and attacks on

told

U. S. military targets . Shocked eyewitnesses
EIR of a continuous traffic of participants between

Weisskopf' s conference and the pro-terrorist event !

Weisskopf took the lead among U . S . scientists in oppos

ing President Reagan ' s strategic doctrine in April , precisely

when 240 Soviet scientists denounced that doctrine in a So
viet government-organized statement.

The Weisskopf-directed MIT grouping earlier came un

der scrutiny because of Italian Red Brigades terrorist Franco
Piperno . In August 1 98 1 , Piperno , accused of being a mas-

EIR
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termind of the

1 978 Aldo Moro kidnap-murder, tried to enter

new research center would be used for any other purpose s .

the United States from Canada, but was stopped by the U . S .

H e answered that experiments would also b e done o Il. genetic

Immigration and Naturalization Service . Piperno was on his

mutations: "I am sure that genetic mutations are useful be

way to MIT, where he had secured a teaching post in the

cause living beings are bombarded by cosmic radiation . For

nuclear physics department .

this. reason in the absence of radiation , as will be possible

under the Gran Sasso , it will be possible to reproduce beings

with the minimum number of possible genetic variations . "

The case of Abdus Salaam
During

1 96 1 -66, when Weisskopf was CERN ' s director,

W e will thus b e able to produce human beings that will b e all

CERN became intimately connected , through exchange of

alike , said Zichichi , and requested funds from the Italian

personnel , with the Soviet large accelerator center at Dubna,

state .

was set up by a joint council of U . S . and Soviet scientists

The making of an espionage center

dinating centers of opposition to Reagan ' s new defense doc

operations intended to create an "European culture" to op

Russellite "peace" credentials are established b y the fact that

"American Century . " The

and with the Trieste Center for Theoretical Physic s , which
including Weisskopf. The Trieste Center-one of the coor

CERN was founded in

1 952 as the center of a series of

pose the technological progress trasmitted by the idea of an

trine-is run by Pakistani physicist Abdus Salaam . Salaam ' s

dramatis personae involved in

he is the reputed godfather of the "Islamic Bomb . "

founding CERN were the same ones who turned up in Rus

member of the zero-growth Club of Rome and is personally

ences . In the background lurks the Swiss "Universal Fas

Salaam , a leading theoretical collaborator o f CERN , i s a

sell ' s

Bulletin of Atomic Scientists and the Pugwash Confer

committed to indoctrinating Third World scientists with anti

cism" group gathered around the

ence . " Salaam is a member of the Pontifical Academy of

tier (KGB) , Louis Leprince Ringuet (Pontifical Academy of

day of the first attempt against the Pope ' s life-a hit in which ,

book on CERN , Robert Jungk called the "Center a "scientists '

"recontres internationales
de Geneve" in which Denis de Rougemont , Emmanuel d' As

technology and anti-Western ideologies such as "Islamic Sci

Sciences , which he joined on May

1 3 , 1 98 1 . That was the

Sciences), Robert Jungk, �d others participated. In a

1 966

international , " the beginning of a world government by a

as subsequent investigation has demonstrated, then KGB

"planetary elite . " From the outset , CERN was linked to

chief Yuri Andropov was deeply implicated . A coincidence?

UNESCO and similar "one-worldist" operations , like the

The case of Professor Zichichi

World Academy of Arts and Sciences of Bertrand Russell,

Another member of the Pontifical Academy and one of

Robert Oppenheimer, Albert Hoffman (the inventor of the

the most noted scientists at CERN is Antonino Zichichi , who

hallucinogen LSD) , Julian Huxley, Leo Szilard , Linus Paul

seems to have cultivated particular influence in Vatican cir

ing , and Frederick Seitz .
Methodologically revealing is the tie between CERN , the

cles . Zichichi directs the Centro Ettore Majorana in Erice ,
Sicily .

growth of reductionist particle physic s , and the launching of

guet , a Swiss national with a long history of terrorism, and

Nazis called it "race science . " After the war Szilard founded,

molecular biology , the basis for new forms of eugenics-the

Some months back , police in Paris arrested Bruno Bre

together with Weisskopf and others , the European Molecular

Magdalena Kaupp , a West German linked to the Baader

11

B iology Laboratory of Heidelberg . In a conference on mo

in Paris . Unaccountably , at the time of Breguet ' s arrest,

that finances the organizing committee of the Pugwash Con

Ettore Majorana.

posed that govemments should introduce substances into food

adoption , is president of Italy ' s National Institute of Nuclear

to those considered qualified to reproduce !

"popularizer" of science . He is famous for an interview in

dal . In a preparatory meeting in

Meinhof gang . The two were in possession of more than

lecular biology in

pounds of explosives and plans to blow up the Hotel de Ville

ferences , a member of Weisskopf' s lab , Francis Crick, pro

officials found in his pocket the address of Zichichi 's Centro
Zichichi ,

1 962 , funded by the same Ciba Foundation

to reduce fertility and should issue certificates for antidotes

53 years old , Sicilian by birth and Genevan by

The founding of CERN itself did not fail to raise a scan

Physics , and is promoted by the Italian media as a great

1 95 1 to seek financial and

Oggi last February where he was asked to

political backing, the presence of Amaldi , already well known

the proton which will be done in the huge laboratory he is

one representative of the Western countries . Only when

the Italian weekly

for his extremist political sympathies , disturbed more than

describe the expected uses of the research on the stability of

Amaldi left was the meeting able to proceed. Nonetheless,

having built near the Gran Sasso , the highest peak in the

after CERN was founded Amaldi became the first director

Appennines (Abruzzo) . Zichichi replied: "From the results

general . Robert Jungk commented thus on the birth of CERN :

we hope to get , nothing will be useful . Science as such is

simply the study of the fundamental laws of nature , not the
discovery of the atomic bomb . The great discoveries of hu

manity are all linked to discoveries obtained without the
slightest intention of reaching practical objectives . "

The somewhat flabbergasted interviewer then asked i f the

EIR
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.

"Here begins , in daily practic e , a first cell of the same 'Pan
Europa ' which the unjustly misunderstood Count Couden
hove-Kalergi proposed at the end of the First World War . "

For those who don ' t know , Jungk is speaking abo�t a

fanatical supporter of the Third Reich.
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Interview: Harold Joseph

only symphony orchestra in the world that was founded by a
general . In 1 964 , Gen . J . N . Chaudhuri , at that time the army

chief of staff, originated the idea. At a cocktail party in, I

believe , Jaipur, he was talking about it with an American
who was working here in India , and the orchestra was

launched; very soon we had our first concert . As the Chinese
say , even the longest trip begins with the first step , and that' s

exactly how i t was with u s . I could tell you a lot o f comical
stories: at our first rehearsal-we were playing Haydn ' s

New De lhi symphony
evokes orchestras
of Beethoven's ti me

"Clock Symphony"-I raised m y baton and gave the down

beat , but only a few of the musicians paid attention . We

began again, with the same result . Nothing happened the

third time , either, so I asked what was wrong , and a violinist

answered: "We ' re here to play our music , but what are you
doing up there?" It finally dawned on me that most of them

had never played under a conductor, or even in an ensemble .

So I had to start from scratch , explain the baton beat , and

After attending the March 7-12 conference oj the Non-Aligned
heads of government in New Delhi, EIR correspondents Or
trun and Hartmut Cramer remained in India for several weeks.
They were able to hear the New Delhi Symphony Orchestra
perform Beethoven' s Piano Concerto No . 1 and held discus
sions with members of the orchestra, learning that in the
course of the past 20 years, more and more Indian musicians
have entered the orchestra-from an 80 percent ratio of
Western-trained musicians, that ratio is now less than 20
percent.
One diffi cultyfor the orchestra is overcoming the mistrust
of "Western" music, which is still widely considered part of
the hated British colonial heritage . In the past 20 years,
however, no effort has been spared, many concerts have been
presented, and an ever-greater audience has been won . The
members of the orchestra, all trained in Indian classical
music as well, are all seeking to make the language oj West
ern classical music comprehensible to a public which atfirst
finds it very strange-sounding . In the program notes, for
example , not only is the particular work elucidated, but also
its form-concerto, symphony, and so on-and a short bi
ography of the composer is provided.
The Cramers note: "From a technical standpoint, the
orchestra does not compare with German ones-these are
not professional musicians on the level to which we are ac
customed-but in their aspirations to convey the content of
the m us ic they play, they are at least up to the standard of
German orchestras . They almost seem like the orchestras of
Beethoven ' s time, which performed brand new, never-be
fore-heard music for the first time .
"We were delighted to be able to discover the work of the
New Delhi Symphony Orchestra and to interview its conduc
tor, Harold Joseph. " Excerpts from the interview, which
orig inally appeared in the German-language journal Ibykus,
follow .
EIR : Could you tell us how the idea arose to create this
orchestra , and how it came into being?

Joseph: Yes , this will certainly surprise you , but we are the
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why it must be followed . I should add that we had good

support in our early days from a number of foreigners who
played very well . Many of them were diplomats , their wives,

or their children; a few were businessmen working here . All
of them were gifted performers . Mostly they were Europe
ans , but we had a few Americans as well. Over the years ,

this helped us to create a truly good atmosphere in the or

chestra . We are like a big family , in which everyone helps

each other. The better the cooperation , the better the music .

That means that , initially , care has to be taken that the right
notes are being played .

EIR: Are your orchestra members professional musicians,

or what other occupations do they have?

Joseph: Some of them are professionals , many of them play

in restaurants or in the film industry . Others are businessmen

and teachers , naturally also many students . They are all tal
ented musician s , and so we just get together and play music .

EIR: What motivates them to be in the orchestra? We have
heard that there are many sacrifices , especially financial ones,
involved.

EIR: Most of them don ' t think about money at all-it is the
love of music . Yet of course there are many sacrifices . When

we are rehearsing for a concert , many of them lose income

from their jobs . Nevertheles s , most of them are happy to be
members , from the sheer love of music .

EIR: How many of your musicians belong to the armed
forces?

Jospeh: For some of the wind instruments , we depend on
the military bands for musician s . There are practically no
oboists or flautists in civilian life in India.

EIR: Can you tell us about the response of the Indian public?

So much is always said about how "Western" music "doesn't
suit the Indian ear . " How many come to your concerts , and

how do they react?

Joseph: A large following for Western classical music has
EIR
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developed over the years , not only for my concerts , but for
all concerts of this sort . And our public here in Delhi is very
critically-minded . I really can ' t see where the difficulty is
supposed to be , it is simply another language . If one loves
good Indian classical music , it is not hard at all to take
pleasure in a good Beethoven sonata or symphony , and vice
versa. All that is required is to try it .

we would love to have a set of new timpani , but there is no
chance of getting them or buying them in the near future .
EIR : Because they are too expensive?
Joseph: No , because there is an import freeze on luxury

goods , under which instruments are classified. We have to
save foreign exchange .

EIR : What criteria do you use for your programs , since there
are so many different tendencies in Western music? Do you
have pedagogical criteria? What role does the technical pro
ficiency of the orchestra play?
Joseph: Those are good questions . In the first place , natu
rally a lot depends on the level of the performers . Then we
have other limitations , too ; for example , we absolutely can't
play Debussy , because we don 't have any harps here , and
harps cannot simply be replaced by pianos. We can play
Beethoven or Brahms , but if we need harps or, for instance ,
a contrabassoon , it won't work, no matter how good our
musicians are . Therefore we have to tailor our programs
correspondingly .

ElK : What is your own background? You began as a pianist?
Joseph : My own career began in a remarkable way: I come

EIR: Has your orchestra brought young people into involve
ment with music? Are there many children who come and
say , "I want to learn an instrument?"
Joseph: I'm not sure whether the orchestra has made that
kind of contribution , but we have a music school here in
Delhi which teaches classical Western music , and the number
of its students has risen a great deal . As everywhere , the
guitar is naturally the favorite , but there are also many stu
dents studying the piano , string instruments , and wood
winds . The problem is not the will to learn , but whether we
have the teachers to educate the students . I get worried when
I see how few gifted students can afford to buy a trombone
or an oboe , and still have enough money left to pay a teacher . .
In some of the missionary schools , for example in Calcutta,
they are trying to do something about the situation . They
have a fine little string orchestra there . We could educate
millions of professional musicians , but we don't have the
financial resources , it ' s as simple as that .

interested in other instruments , too. Later I learned the clar
inet at the armed forces music school , where I came into
contact with many woodwind instruments . By that time I had
already learned something about string ins.truments .

EIR : We have heard that one of your best flautists is a

Muslim , others are Hindus or Christians , and you all rehearse
in the Jewish synagogue .
Joseph: We represent almost all religions; we have Mus
lims , Hindus, Christians , Jews, and a few years ago we also
had a Russian soloist . One British newspaper put it this way:
"The Indian orchestra has overcome boundaries . " Our solo
ists come from every country in the world , every religion ,
every caste . We play splendidly together.
EIR: Do the performers in your orchestra have trouble ob

taining instruments? Are they very expensive?
Joseph: In this country there is a very large number of old

string instruments . There are problems with new instru- ·
ments , they are not supposed to be iIl)ported . For example ,
EIR
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from a very beautiful city in the south of India, in the famous
tea-growing region, the state of Tamil Nadu . I was a month
old when an Englishman who was a very gifted music teacher
visited my family, saw me , and said, "You look musical ! " I
was only a month old ! "Send him to me when he is five years
old . " My family was poor, very. poor, and my father thought,
"Oh , _how these people talk . " But in fact, when I was five
years old, the Englishman came back, and said , "In the morn
ing , send him to me . " That was the beginning of my career.
EIR : And then you were trained as a pianist?
Joseph: Yes , first I learned the piano , but I was always

EIR : What was your training as a conductor? Were you
primarily educated in "Western" music?
;Joseph: I went to the Royal College of Music in London ,
where I studied conducting , but as it is said , no one can really
teach conducting or composing , only provide guidance.EIR: Can you b_riefly tell our readers something about the
basic principles of Indian classical music?
Joseph: That is very difficult. The point of departure for
Western music is thl( well-tempered scale . The octave is the
same in Indian music ; but the difference is that it is divided
into 22 parts; Indian music has quarter tones . That is probably
why it is so difficult for non-Indians to understand at first. . . .
It is also interesting that Indian music is never written down,
it is always extemporaneous . The same person who plays a
raga with variations today will play it the next time with
totally different ones. There is �)Oly one voice or monodic
line , as was the case before the 1 5th century in Europe.
EIR : Can you comment on the efforts by Yehudi Menuhin,

Ravi Shankar, and others to combine Western and Indian
music?
Joseph : I myself tried to do it with military music , since
only British music was being played , but the result was not
very military . I then unearthed Indian folk music and set it as
marches ; that had greater success . There are a lot of people
in India, mostly young people , who are trying to do this.
There have to be such blendings , just as there is a blending
of the former cultures .
International
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Report from Bonn

by Rainer Apel

' Greens are unconstitutional '
Mass opposition to the
emerging as the

T

he first salvos of West Germany' s
long-expected explosion o f "peace
movement" violence have begun , and
analysts on both sides of the Atlantic
agree that further escalation is "a
foregone conclusion . " From the par
liamentary Green Party (which is wined
and dined by V . S . Ambassador Ar
thur Bums) to the "extraparliamentary
left" and the admittedly terrorist Rev
olutionary Cells, a "hot autumn" of
protests and sabotage actions against
the deployment of V . S . missiles in
Germany is being planned . The sur
vival of the government of Chancellor
Helmut Kohl under such conditions is
very much in question . But the Greens
are not moving unchallenged .
The Greens in the state parliament
of Hesse officially launched the mo
bilization on Aug . 3 at a reception for
V. S . Army units stationed near Frank
furt, when Green deputy Frank
Schwalba-Hoth poured a bottle of his
own blood over the commander gen
eral of the V . S . Fifth Army Corps ,
shouting "Here is blood for the bloody
army !" The German Communist Party
sent a telegram of congratulations to
their Green comrades .
On Aug . 7 , two bombs exploded
at the V, S . Air Force officers ' club
near the Hahn air base . An offshoot of
the Revolutionary Cells known as
"Autumn Begins" claimed responsi
bility . There were no casualties-this
time .
All this has triggered an anti
Green, pro-American reaction of a sort
hitherto not seen . Ordinary Germans
have generally opposed the fascist,
anti-progress Greens , but since every
major political party and the trade
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does the German popUlation tolerate
them'?"
The accompanying editorial was
titled "The Greens-Just Like the Na
zis . " Many hoped that the new party
would change German politics for the
unions have bent over backwards to better, it said , but now people are be
accommodate to their demands , the ginning to realize that the Greens are
electorate has found no institution nothing but an anti-American agita
strong enough to change the situation . . tional squad. The article quoted Chris
Of the political parties , only the small tian Social Vnion parliamentary lead
European Labor Party has demanded er Theo Waigel stating that the Greens
that the Greens be banned as fascists are not fit to work in a parliament or a
and therefore as unconstitutional un democracy , and that the other three
der the Federal Republic ' s Grund parliamentary parties should find a
gesetz (Basic Law) .
common basis to work against them.
Notwithstanding the gutlessness of While it might not be easy to obtain a
the party leaders-and the anti-Amer prohibition against the Greens on con
ican hype of much of the left-liberal stitutional grounds , he said , the out
news media----;-a curious mass outpour rageous behavior of the Greens in the
ing of pro-Americanism occurred Aug. Hesse parliament could only be com
7 , at an air show at the V . S . Air Force
pared to that of the uniformed Nazis
European Headquarters at Ramstein . in the old Reichstag .
Over 500,000 people came from all
The Greens ' anti-American poli
over West Germany , an attendance that cy, B Ud continued , is conspicuously
surpassed any "peace movement" in line with Soviet interests . And their
demonstration and also surpassed the economi� de-industrialization pro
crowds gathered for the Pope ' s visit. gram is not in the interests of the West
Police reported huge traffic jams on German population , therefore it vio
the roadways leading to Ramstein .
lates the oath every parliamentarian
What was intended to have been takes . "How long will we look on pas
the first major demonstration of the sively while D ie Griinen destroy our
peace movement against V . S . mili state?" the editorial concluded .
Bild's editorial shift is welcome ,
tary facilities fizzled when only 200
showed up to protest. The illegal dem but it comes late in the day . Around
onstrators were arrested , to the cheers what positive policy will the popular
of the angry citizens, some of whom backlash be shaped'? A right-left po
spat upon and even attacked the Greens larization around the issue of the V . S .
before American military police could missile deployment would further the
destabilization of Germany . The
separate the groups .
This expression of the German Ramstein events show that the scenar
"silent majority ' s" views was ampli ios of those orchestrators of the green
fied in a centerfold spread of articles peace movement who want to split the
Aug . 7 in the largest-circulation Ger NATO alliance and establish an inde
man Sunday newspaper, BUd am pendent Mitteleuropa with Germany
at its center cannot be consummated
Sonntag . Vnder the headline "Is This
Party Still Constitutional?" the paper at the snap of the finger, but destabil
quoted V . S . military personnel : ization will merely fuel the Mitteleu
"These people are totally crazy . Why ropa plan .

environmentalist-peace movement is
"hot autumn " approaches ,
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Italy� 'War on Crime

by Marco Fantnt

The murder of Judge Chinnici
The mafia took a risky step ; they feelfreer now that Craxi is the
prime minister.

P

alermo , 8 o' clock in the morning
of Friday , July 29 : the head of the
judicial inquiry office of the court ,
Rocco Chinnici , leaves his house to
go to work. Two autos of the carabi
nieri , Italy ' s military police , block the
traffic in Via Pipitone and the j u dge
starts to get into his armored car, when
a nearby parked car filled with TNT
explodes , killing the judge , two cara
binieri , and the doorman of the build
ing. "Palermo Like Beirut" headline.
the newspapers , and people ask why
the mafia decided to free itself at all
costs of Judge Rocco Chinnici.
"A particular pride of mine is a
statement made by the Americans , ac
cording to which the j udicial inquiry
office in Palermo is a pilot center of
the anti-mafia struggle, an example for
the other magistracies ," Chinnici had
said in a recent interview . His efficient
office has a dozen judges in it, such as
Giovanni Falcone , who are extremely
competent and determined. On the day
of the atrocious murder of Chinnici,
Falcone had been sent to Thailand to
interrogate the the controller of the
dope traffic of Southeast Asia. The
Palermo judges had discovered that
the Sicilian mafia was being resup
plied with drugs through the Ricco
bono family, which had long since
given up refining the morphine base
obtained in Sicily as too risky , and had
completely entrusted this aspect to
these Golden Triangle services . But
beyond the traffickers , Chinnici and
his men were beginning to hit the man
agers of the drug trade , and were about
to aim at the upper level, that is the
bankers , politicians and the noble
families .
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In the United States , according to
one investigator, the news of the re
cent verdicts against the Spatola crime
family and above all Gambino, a "boss
of bosses , " reportedly alarmed the
Cos a Nostra mafiosi to the point that
they decided to kill Chinnici and
strangle the investigative activity of
the judges . It was also reported to us
that recently the U . S . Federal Bureau
of Investigation has been cooperating
less and less with Italian law-enforce
ment official s , and that from Italy the
war which has broken out between the
FBI and the Drug Enforcement
Administration was regarded with
puzzlement .
It is clear that international coop
eration in the anti-drug fight is as im
portant as the support of the govern
ment apparatus in one ' s own country:
Chinnici had probably come to lack
both . In a speech last July 2 to an as
sembly of judges in Milan, he had
complained that the anti-mafia data
bank, so often promised by the gov
ernment, had never been granted , and
the judge added bitterly: "Probably we
will never have it . "
I n Italy judges enjoy particular
power. They direct investigations and
the activities of sectors of the police
forces . Thus it has turned out that a
small group of courageous judges, with
a small group of police officers around
them , decided to launch a no-holds
barred struggle against the mafia,
against terrorism , and against the P-2
lodge circles .
These judges are admired , feared ,
and hated .
On July 24 , the journalist of the
London Daily Telegraph Stephen Vi-

zinczey went to Palermo to interview
Judge Falcone .. In his article , he had
written that judges of that stamp would
not be stopped except by assassina
tion-a strange article , as strange as
the articles that the Times of London
dedicated to the magistrate Mario
Marchetti (who is committed to a probe
of Sardinian separatism and its con
nections to Libya) and to the Roman
magistrate Ferdinando Imposimato
(responsible for successful investiga
tions of the mafia) . Given that the ma
fia only kills when it has to , viewing
assassinations as dangerous for its
business interests , certain articles
which tend to profile the judges seem
worrisome . We never noticed London
distinguishing itself in the fight against
drug trafficking .
The murder of Chinnici also rep
resents a horrible warning to all the
Italian judges: armored cars and es
corts are useless if the mafia has decid
ed to kill.
Now that the leader of the Italian
Socialist Party , Bettino Craxi , has be
come the head of the Italian govern
ment, a very difficult period is open
ing for the judges . Craxi is the sworn
enemy of the magistracy, has always
proposed limiting their powers . He is
also a friend of Henry Kissinger, who
fled from Italy to avoid being ques
tioned by the Rome judges .
Above all the judges need con
crete collaboration by intemational law
enforcement agencies , above all
American ones. Second, they need real
coordination between · the various
magistrates and investigators operat
ing inside Italy: some kind of institu
tionalization of a group of magistrates
and investigators that can work un
impeded. The problem won't be solved
with a High Commissioner who co
ordinates everything , but with a staff
moving in a unified and determined
way .
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Andean Report

by Valerie Rush

Business mobilizes against IMF
Faced with disaster, the region ' s industrialists are exploring an
alliance with labor.

The private sector producers o f the

Andean region have watched while

IMF-induced currency devaluations ,
inflated interest rate s , and deflated
markets both at home and abroad have

bankrupted their factories and busi
nesses by the hundreds . B acks to the
wall , these businessmen are begin

ning to organize a resistance , even to

the point of seeking common cause

with the region ' s labor movements ,
themselves in the process of uniting

against the murderous conditionalities
of the Fund.
Peru is exemplary . In recent years

it has become a laboratory experiment

for IMF debt enforcement . Gross na
tional product this year has fallen 5

percent by official admission . Other
observers estimate a collapse of at least
9 percent.
Over the past 1 2 month s , Peru ' s
industrial production has declined 1 5 . 2
percent while operating a t less than 50

percent · of installed capacity . Last
month the country' s single steel plant ,
SiderPeru, shut down. The rest of the
country' s industry is in a state of "deep
freeze . " .
Speaking to a gathering of profes. sional , military , and government
leaders last May , Carlos Verme Katz ,
president of the Society of National
Industries , declared, "Latin Ameri
ca's private businessmen should unite
in a common front against the credi
tors of the foreign debt and thus give
weight to the power of the debtors . "
Several weeks earlier, the outgo
ing president of the society , Ernesto
Lanata Piaggio, had warned that "the
foreign debt is the principal pitfall for
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Peru and in general for all the Latin
American countries . " He urged that a
consensus be reached for a joint for

mula for resolving the debt crisi s . If
such an agreement is not made , Lanata

warned, "the very size of the debt will

compromise the stability of the credi

tor banks and their governments as

well . "
Verme and Lanata were voices in
the wilderness last May , but no long
er. At the presidential summit of the
Andean Pact held July 24 in Caracas
to address the region ' s severe eco
nomic crisis , a plea for unity was is
sued in the form of a powerful "Man
ifesto to the Peoples of Latin Ameri

ca . " That manifesto called for the for
mulation of "common , global strate
gies" to address matters of economics ,
foreign policy , technology , and sci
ence and to deal with common threats
against their nations .

Days before the summit, the pres

ident of the Peruvian Exporters Asso
ciation , Gonzalo Garland Itugalde ,

declared that individual renegotiation
of the debt only served to "postpone
the problem for the next year . " He
urged the formation of "a single Latin
American market" and to facilitate
thi s , called for "new financial institu- '
tions . . . to operate on the level of
central banks . "
I n anticipation o f the presidential
summit, the Pact' s newly created La
bor Council met in mid-July in La Paz ,
Bolivia to formulate a joint protest
against the destruction of their nations
under IMF diktat and to resolve to pre

pare a continent-wide one-hour labor
protest against the IMP.

Their call was not missed by other
sector leaders . In Peru , efforts are re

portedly underway to forge a unified
Business-Labor council around shared
concerns for defending the economy .
In Venezuela, elements within that
country ' s businessmen ' s association ,
Fedecamaras , have asked Venezuelan
labor leaders to present them with draft
programs for joint action . S imilar
feelers are being put out by business

and labor sectors in Colombia and
elsewhere .
In response, forces allied to the
banks and the International Monetary
Fund in these countries have played

on chauvinist tendencies within both
business and labor to split them along
national lines .

For example , in Venezuela, ele
ments in the private sector have blamed
the weakened state of the economy on
high wages given to Venezuelan la
bor, which the businessmen claim is
responsible for the flood of cheap
goods from other Andean countries .
In tum , the Venezuelan long
shoremen ' s union has threatened not
to unload imports from other Andean
Pact nations that might undersell do
mestic goods .

In Colombia , the National Indus

trialists Association (ANDI) has re
peatedly attacked Venezuela for "dis
criminatory practices" against fellow
Andean Pact members and are urging
a Colombian withdrawal from the 1 4year-old pact. Their counterparts in
Venezuela have followed suit .
The economic crisis will worsen ,
and national business sectors will in
creasingly discover that , as one Ven
ezuelan industrialist declared recent
ly , "now is not the time for class war

fare . " It remains to be seen whether
the "integrationist" campaign of the

July Andean Pact meeting will defeat
the divide-and-conquer strategems of
the IMF while there is still time .
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DatelineMexico

by Josefina Menendez

One year later
On Aug . 23 , 1 982 , the Mexican debt crisis blew up . A year later,
it' s better only in appearances .

of the year, an increase in imports will
be unavoidable . But, because of the

BIS payment, Mexico will have less
"new outside cash" to cover the addi

tional cost. Further, the fourth quarter
is when the current dual exchange rate

T

is scheduled to be merged into one

hree events over the next weeks
will serve to ratify the Mexican "fi
nancial success story" image currently

has a trade surplus for the first six

flects the policy of keeping imports to

mum of reserves to withstand any at
tempts to stampede a new maxi-de

First, there is the meeting of Pres
idents Reagan and de la Madrid at La
Paz, Baja California Sur, on Aug . 1 4 .

ports (85 percent oil) brought in close
to $ 1 0 billion .
That level of imports is economic

Externally , Mexico faces the dan
ger of new international interest rate
run-ups and possible renewed shaki

spreading abroad .

Economic matters will b e pretty much
in the background; up front should be

issues such as Central America and
immigration .
Second , Mexico is likely-though
not certain-to receive the restructur

ing of $20 billion in short- and medi
um-term public sector principal that it
has been seeking since the house of

cards first came down a year ago . This
is debt which has or will come due
between August 1 982 and December
1 984; the current deadline is Aug . 23 .
That is also the deadline on the

repayment of $ 1 . 5 3 billion to the B ank
for International Settlements in B asel ,
Switzerland. The BIS role in Mexi
co ' s initial bailout a year ago was one
of the "innovative features" hailed as
a model by international bankers ea
ger to utilize the world economic crisis
to enhance the power of supranational
credit institutions , at the expense of
the national sovereignty of the debtor
countries .
Unlike Brazil , where failure to re
pay a portion of the BIS "rescue pack
age" has been the center of controver

sy and pressure , Mexico stands in a
good position to make the payment in
full and on time .
This is because Mexico has gone
beyond its formal agreements in axing
imports . Finance Minister Silva Her
zog announced Aug . 5 that Mexico
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months of over
roughly

$6 billion . This re

$3 . 5 billion , while the ex

and the central bank wants a maxi

valuation of the peso at that time .

(and political) suicide . It is 60 percent
below 1 982 levels (when the economy
dropped from an 8 percent growth rate
to a - I percent growth rate) .
The enormous trade surplus has

ness in oil prices .
The interest rate question in par
ticular is gnawing at the minds of many
economic planners here . The refi
nancing of the $20 billion debt is at

eign interest payments of roughly $ 1
billion . This has left the inflows com

previous carrying cost of those loans

been sufficient to meet monthly for

ing from multilateral institutions like
the IMF and a $5 .0 billion "jumbo"

from commercial banks to cover re
payment of arrears on debt and sup
pliers ' credits as well as build up

reserves .
from the IMF, re
The next o
leasing $433 million of the next quar
terly tranche , is a foregone conclusion
for the middle of the rnonth . The IMF
nod in tum will release another $ 1 . 1
billion in the disbursements of the
March jumbo loan. All this cash, added
on to $600 million that Mexico has not

kay

yet drawn down from its previous
jumbo disbursement, should keep the
gnomes of the BIS happy , and will
probably pay a big chunk of overdue
suppliers ' credits at the beginning of
September.
However, the situation is like that
of a person who can successfully hold

his breath for 60 seconds--e arn ing the
applause and admiration of the spec
tators-but who eventually has to
inhale .
During the remaining four months

1 7/8 percent over UBOR, while the

was 7/8 percent . There are additional
hefty fees for the renegotiation itself,

, and UBOR itself is now on an upward
track again .
Mexican financial sources indi
cate that Citibank demands nothing
less than 3 percent over UBOR on
refinancing private sector loans that
are part of the government bailout pro
gram called FICORC A .

For every one-point increase i n in
ternational interest rates , Mexico faces
roughly $800 million more in interest
payments: 25 percent more than the
country is spending each month on all
imports .
What ' s now hitting home is that
the enormous sacrifice of this year
including a 40 percent decline in real
purchasing power for workers as well
as the 60 percent cut in imports-has
all been made j ust to pay interest; not

a penny of the $85 billion in principal
has been touched. It does not take a
very acute government bureaucrat or
leader of the governing PRI party to

see that more of this kind of success
story will kill Mexico .
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Shagari re-elected as
president of Nigeria
President Shehu Shagari won reelection in

Nigeria Aug . 6, by a wider margin than four

years ago when the military conducted the

election that brought to an end 1 3 years of

military rule .

occur, bringing to power the younger, war

hungry group , this would be extremely dan

gerous for Thailand. At present the Soviets

the most comfortable in the world .

are not able to give Vietnam real economic

Mason was kidnaped; another possibility is
that the Swiss Grand Lodge Alpina decided

do not totally control Vietnam because they
aid . . . . Because the southern part of Viet

that GelIi should disappear-and killed him.

nam using this as a leading edge . ' . . .
"LaRouche also hopes that in the future ,

Italy: Craxi grabs

as the economic partner of Japan , India , and

for secret services

ment, negotiations can be opened with Viet

the United States will have a key role to play

induced austerity, engineer the president ' s

the ASEAN countries , which would not only

defeat , and return the country to the regional

conflict and chaos of the 1 960s . Western
press outlets which had been playing up the

possibility of violence had to admit that the

Gelli ' s lawyer claims that the Italian

nam is in great need of economic develop

The Shagari victory foiled efforts to ex

ploit discontent resulting from depression

secondary financial crime s . He was incar

cerated in the Geneva prison , reputed to be

be policy , but actual concrete implementa

Socialist Bettino Craxi has announced that

"Continued conflict in Kampuchea plays

to have personal control over the Italian se

tion of proj ects . . . .

into the Soviet gameplan to weaken the West.

as the new Italian prime minister he wants

cret services . A fight is reported to have

election proceeded calmly .

Countries in this region need advanced tech

occurred between Craxi and Christian De

percent of the vote--4 . 2 million more votes

logical

for

Mita , who demanded that the DC be given

Of the six candidate s , Shagari won 47

than the runner-up, Obafemi Awolowo, who
had 30 . 8 percent. Shagari ' s victory puts his

party in a good position for the coming Sen

nology , qualified manpower, and techno

mocracy (DC) Party Secretary Ciriaco De

Kampuchea . . . .

a vice-premiership in charge of secret ser

knowho w .

The

same

goes

"LaRouche concluded that the above re

marks

are

merely his personal conviction s ,

vice s . Craxi refused .

In the period leading to Craxi ' s new re

giffie , a campaign has been unleashed against

ate , House of Representative s , and state

and are not meant a s interference into the

Analysts in Nigeria expect Shagari to

American and a world citizen , Lyndon H .

glehandedly conducting the battle against

ment . The Kra Canal , the Mekong Water

country . The press has raised a loud cry in

elections .

now expand Nigeria' s role in pan-African

affairs , a positive factor on the grim African
scene .

Thai daily publicizes
LaRouche initiative
The 200,OOO -circulation Thai political daily

internal affairs of Thailand . . . . As an

LaRouche wants world economic develop

Project , and other such projects will ensure

progress for Asia for the next 25 years . "

P-2 's Gellifties
his Swiss coop

Aug . 4 to Lyndon LaRouche ' s visit to Thai

Licio Gelli , the Venerable Master of the Ma
sonic Lodge Propaganda- 2 , has escaped from

ers and government officials . The daily

had been kept pending his extradition to it

Boon Muang gave prominent coverage on
land , where he met with many political lead
wrote:

"Leading U . S . Democrat Lyndon H .

LaRouche believes that the · problem of
Kampuchea should be solved as soon as pos
sible , before Vietnam becomes a total So

viet puppet. LaRouche ' s trip to Asia has the
aim of assessing the development potential
of the Indian Ocean and the Pacific B asin .

His assessments will be reported to Presi

dent Reagan before the official presidential
visit this fall .

a prison in Geneva , Switzerland, where he

aly . The deadline for Gelli ' s extradition was

Sept . 1 4 .
Our sources report that a n intra-masonic

deal had been struck between Switzerland

and the new Italian prime minister, Bettino
Crax i , to get Gelli free as soon as possible .

Gelli was to be sent to Argentina to organize
a new regime of Isabelita Per6n and her as

trologer-controller Lopez Rega , and to help

Qaddafi obtain atomic weapons .

the magistracy, which has been nearly sin

the mafia-Mason-terrorist apparatus in the

defense of Enzo Tortora, a famous actor
arrested because he was part of the Camorra

drug-smuggling network. The magistracy ,
and especially the public prosecutors ,

are

being called "head hunters , butchers of hu

man flesh, rippers . . . .

"

The press is also supporting the famous

killer Toni Negri , the terrorist boss arrested

in 1 979 and now elected to parliament under

the Radical Party standard. A special com

mittee of parliament decided that Negri
should be sent back to j ai l , but shortly after

wards the leadership of the Christian Dem

ocrats and the Communists had the decision
reversed.

Hashemi to revive
suit against EIR
A notice of appeal has been filed by Iranian

Gelli had been arrested in Geneva while

banker and gunrunner Cyrus Hashemi , fol

Swiss authorities never recognized the ac

bel suit against this news service and asso

"The solution to the problem o f Kam

trying to transfer a large sum of money . The

Southeast Asia are important to world peace

cusations of the Italian magistracy that Gelli

ciated publications . Hashemi ' s suit was dis

a shift in the Vietnamese domestic situation

state , and condemned the P-2 boss only for

gia last month after he repeatedly failed to

puchea and the establishment of stability in
as a whole . LaRouche stated: ' . . . Should
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was involved in plotting against the Italian

lowing the dismissal of his $ 1 00 million li

missed by a federal court in Atlanta , Geor
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Briefly
appear for court-ordered depositions . Hash

state and local elections Sept . 4 .

being named as a principal financial conduit

separatist party has a substantial local fol

Iran to finance pro-Khomeini propaganda

border to boost it into power. Many of these

emi had filed his spurious libel suit after
for covert funds entering this country from

and terrorism in the U. S . , activities con

ducted with the protection and approval of

the Carter administration.

fast-breeder agreement
The British and French governments are on
the brink of reaching agreement on a $3

billion-plus project to build a "high-tech-

. nology, next-generation nuclear reactor," the

Times of London reported Aug . 7 . The ar

rangement would involve joint efforts to

build a 1 , 200-megawatt fast-breeder reactor
in the United Kingdom.

The arrangement is being consolidated

by the Electricite de France and by the U .

K . ' s Central Electricity Governing B oard,

whose head, S ir Walter Marshal l , was ap

pointed to his post by Prime Minister Mar

garet Thatcher from his previous position at
Britain ' s Atomic Energy Commission "with
a brief to accelerate Britain ' s nuclear pro

"
gram . The Times reported , "Mrs . Thatcher
is an enthusiastic supporter of nuclear pow

er, which now meets 14 percent of Britain ' s

electricity needs . She regards i t as a safe ,

reliable, and cheap energy source , as well

as a means of reducing the nation ' s long

t�rm dependence upon increasingly expen
SIve and potentially unreliable coal and oil

lowing and powerful connections across the

and scientists on the "application of

connections tie into the "Hollywood mafia,"

ber, according to a London financial

asserted the Mexican Labor Party (PLM) in

a well-attended �ress conference in Baja
capital Mexicali on Aug . 1 1 . The PLM fur

and arms-running networks infesting the
region .

To highlight the importance given to the

elections by the ruling PRI party, president

Miguel de la Madrid made a special tour of

the state Aug . 3-4 and spoke to large crowds
in the three largest cities: Mexicali , Tijuana,

and Ensenada .

The PLM has thrown the hardest punch

es so far, however. One PLM poster shows

a picture of Hitler and Hitler' s finance min

ister, Hjalmar Schacht , reviewing a parade

of Nazi stormtroopers . The caption says "Let
us remember," and cites a famous quote by

PAN leader and former party president Jose

Angel Conchello , who published an article

lauding Nazi slave labor policies as the ap
propriate model for Mexico .

The PAN' s attempts to dodge the charges

that it is plotting to remove the northern

border states from Mexican central govern
ment control , are hampered by statements

of some of its leading candidates in the cur

rent elections , who have stated that ceding

B aj a California to the United States would
be an appropriate means to liquidate a good
portion of Mexico ' s foreign debt .

officials are concerned that a start must be

made now in developing the new reactor,

which won ' t come on line for at least a dec

ade , so that Britain will "have the necessary

London conference of industrialists

science to industry" in mid-Septem

source .

•

SCANDINAVIAN customs au

thorities are reportedly upset about

Spain ' s newly liberalized drug laws

especially since so many Norwegian
and S wedish youth vacation in Spain
during the summer.

•

BARRY DUNSMORE, who is

supposed to cover the State Depart
ment for ABC-TV , announced Aug .

1 1 that he was taking a vacation be

cause "When you start going on the
air with reports on strategic places

like Faya Largeau, for God ' s sake
lumps of camel s-t, it' s time for a

break . "

•

PETRA KELLY, the German

Green who objected to being called a
political whore , has taken refuge at a
spa in Lower B avaria, suffering from

a kidney infection .

•

MIKHAIL KAPITSA, the So

viet vice minister of foreign affairs ,

will visit China Sept . 8- 1 6

•

SHAMANISM has come into

vogue in Austria, where the press is

full of reports on transplanted practi

tioners of the American Indian art of

supplies . "

The article stated that British electricity

BRITISH PRIME MINISTER

Margaret Thatcher will keynote a

ther demonstrated PAN l inks to the drug

Britain, France near

•

The state i s one i n which the neo-fascist,

Currency warfare
against Ibero-America
This month has witnessed a wave of forced

obtaining magical powers from the

dead .

•

THE KURIER of Wiesbaden,

West Germany, reviewed the Aug . 5

Humanist Academy/Club of Ufe per

technology in place in the next century . "

depreciation of currencies in !bero-America.

In Brazil, during the single day of Aug .

formance of A Midsummer Night's
Dream under the headline "Reason

Separatists heat up

black market dropped 5 percent. In Peru , in

Certainty . " The LaRouche-founded

In Argentina, speculation against the peso

United State s , the Lafayette Foun

1 2 , the dollar parity of the cruzeiro on the

Mexican elections
The National Action Party (PAN) of Mexico

the same period, the sol dropped 6 percent.

on the black market is rampant. In Venezue

la, because of the scarcity of dollars , in the

is attempting to grab its first-ever governor

first two weeks of August the bolivar plunged

when voters of that state go to the polls in

valuations is rumored to be afoot .

ship in the state of Baja California Norte
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Instead of Magic : Against Deceptive
Academy ' s sister organization in the

dation, produced

Macbeth in New

York City the same weekend .

50 percent. In Mexico, a new round of de

International
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The secret supporters
of Walter Mondale
by Richard

Cohen

In the first weeks of August, powerful forces initiated an
intense effort to r�vive the presidential hopes of former Vice
President Walter Mondale . On Aug . 9, the executive board
of the AFL-CIO , after several days of meetings in Boston ,
voted 23-6 to advance the target date for their executive board
recommendation on an AFL-CIO endorsement of a presiden
tial candidate from December to October. For months, Mon
dale strongholds within the labor federation had been waging
an overtime effort to secure the change . Fearing the momen
tum of the John Glenn campaign and the consolidation by the
Cranston campaign of that wing of the Democratic Party
moving around the "nuclear freeze" and related issues , sources
report that Mondale insiders viewed the change of date as
essential .
At the same time , the Catholic bishops responsible for
the pastoral letter supporting the nuclear freeze-supported
by the dangerous replacement for the late Cardinal Cody of
Chicago , Joseph Bernardin-have launched an all-out effort
for Mondale ' s nomination , as part of an attempt to pull peace
movement-allied churches behind Mondale . Reportedly,
Bernardin and the bishops have also plunged into the AFL
CIO internal situation , using Secretary-Treasurer Tom Don
ahue , a controller of the organization' s International Divi
sion , as their point man . These bishops will unite behind a
soon-to-be released pastoral letter rebuking Reagan ' s eco
nomic policies and endorsing the Mondale corporatist
approach .
These two developments have led Mondale insiders to
believe that a Mondale "October Surprise" will reverse the
Glenn momentum and force Cranston , who relies on the
46
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peace movement, to falter.
On Sept . 29 , the large non-AFL-CIO teachers 'union , the
National Education Association (NEA) , will meet in Wash
ington to recommend a presidential candidate . Mondale, who
brought the NEA in behind President Jimmy Carter, is sure
to get the endorsement. On Sept . 30, the NEA board of
directors will meet to confirm the recommendation .
Then , on Oct. 1 , with the support of the Bernardin-led
Catholic and Protestant peace faction behind him , Mondale
will confront Cranston in the important Maine Democratic
convention straw vote .
On Oct . 1 -2 , the General Board of the AFL-CIO will
meet in Hollywood , Florida, to recommend an endorsement,
as decided at the Aug . 9 executive board meeting . The Glenn
and Cranston camps now concede that the choice will be
Mondale . Then , some time between Oct. 3 and 7 , the General
Board ' s recommendation will be voted up on the convention
floor. Again , all agree Mondale will be the choice.
Finally on Oct. 6 , all six of the announced announced
Democratic candidates will speak before a New York City
Democratic Party forum . This will be the first serious nose
to-nose collision between them , and Mondale insiders expect
a revived Mondale to stand out, particularlyy against Glenn ,
who many are convinced will crumble under the public
spotlight.
The revival of Mondale requires one additional develop
ment, in the view of Mondale strategists . Throughout the
summer, Mondale campaign operatives and agents among
black organizations have been concentrating pressure on
"Operation PUSH" leader Jesse Jackson to cancel his threat
EIR
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to run a black candidacy in the Democratic primaries . Such
a candidacy would reportedly reduce the expected Mondale
vote by 5 percent in many states .
This sudden revival of Mondale , following his unexpect
ed defeat by Cranston in the Wisconsin straw poll and the
emergence of Glenn as a more formidable challenger to Pres
ident Reagan in the polls , has to do with the extraordinarily
powerful secret supporters of Walter Mondale .
Indeed, the impending AFL-CIO early endorsement and
the Mondale coup in the peace movement would not have
been possible without these supporters .

Who owns Mondale?
The backers of Walter F. Mondale are part of a covert
web consisting of organized crime and its closely related
U . S . -based Israeli-sponsored Anti-Defamation League (ADL)
of the B ' nai B 'rith , the Soviet KGB apparatus , and a pow
erful alignment of U . S . -based Anglicans and Jesuits .
When Mondale left the vice-presidency in 1 98 1 , his pro
moters , knowing he would be a leading presidential contend
er in 1 984 , provided him with corporate credentials . Mondale
was appointed to the board of directors of the organized
crime-riddled Columbia Pictures. One of Mondale ' s longest
standing and closest political intimates, corporate consultant
Jim Johnson , already sat on Columbia' s Board . When Mon
dale announced for president in early 1 983 , he named John
son as his campaign manager.
Mondale also joined the Chicago-centered law firm of
Winston and Strawn in early 1 98 1 . While he merely lent his
name to the firm and did not practice law , the firm ' s Wash
ington offices would become the center of his campaign ac
tivities . The senior partner at Winston and Strawn (whose
chief client is the AFL-CIO) is John R. Reilly-now the pivot
of strategic thinking in the Mondale campaign. Reilly was a
graduate of the Kennedy Justice Department, having come
there after he rose in Iowa state politics by affiliating himself
with the Kennedy machine there . That liberal apparatus is
dominated by the influence of the Cowles newspaper chain,
owner of the Des Moines Register and papers in Minneapolis.
The founder of the chain was himself an operative associated
with the "left faction" of the OSS (Office of Strategic Ser
vices--World War II intelligence) , a faction with reputed
long-established relations to the Soviet KGB . Indeed , the
Cowles chain , with numerous links to Mondale , funds the
IPS-run left anarchist Pacifica Radio Network , as well as
other IPS operations-like the IPS/KGB confab recently cel
ebrated in Mondale 's home base of Minneapolis .
In 1 98 1 , Winston and Strawn set up adjoining Mondale ' s
offices a Mondale front called Public Strategies, run b y for
mer Assistant Secretary of State for Far Eastern Affairs Rich
ard Holbrooke, who prior to his tenure in the Carter admin
istration edited Foreign Policy magazine . Joining Holbrooke
was Bert Carp, long-time Mondale aide and chief assistant to
Carter domestic affairs adviser Stuart Eizenstat. Functioning
as ostensible consultants to corporations , Public Strategies'
EIR
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first client was Columbia Pictures . Other clients mcluded
Winston and Strawn clients Cummins Engine and Beatrice
Foods .
The importance of the interrelationship between Mon
dale , Columbia Pictpres, and the Mondale front Public Strat
egies is evident when the other board members at Columbia
Pictures, which so quickly welcomed Mondale, are identi
fied. Mondale joined Carl Lindner, the Cincinatti-based mul
timillionaire associated with the ADL and Meyer Lansky ' s
organized crime networks. Lindner i s the major shareholder
in United Brands (formerly United Fruit) , previously directed
by Detroit businessman Max Fisher, a close associate of
former Secretary of State Henry Kissinger and linked to Car
ibbean drug and gun running . Indeed, law enforcement offi
cials have privately identified United Brands' operations in
the Caribbean and Central America as the principal cover for
trafficking illegal drugs and arms to both sides of the conflict
in the region .
Lindner is also a 14 percent partner in another firm
Rapid American-whose origins are traceable to some of
Mondale' s closest friends . The major shareholder in Rapid
American is Meshulam Riklis , also associated with Lansky
organized crime networks , and a controller of the crime net
works associated with former Israeli Defense Minister Ariel
Sharon. Rapid American owns Schenley , a firm with which
mob defense attorney Roy Cohn is associated .
Most important, Riklis and his operations were first pro
moted by long-time Mondale supporter Burton Joseph . Jo
seph' s mother was a top aide to Mondale ' s mentor, the late
Sen. Hubert Humphrey , and the Joseph family owns the
Minneapolis-based company I . S . Joseph Grain Company .
In 1 977�8 1 Joseph , a leading figure in international Zionist
circles , served as president of the ADL. Now Joseph is a full
time campaigner for Walter Mondale .

The Lansky circles and Emprise
In addition to Lindner, Herbert Allen welcomed Mondale
to the board of Columbia Pictures in 1 98 1 . Herbert and his
brother Charles Allen run the New York-based Allen and
Company , where they handled all of mobster Meyer Lan
sky ' s business operations while becoming deeply involved
in the organized crime-run Resorts International .
Mondale was no newcomer t9 the circles connected to
the ADL-organized crime apparatus which ran Columbia
Pictures. In fact , in the late 1 970s , following the inauguration
of the Carter administration, a marriage of the secret backers
of Carter and the secret backers of Mondale was consum
mated when the Carter-connected Coca Cola Company bought
substantial shares in Columbia Pictures .
Retained in the financial operation was the former con
trolling shareholder in Columbia Pictures , Matthew Rosen
haus, closely associated with Lansky and a primary figure in
the ADL. Rosenhaus was a percentage shareholder in ·the
Nabisco Company , chairing one of the firm ' s subsidiaries .
W e wil! find i t important later that a large shareholder i n this
National
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grain/food-products cor pany remains the Moore family of
New York . Representing the center of New York ' s Episco
palian elite , the Moor: :� are intimately associated with the
Morgan financial intc:ests .
Mondale' s intimae" with the ADL-organized crime forces
is further revealed by way of his ties to Emprise , a sports
related conglomerate dcminated by Max Jacobs , a Buffalo
based multimillionaire (and important figure in ADL circles) .
Emprise was exposed in 1 97 1 in the Washingtonian maga
zine for monopolizing concessions at Washington , D . C . ' s
National Airport and at Robert F . Kennedy Stadium . By
1 972, a federal court ruled against Emprise for using $700,000
to help purchase a Las Vegas casino for the mob , leading to
the loss of concessions nationwide and millions of dollars in
legal fees for the firm . Following this conviction, Emprise
changed its name to Sports ystems-but not , apparently , the
nature of its activities .
Emprise ' s crime connections were so glaring that even
Sports Illustrated ran an expose on May 24 , 1 972, and Ari
zona congressman Sam Steiger and others initiated an inves
tigation into its operations through the House Select Com
mittee on Crime . Later in 1 972, Sen . Robert Dole (R-Kans . )
publicly protested the House Select panel ' s decision to ter
minate the hearings on Emprise , revealing that the decision
had followed a private meeting between Jeremy Jacobs of the
firm and then-Democratic National Committee Chairman
Larry 0' Brien . (0' Brien, a strong pusher of the Watergating
of Richard Nixon , whose administration was gearing up a
major effort against organized crime , was subsequently given
a lucrative job as president of the National Basketball Asso
ciation-an organization with heavy representation by the
Jacobs family . )
O n June 2 , 1 976, moments after a bomb exploded i n his
car inflicting fatal injuries , dying Arizona investigative re
porter Don Bolles , who had been working closely with the
Steiger investigation . whispered three words : "Mafia-Em
prise-Adamson . "
Following the Washingtonian expose in 1 972, Max Ja
cobs used a close friend , AI Eisele , then a reporter for Ridder
newspapers who had begun his career working for the Cowles
chain , to channel information to columnist Jack Anderson,
charging the Washingtonian author of the article with at
tempted blackmail of Jacobs in 1 9
Bernard Ridder, Ei
sele ' s boss, owned the Minnesota v lkings football team ,
whose stadium had Emprise-run concessions. And the Wash
ington Senators baseball team , which would later move to
Minneapolis , used Robert F. Kennedy Stadium, with Em
prise concessions . Washington Senators owner Bob Short , a
Minnesota millionaire , later hired Eisele as his PR man . Short
also was the largest financial backer of Walter Mondale . Then
in 1 975 , Mondale hired Eisele as his press secretary !
Shortly after assuming office in 1 977, the Carter admin
istration pressed hard for a pardon of Emprise; not obtaining
the full pardon , they managed to engineer an outcome allow
ing the firm to renew its concessions.
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Control Data
Early in 1 98 1 , Mondale was also brought onto the board
of directors of the Minneapolis-based Control Data Corpo
ration , one of the largest and most advanced high-tech firms
in the United States . As such , it has been high on the list for
Soviet KGB efforts to secure access to U . S . computer and
other advanced technology . The board of Control Data took
the lead during the 1 970s in promoting technology transfer
and trade with the Soviet Union , while encouraging KGB
supported efforts at spreading the environmentalist move
ment throughout the United States.
Indeed , Control Data meets repeatedly with the KGB
sponsored front group the U . S . A . -Canada Institute . headed
by Georgii Arbatov , a favorite of Soviet President Yuri An
dropov . Control Data also participates in the so-called Dart
mouth process , an offshoot of the Pugwash conferences on
disarmament which have done so much to create the U . S .
military disadvantage; and the firm played an important role
in the U . S . -Soviet Trade Commission established by George
Shultz in the 1 970s .
Recent reports suggest that the Jesuit-linked New York
based Maryknoll Fathers own substantial shares in Control
Data. This order has received recent notoriety for its on-the
ground role in KGB-supported destabilizations in Central
America; it is associated with the bishops who most ada
mantly pushed the pastoral letter in support of the nuclear
freeze .
Finally , Control Data is a leading member of the Inter
national Institute for Applied Systems Analysis (HASA) ,
which has on its board top-level KGB operative Djermen
Gvishiani , son-in-law of the late Alexei Kosygin . (Gvishiani
also works closely with Occidental Petroleum ' s Armand
Hammer, whose other links to the Soviet leadership are a
matter of record-as is the fact that Democratic National
Committee Chairman banker Chuck Manatt' s law partner
John Tunney is a business partner of the same Gvishiani . )
Control Data ' s KGB connections surfaced anew in late
April when Arbatov met in Minneapolis with the firm's board.
At that time , Arbatov was also meeting with former Ford
National Security Adviser Brent Scowcroft , Shultz special
consultant Helmut Sonnenfeldt, and a third former Kissinger
aide , his Soviet hand William Hyland . The purpose of the
meeting was to lend support to Kissinger's effort to scrap
President Reagan' s anti-ballistic missile beam weapons de
fense program and strategic modernization program-a pro
gram Mondale staunchly opposes .
Several weeks after Arbatov' s departure from Minneap
olis , the Washington-based Institute for Policy Studies (IPS)
launched a nationwide series of meetings with a high-level
delegation of KGB agents , holding their first meeting in
Minneapolis on May 2 3 . In attendance at this May 23 meeting
was Episcopalian Bishop Paul Moore of Saint John th<;: Di
vine Cathedral in New York City . Moore , one of the leading
Anglican representatives in the United States, is a crucial
figure in the KGB-directed "peace movement" -nuclear freeze
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network . In 1982, Moore traveled to Moscow to enhance the
"dialogue . " Bishop Moore is from the Moore family of the
Nabisco Company .
But the Moore family relations to those behind Walter
Mondale go far deeper. The Moore family maintains its
strongest connection to the Episcopalian families of Minne
apolis that dominate the U. S . grain distribution conglomer
ates . Foremost among those is the Pillsbury s , who maintain ,
along with the Moores , the remarkably close relations be
tween the New York and Minneapolis Episcopal churches .
In addition to the Episcopalian Pillsburys, the Minneapolis
grain magnates also include the likes of the ADI�-centered
Joseph family .
Indeed . Mondale ' s Minneapolis is a center for two jew
els--grain and computer-related technology--which KGB
planners need from the United States . Mondale and his friends
have been more than eager to open access to these prizes .

In fact, it was Freeman who became the strongest early pro
ponent of grain deals to the Soviet Union . Freeman currently
presides over the "risk-analysis" and consulting firm Busi
ness International ; the role of this firm as a cover for political
operations can be seen from a glance at its board, on which
sit, among others , Sol Linowitz and the Club of Rome ' s
Aurelio Peccei .
Mondale ' s ties to these forces were evident after Carter' s
impotent gesture o f enacting a grain embargo against the
U . S . S . R . in wake of the invasion of Afghanistan . Inside the
White House , Mondale openly opposed the President' s
embargo .
It is also relevant that former Deputy National Security
Adviser David Aaron was responsible for leaking to the So
viets. and the U. S . press details on "Operation Trignon"-the
highest-level U . S . penetration of the KGB , an operation that
was destroyed by the Aaron "indiscretion . " Prior to his ap
pointment as Brzezinski ' s deputy , Aaron was Senator Mon
dale ' s chief foreign policy aide; today , even after the Trignon
affair , Aaron is presidential candidate Mondale ' s chief for
eign pol icy adviser.
In a future installment, EIR will demonstrate how Mon
dale ' s policy stances as a presidential candidate reflect these
supporters and mentors .

Mentors and advisers
Next to Hubelt Humphrey , Mondale ' s most important
mentor was Orville Freeman , the former governor of Min
nesota and Johnson administration Secretary of Agriculture .
Maintaining a populist cover, Freeman always operated on
behalf of the large Minneapolis-centered grain distributors .
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S oviet agents , wi tches , and 'peace' forums :
strange happenings in the D emocratic Party
by Graham Lowry
The drive by Soviet chief Yuri Andropov and the KGB to
bring down the United States from within has produced a
bizarre new phase of direct intervention into the 1 984 U . S .
presidential election . Democratic candidates Walter Mon
dale , John Glenn , Alan Cranston , Gary Hart, and Ernest
Hollings were put on display for the national media Aug . 1 3
at a "peace" forum in Des Moines , Iowa, organized under
the direction of Democratic Party assets of the KGB .
The Iowa candidates ' forum, restricted to discussion of
arms control and disarmament proposals, was sponsored by
People Encouraging Arms Control Efforts (PEACE) , an um
brella group for 65 Iowa organizations active in the KGB
backed "nuclear freeze" movement.
Established in February , PEACE is headed by Rep. Berk
ley Bedell (D-Ia . ) , and is intended specifically to centralize
efforts to dominate the 1 984 Iowa presidential preference
caucuses with the KGB ' s agenda for disarming the United
States . According to an aide to Bedell, "he recognized the
unique opportunity Iowans have in terms of the Iowa caucus
es to highlight the arms control issue . The party leadership is
committed to getting the influence of the peace movement
into the caucuses . "

The Moscow-IPS circuit and Peace Links
The Iowa presidential candidates' forum , however, is
more significantly the outcome of a series of KGB interven
tions into American politics this year, beginning with the
May 24-29 U . S . -U . S . S . R . Exchange Conference in Minne
apolis, Minnesota. Jointly sponsored by Moscow ' s U . S . A . 
Canada Institute and the left-wing Washington-based Insti
tute for Policy Studies , the conference featured more than a
score of Soviet and Russian Orthodox Church officials and ,
among their American counterparts , key figures involved in
subsequent events on what amounted to a nationwide road
show for the KG B .
The next major stop was the June 1 - 3 Women' s Leader
ship Conference on U . S . -Soviet Relations in Washington ,
D . C . , sponsored by the Committee for National Security .
Besides four Soviet participants from the Minneapolis con
ference, the personnel overlap with the Washington event
50
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included Richard Barnet of IPS and the Committee for Na
tional Security; the committee ' s director Anne Cahn; and
Betty Bumpers , president of Peace Links and the wife of Sen.
Dale Bumpers (D-Ark . ) . Peace Links is a "sexual politics"
organization which includes among its members the wives of
at least 40 congressmen and governors across the country .
Evidence of Peace Links ' connections to the KGB was
presented on the floor of the U. S . Senate earlier this year by
Sen . Jeremiah Denton (R-Ala . ) . Denton pointed out that two
of the member organizations of Peace Links' National Ad
visory Council-Women' s International League for Peace
and Freedom and the Women' s Strike for Peace-have been
identified even by the U . S . State Department as Soviet-con
trolled front groups . The advisory council also includes the
Committee for National Security .
If one peers more closely now at the Aug . 1 3 Iowa forum,
something more than acres of com meets the eye . The key
note speaker was Admiral Gene Larocque of the Center for
Defense Information, the military adjunct of Minneapolis
conference cosponsor IPS . Larocque was paraded before a
Soviet television audience in June to denounce the Reagan
administration ' s "warmongering" attitude toward arms
control .
In workshops preceding the arms control panel with the
presidential candidates, the Iowa forum featured one on the
psychological effects of nuclear weapons on children , led by
the wives of Iowa congressmen Bedell and of Jim Leach,
the nominal Republican who has been a leading figure in
congressional efforts to stop President Reagan' s defensive
antiballistic beam weapons program from being implement
ed . Destroying that capability ' s potential for reversing the
strategic and economic collapse of the United States was the
constant and strident demand of the KGB and Russian Ortho
dox Church leaders on tour in the United States, as it has
been from Moscow since President Reagan announced the
new strategic doctrine on March 23 .
Participants in the Women ' s Leadership Conference stop
on the KGB tour included two Iowa members of Betty
Bumpers ' s Peace Links: congressional wives Elinor Bedell
and Elisabeth Leach, workshop directors at the Iowa forum.
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Another participant in the Women ' s Leadership Conference

Mass civil disobedience is to be a cover for terrorism around

was Laurie Daschle , the executive director of Peace Links

the issue of the scheduled U . S . deployment of Pershing II

and the wife of Rep . Tom Daschle (D-N . D . ) .

and cru i se missiles i n Europe at the end of the year . The

Daschle h i m s e l f has ties to env ironmental i s t Jay Epste i n ,

bui ldup in the U nited States i s already under way , i n collab

an attendee at a conference in Hanoi w here Soviet offic i a l s

oration with the Green Party i n West Germany , which is

mapped o u t a campaign of e n v i ronmental ist s abotage against

backed b y the KGB .

the Un ited S tate s . Short l y after h i s return , Epstein launched
the dioxin scare w h i c h was used to virtually close down the

' Women ' s encampments '

town of Times Beach , Mis souri . Daschle is also the number

Prime KGB assets for pulling off a "hot autumn" in the

two Democrat on the A l bosta subcommittee i n the House that

U n i ted S tates are the radical feminist groups currently staging

launched the congre s s ional i n ve stigation into "Briefingate , "

" women ' s encampments" at military installations and de

a campaign t o destroy the Reagan administration i n i t i ated

fense research centers at such locations as Missoula, Mon

with KGB compl i c i ty following Averell H arriman ' s return

tana; Kent , Washington; the defense technology complex in

from meeting Andropov in Moscow in early June .
Something was rotten in Des Moine s-besides the can
didates who appeared .
The KG B " peace" offensive in the U n i ted S tates is work
ing on a timetab l e for a "hot autumn" here and in Europe .

A witch ' s coven
EIR
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the S i l icon Valley in Californi a ; Lawrence Li vermore Labo
ratories in San Francisco; and the Seneca Fall s Army Depot
in upstate New York , w here 3 , 000 encamped women have
engaged i n repeated acts of civil di sobedience and infiltration
runs designed to profile military security procedure s .

1 9 79 anti-nuclear encampment-the precursors of today ' s KGB -run 'peace ' movement.

August 2 3 , 1 98 3
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The Seneca Falls encampment was organized by Donna
Cooper, a national leader of the Communist Party' s Wom
en' s International League for Peace and Freedom , further
belying the FBI ' s claims this spring that it could find no
evidence of KGB control over the u . s . peace movement .
The Women' s International League for Peace and Freedom
is also a member organization of the National Advisory
Council of Peace Links , and has been identified as a Soviet
front group by even the U. S . State Department. The Soviet
tour of the United States included a trip by some of the
delegates to Seneca Falls as a final stop . A number of other
organizations involved in Seneca Falls , such as the Fellow
ship of Reconciliation , are part of the base of support for
Peace Links as well .
What is being unleashed with the KGB "peace" offensive
is exemplified by the Seneca Falls women ' s encampment,
where internal discipline is run by a lesbian organization
called "Sinister Knowledge . " Also participating in the camp
are lesbian members of the terrorist American Indian Move
ment. One AIM grouping active there , Akwasasne-Notes, is
known to be involved in Wicca, a witchcraft cult which has
been linked to the 1 979-8 1 Atlanta child murders .
Radical groupings at the Seneca Falls camp are also be
lieved connected to a U . N . "International Feminist Network"
headquartered in Geneva, Switzerland, and Rome . Its quar
terly magazine Isis, besides promoting lesbianism and witch
craft, devoted its spring issue this year to "Women for Peace,"
including a plug for the Women ' s International League for
Peace and Freedom in the United States and coverage of the
"model" for women' s peate camps internationally at Brit
ain ' s Greenham Common . Isis is perhaps unique in having a
numbered Swiss bank account printed on the back of the
magazine to which "readers" can send money .
The same issue of Isis included a participant' s account of
the Women' s Pentagon Action in the fall of 1 98 1 , an attempt
to surround the Defense Department Pentagon and block its
entrances . "Slowly the four stages of our action emerged
mourning , rage , empowerment, defiance . " For the "rage"
element, "the drum tempo changed and the majestic rage
puppet, in red, moved to the center. The next stage of the
action began and we raged and chanted 'We won ' t take it, '
'No more war, ' 'Take the toys from the boys. ' . . . I wasn 't
prepared for how I was transformed by that ritual . It felt as if
something reached down inside me, grabbed my tears and
pulled them out of me . The feelings inside those other women
touched the feelings in me and our rage built together. "
As a state-level director for Betty Bumpers' s Peace Links
put it, "Betty concentrated particularly on women. She felt
that women, as mothers and nurturers , could make people
understand how dangerous the nuclear arms race really is,
where other people with their statistics and their megatons
and so forth could not . "

Target Seattle and the senatorial trip
The KGB ' s "educational" offensive is also set to gear up
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during the "hot autumn," with Soviet peace propaganda events
up to two weeks long already set for a number of cities around
the c ountry . The model for many of these was first organized
last year by "Target Seattle ," an effort at mass manipulation
of fears of nuclear war which brought 20,000 people into
Seattle ' s Kingdome stadium last fall . Betty Bumpers made a
special trip to Seattle to set up the personnel and staff orga
nization for the project.
Target Seattle is staging a mammoth program entitled
"Soviet Realities" from Oct . 29 to Nov . 6, prepared in con
sultation with Moscow ' s U . S . A . -Canada Institute . Featured
speakers include this summer's KGB-tour coordinator Rich
ard Barnet of the Institute for Policy Studies and Donald
Kendall, chairman of Pepsico and a leading figure in the
Council for New Initiatives on East-West Trade . The event' s
planners expect that Georgii Arbatov , head o f the U . S . A . 
Canada Institute , will head the list o f Soviet speakers .
Target Seattle ' s program summary includes a series of
forums with such titles as "Can We Live with the Soviet
Union? ;""Whai in the World Does the Soviet Union Want?"
and "Who' s Planning to Fight a Nuclear War?" After a day
of workshops on Russia' s "blood and soil" literature , the
event concludes with "small-group discussions in 1 , 000 liv
ing rooms , churches, and other places . " Seattle' s schools
will also be provided with "special curriculum units with
emphasis on Soviet art and culture . "
The entire Washington congressional delegation serves
on the advisory committee of Target Seattle . The wives of
three of the six representatives-Democrats Mike Lowry and
Al Swift and Republican Rod Chandler-are members of
Betty Bumpers ' s Peace Links .
For the last two weeks of August, Betty Bumpers will be
in the Soviet Union , where she will meet with Yuri Andropov
and other Soviet officials , as part of a delegation of nine
Democratic senators and their wives , led by Claiborne Pell
(R.I . ) . Her husband Dale Bumpers (Ark . ) , Pat Leahy (Vt . ) ,
Howard Metzenbaum (Ohio) , Don Riegle (Mich . ) , Paul Sar
banes (Md . ) , James Sasser (Tenn . ) , Dennis DeConcini
(Ariz . ) , and Russell Long (La . ) will spend Aug . 1 5-3 1 in the
Soviet Union , discussing "a wide range of issues including
East-West trade , human rights , relaxing regional tensions ,
and arms control . "
Will Andropov issue new marching orders for the "hot
autumn"? He can certainly expect some attentive listeners .
In addition to Betty Bumpers , Senate wives Marcelle Leahy ,
Shirley Metzenbaum , and Lori Riegle are all members of
Peace Links . And given Andropov' s instigation of the Brie
.fingate assault on President Reagan during his June meeting
in Moscow with Averell Harriman, another of his guests on
the current Senate junket deserves special attention . Senator
DeConcini has been the leading voice for initiating a Briefin
gate investigation in the Senate . Although thwarted in an
attempt to gain committee approval before the August recess ,
DeConcini has vowed to press for it again in September
after he has conferred with Andropov .
EIR
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Internati ona l call to 'D raft LaRouche' to stop
Ki ssinger, Volcker, and KGB D emocrats
by Molly Hammett Kronberg
In the midst of the current maneuvers among Democratic
presidential hopefuls , a draft movement is now emerging that
may well upset the Mondale-Glenn-Cranston chessboard.
On Aug . 1 Warren Hamerman , chairman of the National
Democratic Policy Committee , opened an effort to draft
Democratic political figure Lyndon H . LaRouche, Jr. as a
presidential candidate in 1 984 . According to Hamerman, a
central reason to inaugurate this draft movement now is the
growing dominance of the Soviet KGB and its "peace" move
ment within the Democratic Party leadership around Averell
Harriman and Democratic National Committee Chairman
Charles Manatt. To clear this KGB influence out of the par
ty' s officialdom and its present selection process is one of
this movement' s immediate concerns, Hamerman says .
The NDPC , which Hamerman and LaRouche collaborat
ed in founding in fall 1 980 , is a political action committee
(PAC) within the Democratic Party and, according to pub
lished NDPC membership-rates , is the fastest-growing PAC
in the party . LaRouche himself has served as chairman of its
advisory board . LaRouche has indicated he might not be
unavailable to run for the presidency, particularly in the cir
cumstances of strategic crisis and economic collapse the
United States presently faces , but has so far made no deci
sion . LaRouche is arguably the best economist in the world
today .
The Hamerman draft call , now circulating in tens of thou
sands of copies in almost every state , from its opening words
reflects the NDPC ' s characteristic approach to calling polit
ical phenomena by their right names:
"The forced re-entry into government of the notorious
Henry A. Kissinger in an official bipartisan coalition with
Lane Kirkland , and the reconfirmation of Paul A. Volcker as
Federal Reserve Chairman , have plunged the American re
public into the greatest political crisis in our history , at pre
cisely the moment that the world financial system threatens
to burst at the seams . Had it not been for the outright traitors ,
and abject fools duped by traitors , in the Democra�c �arty ' s
KGB-controlled leadership under Harriman , Chuck 'Banker'
EIR
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Manatt, and Kirkland , Henry Kissinger would not now again
be running U . S . foreign policy and Carter-appointee Paul A .
Volcker would not now b e raising interest rates again at the
Federal Reserve .
"It is a measure of the corruption within the KGB that
they would resort to buying up a right-wing mobs�er like
Chuck Manatt to be their principal control asset in the Dem
ocratic Party .
"Millions of American citizens urgently require an effec
tive way to fight back at the ' Benedict Arnold Alliance' of
butcher Kissinger, Volcker, and the Andropov-Democrats
under Harriman, Kirkland and Manatt who have all been
pushing the KGB line against President Reagan' s March 23 ,
1 983 television announcement of a new strategic doctrine to
develop and deploy laser and other high-energy beam defen
sive weapon systems .
"If you despise Kissinger, Volcker, and the Andropov
Democrats , don't moan or become an alcoholic; instead join
with us in building an unstoppable political movement to
draft Lyndon H. LaRouche , Jr. for President in 1 984. The
National Democratic Policy Committee (NDPC), whose Ad
visory Committee has been chaired by LaRouche , is spon
soring a round of emergency conferences in 50 cities before
Labor Day under the theme: ' Kissinger is a Butcher, La
Rouche is a Democrat . . . Draft LaRouche for President in
1 984 ' . "

Three crucial priorities for 1983
Hamerman has had a good deal of experience m organ
izing national movements . At the beginning of 1 983 , La
Rouche established as priorities for the NDPC the defeat of
the quota increase scheduled from the United States for the
International Monetary Fund, which he identified as a geno
cidal institution; the organ�zation of a debtors ' cartel among
developing-.sector nations against the IMF ' s austerity; and
the adoption of beam weapons technology programs as the
policy of the United States and other nations .
In the intervening eight months , the NDPC has held three
National
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major conferences in Washington , D . C . bringing in hundreds
of supporters to lobby Congress against the IMF and for the
beam weapons program-which President Reagan in fact
announced as U. S . policy a little over a year after LaRouche
associated organizations began to make it a mass political
issue . Hamerman himself, testifying against Paul Volcker' s
renomination to the Fed i n July , was the only representative
of a national institution so to testify . He brought with him
telegrams not just from American labor and constituency
leaders , but from European and Latin American political and
labor leaders . He explained to a Volckerized Senate Banking
Committee that his organization spoke for millions of people
internationally . .
The international focus has always been a unique feature
of the activities of the LaRouche political action committee .
Hamerman is bringing it into play in the draft movement and,
if LaRouche were to declare his candidacy, it is certain that
international issues and international support-networks would
figure in his campaign in a way which had already destabi
l'ized Democratic hack-politics when LaRouche in 1 980 made
a bid for the Democratic nomination against Carter.
For example , LaRouche and his wife , European Labor
Party chairman Helga Zepp LaRouche , have just retumed
from a tour of Asia which took them to India, Japan , and
Thailand . In Thailand , focusing on the Great Projects in
which the U . S . could collaborate in the development of that
'
area and simultaneously put its own economy back on its
feet, LaRouche appeared on Thai national television and was
the guest of honor at a banquet sponsored by Thai Deputy
Prime Minister Admiral Sonthee Bunya Thai . Perhaps better
known is LaRouche ' s special relationship to Latin America,
where his "Operation Juarez" program for a debtors' cartel
has become a dominant theme in the politics and financial
negotiations of the whole continent.
In his statement Hamerman gave this area particular
emphasis:
"Of all the prospective presidential candidates only Lyn
don H . LaRouche , Jr. , a co-founder of the Club of Life , has
a documented political record as a true friend of nations on
five continents , because of his relentless campaigning against
the racist and genocidal austerity and population reduction
programs of Global 2000 , the IMF, and Club of Rome.
"On Sept . 1 5 , Executive Intelligence Review magazine,
founded by Lyndon H . LaRouche , Jr. , will hold an extraor
dinary policy seminar in Washington, D . C . to unveil an
ambitious program designed by LaRouche for the United
States to play a leading role along with the nations of Asia in
stimulating an economic development renaissance centered
around four "great projects" for water management, trans
port, and energy . In LaRouche' s thinking , since Asia has 2 . 5
billion people, i t must form the crux o f reviving the world
economy from its current depression . The LaRouche pro
gram for the Pacific Basin-Indian Ocean region will stimulate
the creation of millions of jobs and revive the decimated
agricultural sector in the United States , providing the basis
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for a real economic boom.
"The LaRouche program for Asia complements La
Rouche' s widely circulated development program packages
for Ibero-America-Operation Juarez-and Africa, which
shall succeed as part of the reorganization of the unpayable
debt structures of the 'Old World' economic order into a
' New World Economic Order' . "

Manatt's fear of LaRouche
The strength of the NDPC worries DNC Chairman Man
att; so much so that, for the past year, Manatt has not opened
a single local Democratic Party meeting (the same is true for
the most recent DNC meeting in Detroit) without indulging
in a programed tirade against the NDPC and LaRouche . Since
Manatt is having a tough time holding the Democratic Party
together, and is a vastly unpopular chairman , every attack he
mounts on LaRouche tends to generate more enthusiasm for
LaRouche at the base of the party .
One of the most relevant recent demonstrations of NDPC
strength came when the IMF quota bill floundered on the
floor of the U . S . House of Representatives in the week before
the summer congressional recess . It was scarcely covered in
the U . S . press , but the U . S . Congress rejected appropriations
for the IMF quota increase by an overwhelming voice vote .
Early the following week, the Congress , after violent arm
twisting from IMF-supporters George Shultz , Donald Regan ,
Paul Volcker, et al .-but also after eight months of lobbying
by the NDPC among other groups-voted authorization for
the IMF funding by the barest of margins: 2 1 7 to 2 1 1 . A four
vote switch could kill the IMF bill for good , and Hamerman
reports the NDPC is mobilizing throughout the recess to try
to do just that.
Immediately the NDPC is also undertaking the organiz
ing of 50 emergency meetings between now and Labor Day ,
one per state , to pull local and state activists into discussion
of the strategic and economic crisis . Hamerman expects tre
mendous response to the Draft LaRouche call from those
meetings; he says that within the first few days of the call ' s
issue , hundreds o f Democratic (and some Republican) organ
izers around the country had signed onto the call .and volun
teered to put their resources into building such a draft move
ment. As of about Aug . 8 , 45 emergency meetings had been
scheduled. The first on the calendar, in Houston Aug . 1 4 ,
will be addressed b y Mel Klenetsky , a longtime LaRouche
Democrat who made New York State political history in his
1 9 8 1 campaign for mayor of New York and in his 1 982
campaign against Sen . Pat Moynihan for the Democratic
senatorial nomination .
The potential for immediate and pmfound response to a
draft call lies especially , Hamerman believes, in LaRouche' s
role as a "leader among world leaders . " The core question
which such a draft movement poses to the American popu
lation , Hamerman stresses in his call and in conversation , is
whether or not the citizens of the United States can still
mobilize the qualities to "become once again a great people . "
EIR
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Eye on Democrats

Primary time comes
around again
The Democratic national chairman ,
Volcker-backing California banker
Chuck Manatt, was heard babbling
loudly to Lyndon LaRouche-hater
Mike Steed on a shuttle flight from
New York to Washington . Manatt,
with the couth of a Hollywood mo
tion-picture gangster, was instructing
his flunkies on dirty operations against
the Democratic opposition in Detroit
and Boise , Idaho . It seems that Sidney
Korshak' s man Manatt is losing his
grip on the national party machine ,
and may end up spending all his time
working for his buddy , Soviet KGB
official Djerman Gvishiani .
Tokyo television featured the rhe
sus-monkey grin of Jimmy Carter
stepping down from the plane at To
kyo airport. Carter announced he was
in Japan as the guest of the YKK Zip
per Company; we didn 't know Carter
had ever qualified for a zipper-opera
tor's license . Carter talked a lot about
the famous briefing book, which must
have included that top-secret strategic
planning by Amy .
During the trip Carter announced
that he was establishing an office of
the newly founded Carter Reasearch
Institute in Japan . It was learned later
that this awesome brains trust will in
clude , in addition to Carter, Senate
Majority Leader Howard Baker and
Gerald Ford , the only President to
use his head to descend a full flight of
stairs .
The perennial Rev . Jesse Jackson
is among the latest Democratic presi
dential possibilities making the pil-
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by Cincinnatus

grimage to Moscow . Since Libya' s
Col . Muammar Qaddafi began na
palming the population of black Afri
ca, Jackson may be seeking a new
source of financial backing .
Don't blame the President too
much if he makes a few mistakes .
Among recent developments, the John
Birch Society' S kooky congressman
from Georgia, Larry McDonald of
John Rees and Western Goals , re
portedly received a significant sum of
money not long ago . So far we haven 't
been able to secure copies of the check
stubs, but we have confirmed that
McDonald dissolved his anti-Soviet
organization in Europe and is rebuild
ing the organization there in collabo
ration with one of the most notorious
fronts for the Ukrainian section of the
Soviet KGB , the NTS . This was con
firmed by undercover operatives op
erating an anti-KGB watch over the
NTS .
The finger of suspicion is now
pointing from several quarters against
both Lt . -Gen . (ret. ) Daniel Graham
and the Christendom College circles
of Dr. Paul Marx-who may turn out
to be a peacenik sort of Marxist, after
all . Graham admitted last summer that
his opinions are for hire-which is
why , he explained , he opposed the
LaRouche specifications for strategic
ABM beam-weapons defenses. From
high-level intelligence sources abroad,
we learned recently that Graham sup
plied the cover story the Soviet lead
ership is using to organize against
President Reagan ' s March 23 strateg
ic doctrine . It appears that the State
Department used Graham in an April
4 broadcast to discredit President Rea
gan ' s policy . It was Graham' s . USIS
broadcast which the KGB has used to
mobilize against the President' s stra
tegic doctrine , by arguing that the
President' s policy is based on Gra
ham ' s demand for a High Frontier
flying junk pile in space . It was also
Graham who led the campaign to pre
vent beam-weapons development from

being included in the federal budget!
Whether Graham is witting of the trea
sonous implications of his actions or
simply a bumbling fool , the fact is that
he admitted directly to EIR represen
tatives that his mouth was working for
hire . A general officer who puts his
pocketbook above his country ' s vital
strategic interests sets himself up for
KGB covert operations of the sort in
dicated. No wonder Mr. Reagan seems
to have some difficulty distinguishing
friend from foe . All the same , it is
urgent that he catches on , and fast.
We hesitated to believe the confi
dential insiders ' report that AFL-CIO
president Lane Kirkland would be
secretly working to ensure Reagan' s
re-election. Now that Kirkland ap
pears dedicated to locking up the
Democratic nomination for born-loser
Walter (''On The Fritz") Mondale,

we are forced to take that report seri
ously. Our guess was that Kirkland
would prefer Mrs. Pamela Churchill
Harriman's current choice: John
("Space For Rent") Glenn . Right
now , the Democratic nomination
seems pre-rigged for Glenn , a politi
cal intellectual giant in the tradition of
Millard Fillmore , Gerald Ford, and
Jimmy Carter. It' s probably just as
well . Mondale might get so full of
Valium under stress that he could be
hijacked to Havana. Right now , Mon
dale seems to have the gay machine
vote , but a Glenn-Cuomo ticket might
be in the making , judging from New
York Governor Mario Cuomo's re
cent "New York Today, Sodom Go
morrah," political weather forecast this
month . Besides , Harriman owns
Glenn ' s ambitions , and now Cuomo' s
too, which means a Glenn-Cuomo
ticket would have enthusiastic Mos
cow backing .
The reassuring thing about politi
cal democracy in the United States
these days is that we have overcome
past uncertainties of the electoral pro
cess , by fixing the results of elections
well in advance of election day .
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Kissinger Associates ' conflict of
interest in Central America
by Joseph Brewda
He stands to make a killing in Central America . His resume
of current financial dealings with that region show him to be
in violation of the "conflict-of-interest" ethics treasured by
U . S . Senators and Watergaters . Henry Kissinger' s policies
of genocide aside , the wealth he will gain for himself by
imposing those policies as appointed chairman of the Presi
dent' s Bipartisan Commission on Central America make him
ineligible for that position-by all standards of American
political propriety .
At present, Kissinger, who was required to formally dis
affiliate himself from his corporate holdings while Secretary
of State, retains the following paid positions with agencies
with vested interests in Central America:
• Kissinger Associates-·partner;
• Chase Manhattan Bank�ounselor and former chair
man, International Advisory Committee;
• Goldman, Sachs & Company-adviser;
• National Broadcasting Company-special consultant ,
world affairs and;
• Rockefeller Brothers Foundation-trustee .
Aside from these often lucrative positions , Henry Kissin
ger is the official agent of each of the following organizations
which orchestrate policy affecting Central America, includ
ing debt collection policy , providing him with financial
benefit:
• Foreign Policy Institute-director;
• Aspen Institute-senior fellow;
• New York Council on Foreign Relations-member,
former chairman;
• Trilateral Commission-member, former chairman ,
and;
• Center for Strategic and International Studies
counselor.

Kissinger Associates
It is by examining the consulting firm Kissinger formed
last year that the conflict of interest in Kissinger' s appoint
ment becomes most obvious . Kissinger Associates partners
have admitted that the firm specializes in Ibero-America and
maintains particular expertise on questions of the debt crisis .
While Kissinger Associates keeps secret the list of its clients
who reportedly pay $250,000 for the prospect of being con
sidered-the consulting firm does business on behalf of its
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partners who , along with Kissinger, include:
• Lord Peter Carrington� hai nn an , The General
Electric Company , Ltd. ; former foreign secretary, Great
Britain; former chairman , Australia and New Zealand Bank;
former director. Barclays Bank, Rio Tinto Zinc , Hambros
Bank, and British Metal Corporation .
• Pehr Gustaf Gyllenhammer�hairman , Volvo;
chairman, Swedish Ships Morgage Bank; director, Skandia
Insurance; member, Chase Manhattan International Advi
sory Committee .
• Robert O. A nderson� hairman , Atlantic Richfield;
chairman , Aspen Institute .
• Thomas Jefferson Cunningham III-secretary , Kis
singer Associates; former president, Orion Bank ' s London
branch. (The now disbanded Orion was a consortium of Chase
Manhattan , Royal Bank of Canada, National Westminster,
Mitsubishi Bank , Credito Italiano Holdings , and West
deutsche Landesbank Girozentrale . )
• Gen . Brent S co wc roft� hairman , Scowcroft Com
mission; International Six . Inc .
• William D. Roger s--partner, Arnold and Porter; for
mer assistant secretary of state for Latin America; former
undersecretary of state for Economic Affairs; attorney for
Kissinger Associates; attorney for Henry Kissinger; good
offices-agent of U . S . Senate on Panama Canal treaty nego
tiations; President Carter' s 1 980 emissary to EI Salvador.

Arnold and Porter
The leading law firm of the Harriman wing of the Dem
ocratic Party , Arnold and Porter, is more than counselor for
Kissinger Associates and Henry Kissinger himself. The
Washington-based firm has admitted its close financial ties
to Kissinger Associates , whose clients, Arnold and Porter
has acknowledged , are many of the same which are serviced
by Arnold and Porter.
In 1 98 1 , Arnold and Porter was the registered foreign
agent , under the provisions of the Foreign Registration Act,
for the Sandinista government of Nicaragua. According to
the Department of Justice , and as acknowledged by Arnold
and Porter, the law firm "advised the principal [Nicaragua]
on U . S . laws, regulations and policies, arms exports [not
imports] , and trusts and estates. Registrant represented the
principal in connection with U . S . legal proceedings against
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Nicaraguan nationals and negotiations over a disputed con
tract. " For the period of employment from January to August
1 98 1 , Arnold and Porter was paid $ 1 26 , 765 .
It is not clear whether Kissinger Associates partner Rog
ers was formally involved in representing the Sandinistas ,
although it is likely since representing Latin American states
is his expertise at Arnold and Porter. During the same period ,
Rogers was an attorney for Israel , for which the firm also had
to register with the Department of Justice . Rogers represent
ed the Israeli Corporation for Economic Development; Ar
nold and Porter was paid $77 ,000 for Rogers ' s work-alleg
edly for advising the Israelis on irrigation and television
development. Israel is known to have supplied 1 00 percent
of the arms reaching Nicaragua immediately prior to the
Israeli-orchestrated overthrow of Somoza.
Among Arnold and Porter' s other clients are:
The American Jewish Committee of Max Fisher . Fish
er is former head of United Brands (previously known as
United Fruit) , whose policies gave Central American nations
the "banana republics" epithet. United Brands has repeated
been accused of massive smuggling of illegal drugs from
Central America into the United States .
• The government of Venezuala. In 1 980 William D .
Rogers and two o f his partners at Arnold and Porter repre
sented Venezuala as external bond counsel . Rogers secured
a $ 1 . 8 billion syndicated Eurodollar bond offering to Vene
zuala, and in 1 982 Rogers secured another $600 million from
the same sources . The firm also represents the Venezualan
government on tax questions and Petroleos de Venezuala,
the state-owned oil firm .
• The finance ministry of Brazil . Arnold and Porter part
ner Joseph Guttentag represents the ministry on tax and re
lated questions . Chase Manhattan , which Kissinger advises
on international loans, holds more than $5 billion in loans to
Brazil , Mexico , and Argentina .
• The World Bank , sister agency of the International
Monetary Fund, whose austerity conditionalities are impos
ing genocide on Ibero-America.
• The government of Switzerland and leading Swiss banks
involved in Ibero-American finance . Bank Julius and Baer
and Co . , Switzerland' s largest private bank , and Banque
Populaire Suisse , Switzerland ' s fourth largest bank.
• The government of Panama.
• Xerox , whose former board chairman , Sol Linowitz ,
also has extensive investments in Panama and is close to
Kissinger.
• The London Sunday Times . Rogers negotiated for the
Times with the Argentinian government following the Mal
vinas War for the release of three British nationals arrested
for espionage while in Argentina during that war. The Times
claimed that the nationals were its correspondents .
• Fairchild Camera, a military-related subsidiary of
Schlumberger, Ltd . , involved in Israel ' s Lavie Project to
enable ' Israel to militarily secure dommation of African
resources .
•
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Ginsburg, Feldman, Weil & Bress
This firm was represented by Arnold and Porter when
charged with securities fraud. David Ginsburg , senior part
ner of the firm , is a frequent attorney for Henry Kissinger.
Arnold and Porter client Myer Feldman of Ginsburg ,
Feldman et al . , a mover on the Democratic National Com
mittee , has been the long-time attorney for Armand Hammer
and Occidental Petroleum . He introduced Hammer to Lyn
don Johnson , when Feldman was LBJ ' s special counsel .
Feldman later represented Hammer when Hammer was suc
cessfully prosecuted for giving Richard Nixon an illegal con
tribution through Bebe Rebozo . Like Ginsburg et aI . , Arnold
and Porter is also the law firm for Occidental Petroleum.
Kissinger Associates partner William Rogers personally
handles the Occidental account, which provides ties to the
Qaddafi Libyan government and perhaps the Hammer-linked
Charter Oil of Billygate fame .
Ginsburg and Feldman attorney James Hamilton is spe
cial counsel for the Albosta subcommittee investigation of
Reagan in the U. S . Senate which was instrumental in getting
Kissinger back in power. Hamilton was formerly the attorney
for Marina Oswald .
Ginsburg , Feldman , Weil & Bress was the registered
foreign agent for the government of Morocco at least as late
as 1 98 1 . During 1 98 1 Ginsburg et al . was paid $250,000 for
"advising the principal on U . S . policies affecting Morocco
and on potential U . S . investors , discussing foreign invest
ment in Morocco with representatives of the Overseas Private
Investment Corporation and the Department of Commerce
and meeting with a State Department offical on the status of
U . S . -Moroccan relations and U . S . economic assistance
programs . "
During 1 98 1 , Kissinger intimate and case officer o n Cen
tral America Vernon Walters was paid $300 ,000 by Envir
nomental Systems Inc . of Alexandria, Virgina for his arrang
ing the sale of tanks and laser tank rangefinders to the gov
ernment of Morocco . According to various sources , these
tanks were bound for Morocco only as a transhipment point.
It is known that Israeli arms for Central America frequently
are shipped through Morroco . Walters has long had close ties
to the Moroccan government and King Hassan . Walters left
his position with Environmental Systems and the Nicara
guan-based B asic Resources to become U . S . ambassador-at
large with assignments in Central America .
Although not ultimately controlled by the Rockefeller
interests , Henry Kissinger has long been in the pay of those
interests , who are known to view Ibero-America as their
backyard . Aside from the other positions he holds as a result
of David and Nelson Rockefeller's patronage , Kissinger is
trustee of the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York,
which is chaired by former Treasury Secretary D . Douglas
Dillon . The museum, along with the Rockefeller Brothers
Fund and Chase Manhattan , is a long-term owner of the '
Carlyle Hotel of New York. Certain transactions in the rooms
of that hotel have furthered Kissinger's financial and other
positions .
National
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House of Representatives

C ongressmen debate bank bai louts
and IMF austeri ty polici es
The House ofRepresentatives voted down appropriationsfor
the International Monetary Fund for this fiscal year, and
approval of increasing the U.S. contribution to $8 billion,
on July 29, but on Aug . 3 gave formal approval to the IMF
bailout by a vote of 2 1 7 to 2 1 1 . The seesaw voting, and the
excerpts from the House debate which follow, gives some
indication of the potentialfor the U.S. Congress to repudiate .
an institution which well may come to be known as the most
.
genocidal in history .

July 29 debate: For
John LaFalce (D-N . Y . )-"Paul Volcker h!ls recently
said that 'Failure to manage and diffuse these strains [on the
world economy] could deal a serious blow to the United
States and the world recovery . ' It is in this context that I
support the IMF. "
Stephen Neal (D-N . C . )-"The IMF does not impose
austerity on debtor countries . IMF borrowers are at the end
of their ropes , essentially bankrupt; for them, austerity is
inevitable . IMF adjustment programs are often bitter medi
cine . . . . Many times the IMF is scapegoated, but govern
ments lacking political will for belt-tightening use the IMF
as an excuse for doing what must be done . . . . The IMF has
a remarkable record of success . "
Stewart McKinney (R-Conn . )-"If we do not have the
IMF, we do not have order, and if we do not have order in
the international financial markets , we are going to deal from
crisis . . . . Every newspaper, every economist , the Presi
dent, Secretaries of the Treasury , everyone has said that if
we do not do this , the world faces international financial
calamity . There is never constructive political change in a
revolution. It takes a body that is organized . . . and we need
the IMF to keep that order. "
Jim Leach (R-Iowa)-"A cloud over this vote today is
whether we are dealing with a banking bailout. Actually , this
a bailout of the monetary system, not the banking sys
tem . . . . It is a yery conservative deal to conserve the world
economic order. It should be supported . "
Chalmers Wylie (R-Ohio)-[On the "compromise"
package] "This amendment was drafted out of a realization
that the general perception of the House was that the com-
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mittee package was politically difficult for some members to
swallow , given seeming widespread public misunderstand
ing of the IMF and the need to respond to pressing domestic
problems . "
Leon Panetta (D-Calif. )-"[This bill includes] an
amendment . . . which requires the U . S . Executive Director
of the IMF to consider whether a country seeking out an IMF
loan has detonated a nulcear device , is not a party to the 1 968
Treaty on Nonproliferation of Nuclear Weapons . . . . The
practical effect of the amendment is to provide leverage that
could be used by an administration as a means of advancing
nonproliferation efforts . . . to persuade any country in need
of an IMF loan and which is also pursuing nuclear capabilities
not to move in that direction . "

July 2 9 debate: Against
Frank Annunzio (D-Ill. )-" A Member' s political future
may well ride on how he or she votes on the IMF bill. There
has been a great deal of armtwisting , but I suggest that the
real twisting will occur in November 1 984 when voters twist
the levers of the voting machines , and if you vote wrong on
the IMF bill , you may well be twisted right out of the
House . . . . You can believe the Paul Volckers of the world ,
you can believe the Donald Regans of the world , and you can
believe all of the economists of the world , and I only hope
that enough of these people live in your districts to reelect
you . But if you believe in the American people , then I suggest
you vote 'No' on IMF, because if you do not the American
people may well vote 'No' on you in November 1984 . "
Henry Gonzalez (0-Tex . )-"[N]ot only i s [this bill] not
going to produce one job for Americans , it is going to contin
ue to lose jobs . . . . Consider Mexico , where we have had a
7 -to- l ratio of favorable balance of trade dealings . In the past
1 1 months, Mexico has curtailed 80 percent of its im
ports . . . . This $ 8 . 4 billion infusion will compel the other
countries to do the same as Mexico to our imports. It will
lose American jobs . . .
"We should discharge our obligation . . . to review the
whole policy of IMF and its continuation , and our nature of
participation , because it now has been perverted. The IMF is
now being looked upon as a sort of super-global FDIC . . . .
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It cannot function in that capacity without grievous adverse
impact on our monetary system . . . .
'There is not one bank that is going to be saved. The
banking system . . . is doomed . Some of us have been speak
ing out on the need to review this , as well as the Federal
Reserve ."
Buddy Roemer (D-La. )-"Those of us who are opposed
to this bill . . . are not opposed to world trade , not opposed
to world growth , are not opposed to jobs in America, Nigeria,
or Venezuela. What we are opposed to is taking our once
every-five-years opportunity to look at IMF and refuse to
look at it.
"What we are opposed to is to pass this legislation that
does not deal with any of our six major complaints about
IMF, the major one of which is the IMF practice of austerity
rather than growth . If you are for jobs , you are against the
IMF bill . "

'if jobs are at stake, the stated goal
oj the IMF is to impose austerity
on every economy on Earth, and
thefirst priority oj that austerity is
to reduce their imports. That
means the exports oj Americans
will be reduced. '

William Patman (D-Tex . )-"What we are doing , in ef
fect, by endorsing the policies of the IMF with the new
program that the IMF has embarked upon, is to export the
policies of the Federal Reserve to other countries . We have
already seen what those policies have done to this country .
"Testimony was presented before our subcomittee to the
effect that the last recession imposed by the Fed cost the U. S .
$1 trillion. . . .
"During the 40 years that have elapsed since the Bretton
Woods Agreement the IMF served for 30 years as a remedy
for situations of temporary illiquidity that nations experi
enced on the world market. . . . Now we have new policies
of the IMF to these countries and extend what is in effect
long-term credits , not only the credit of the IMF, but that'of
our banks in the United states . . . .
"The situation will never change from here on out. There
will be a continual rollover of debt, and the United States will
finance a major portion of that. . . . We have a dangerous
situation here which we must stop . . . . We need new approaches that offer promise of solutions , not debt piled upon
debt. "
EIR
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Esteban Torres (D-Calif. )-"The IMF should not grant
credit to support-and thereby sanction-a government' s
headlong rush t o improve financial figures when trade union
rights are trampled in the process . "
E d Bethude (R-Ark . )-July 2 9 [On the "compromise"
package] "I know that it is important to rush the matter through
today because a fig leaf has been constructed for those Mem
bers who wish now to honor their loyalty to the administraton
and vote for the bill or for those Members who are concerned
about some proposition of the bill politically and want to vote
for it . . . .
"When you have a fig leaf like this one , it is important �o
get it on the floor and get it voted on and get it out here in a
hurry, because if you do not, pretty soon people begin to see
through the fig leaf and then it does no good anymore . . . .
"When it comes to the big banks . . . we just stand by.
and let them pass through Congress anything they come in
here and ask for . . . . I say to my colleagues on the Repub
lican side of the aisle that you are being hoodwinked on this
particular bill . The big banks are getting a bailout and they
are going to line their pockets with the money . "

Aug. 3 debate: Against
Buddy Roemer (D-La. )-"[I]f jobs are at stake , the stat
ed goal of the IMF is to impose austerity on every economy
on Earth, and the first priority of that austerity is to reduce
their imports . That means the exports of Americans will be
reduced . . . . "
Robert Mollohan (D-W . Va)-"The IMF does play a
significant role in the international financial crisis , for the
granting of an IMF loan is similar to receiving the Good
Housekeeping seal of approval . . . . Only the IMF is in a
position to impose conditions on the loan , forcing countries
to reduce their product subsidies or take other measures to
reduce their national debt. . . . Developing nations are stag
gering under the weight of too many loans carrying high
interest rates and austerity measures imposed upon them by
the IMF . . . .
"I contend that a healthy U . S . economy will do more to
aid developing countries than this IMF quota increase . A
quick-fix on an international debt crisis is simply not enough.
We need first to take care of our own economic troubles . . . .
"The IMF quota increase may well have a negative impact
on American jobs because the IMF imposes severe austerity
measures on developing countries , causing these countries to
decrease their demand for American goods . In 1 98 1 , this
country lost over 200,000 jobs dependent on our trade with
Mexico alone . "
Byron Dorgan (R-N . D . )-"Where are w e headed? . . .
Is the ultimate contribution [to the IMF] going to be $ 1 8
billion i n a two-year period, 'or $20 billion? . . .
"This bill is asking the American taxpayers to bail out the
big banks. You could dye that money purple and the Walk
Street bankers would have purple pockets a month after the
IMF gets the money because that is the circle the money is
traveling in . "
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congressional Closeup

by Ronald Kokinda and Susan Kokinda

The following are some of the most important bills that will see floor action
when Congress reconvenes in September. The Congressional Closeup will
.
appear next after the new session opens.

IM� faces tough

appropriations vote

Chances of the U . S . bailout appropri
ation for the International Monetary
Fund (IMF) being approved in Sep
tember are rated difficult at best. Ap
propriation failed July 29, 2 1 3 to 1 65 ;
and authorization itself passed Aug . 3
by only a 2 1 7 to 2 11 vote .
Lead editorials the second week in
August in the Washington Post and the
New York Times lamented that the IMF
faces another bruising fight after
members will have spent a month and
a half among their anti-IMF
constituents .
Working out the differences be
tween the House and Senate versions
of the authorization will be another
hurdle . To win House approval , a
number of anti-bailout, anti-big bank,
and other changes were added to the
House version but did not appear in
the Senate version .
Additions to the House version in
clude instructions to the U . S . director
of the IMF to consider whether a na
tion applying for a loan has signed the
nuclear non-proliferation and the nu
clear test ban treaties . He would also
have to oppose loans to nations that
practice apartheid; encourage prac
tices that promote greater exchange
rate stability; and encourage the re
structuring of loans of developing na
tions as outlined in Felix Rohatyn' s
proposal for stretching debt payment
schedules .
The House version also curbs fur
ther lending by U . S . banks if out
standing loans exceed the banks ' cap
ital base . Banks would be forced to
pay into th� U. S . Treasury any excess
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of profits they have made in foreign
lending above what they would have
made on domestic loans . The bill
mandates a study on the impact of ex
port subsidies by IMF borrowers on
U. S . steel exports .
Under the House version , the IMF
would not be able to draw upon the
General Agreements to Borrow funds
from the U. S . Treasury until the Trea
sury Secretary certifies that the funds
"are needed to forestall or cope with
an impairment of the international
monetary system . " The "anti-bailout
bailout provision" also states that the
U. S . director must oppose a loan if it
is determined that the loan will be pri
marily used to simply repay an older
commercial loan .
The House-Senate conferees on the
IMF bill will not be named until after
Congress returns from recess . The
Senate conferees will be under tre
mendous pressure from the Senate
leadership and the administration to
accept the House version for fear that
any changes will lead to House defeat
of the measure .

L

ast chance for
immigration bill? "

The Simpson-Mazzoli immigration
restriction bill, a throw-back to the
worst days of anti-immigration legis
lation of the Harriman eugenicist lob
by of the 1 920s , may come up soon
after Congress reconvenes . If it is giv
en a rule and brought to the floor of
the House quickly, its chances of pas
sage improve (it has already been
passed by the Senate). Last y e ar it
failed in the last days of the Special

Session in December, when a large
number of amendments tied it down .
A failure of its backers to force the
House to act upon the Simpson-Maz
zoli immigration bill this fall will make
it unlikely that they can get this legis
lation through for several more years .
The press of other business and the
elections would likely dissolve the
tenuous coalition backing the politi
cally volatile legislation .
The reason for this volatility is easy
to see . The bill sets a climate for
witchhunts against "illegal-looking"
members of minority groups , espe
cially Hispanics; points toward seal
ing the border with Mexico; and sets
up U . S . employers as enforcers of this
legislation , under threat of civil , and ,
in some cases , criminal penalties . It
.also establishes the principal of a uni
versal work card which, under contin
ued depression conditions , could eas
ily lend itself to programs of regi
mented labor reminiscent of Nazi Ger
many; but this has not fazed Lane
Kirkland and the leadership of the
AFL-CIO , which is fully lined up be
hind the bill on the grounds it "keeps
American jobs . "
Simpson-Mazzoli , which has now
been marked up by four House com
mittees-Judiciary , Education and
Labor, Energy and Commerce , and
Agriculture-is pending before the
House Rules committee . Each of the
four committee chairmen must submit
rules pertaining to the bill in writing
before the bill goes to the floor. Of
these only Kiki de la Garza (D-Tex . ) ,
chairman o f the Agriculture Commit
tee , has done so .
Since the last session, when the
legislation was killed, changes have
been made in the proposed legislation .
These include: funding increases for
the Immigration and Naturalization
Service; adding a three-year transi
tional agricultural worker program
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providing for a gradual decrease of
temporary foreign farm laborers; ad
vancing the cutoff date for granting
pennanent legal status to all immi
grants who have lived in the United
States illegally , from 1 980 to 1 982;
and making optional rather than man
datory employer paperwork on em
ployees , until the INS infonns an em
ployer that he has hired an illegal im
migrant, whereupon the paperwork is
mandatory for everyone he hires .
While the bill specifically states that it
provides no mandate for a national
identification card system, it demands
that the President study and report to
Congress on alternative systems with�
in three years .

A

griculture policy
decisions pending

Agriculture Secretary John Block' s
efforts to freeze agricultural products '
target prices , which set government
subsidies and loans to American farm
ers , were defeated by a filibuster led
by farm state Senate Democrats in the
last days of the summer session . The
administration and its supporters on
Capitol Hill are still intent , however,
on forcing through a freeze in the fall
session .
The issue has lined up the free
market ideologues of Block' s USDA
and the U . S . Senate, whose policies
threaten to destroy the few remaining
independent farmers , against those
"prairie" Democrats who realize that
farmers must at least receive prices
equal to the cost of production if they
are to stay in business .
Leading the filibuster against
Block' s effort to freeze target prices
on wheat and other grains have been
John Melcher (D-Mont. ) , David Bor
en (D-Okla. ) and James Exon (D
Neb . ) . This group forced H . R . 2733 ,
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the Critical Agricultural Materials Act,
off the floor during the last week of
the session .
While they intend to continue to
fight the policies of Block and his al
lies when the issue is raised again · in
September. the farm belt Democrats
will not be able to wield the filibuster
weapon as effectively at that time , be
cause of the lack of pressure to con
clude the session . At best, the senators
will be able to ameliorate Block' s
policies .
S . 24 , a bill sponsored by Walter
Huddleston (D-Ken. ) mandating a debt
moratorium on loans extended to
fanners by the various federal farm
credit institutions , may be brought up
in the September session if farm state
Democrats choose to raise it as an
amendment .
A spokesman for the Senate Ag
riculture Committee indicated that
constituency pressure for the debt
moratorium bill has now lessened be
cause the demand for credit for spring
planting had passed, and credit exten
sions for next year are too far in the
future . The committee ' s majority
members , reflecting administration
policy, opposed the bill , but another
Senate source indicated that the pro
posal may indeed be brought up in the
looming battles between administra
tion free-market agriculture policy and
supporters of policies to maintain food
production .

Mx

and beam weapons
dominate military agenda
Despite the numerous supportive
congressional votes on the President' s
M X proposal during 1 983 , the issue is
not settled for this year. The FY84
Defense Authorization bill , which in
cludes funding for the MX , passed the
House and Senate in differing ver-

sions in July and went to a joint con
ference assigned to work out the dif
ferences . That now-completed con
ference report will have to be passed
by both houses when they reconvene
in September.
It is customary for a conference
report to pass with little discussion or
opposition. However, opponents of the
MX missile have indi(fated that they
will band together with opponents of
the resumption of funding for chemi
cal and biological weapons and try to
kill the conference report. The MX
passed the House by only 14 votes and
the chemical amIbiological weapons
. proVi sions passed the Senate by a nar
row margin .
Opponents o f the M X continue to
use the issue as a bludgeon to force the
administration into further conces
sions on anns control and to lock it
into continued near-tt:nn acceptance
of the doctrine of Mutually Assured
Destruction
(MAD) .
However,
supporters of the President's efforts to
establish a new strategic defense doc
trine , based on space-based defensive
beam technologies , may again at
tempt to put the Senate on record fa
voring the new doctrine .
Sources on Capitol Hill have in
dicated that S .J . R . l 00 , a resolution
supporting space-based beam weap
ons authored by Sen. Malcolm Wal
lop (R-Wyo . ) may be brought up in
some fonn during the debate on the
defense appropriations bill .
Wallop may bring up either that
resolution or an amendment which
specifies particular funding- and mis
sion-orientation for certain categories
of these weapons systems in an effort
to push the administration beyond the
research and development phase and
into a more aggressive program on
these weapons . In July , Wallop
broUght up a similar amendment which
lost by a 63 to 27 vote .
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scheme in talk of reindustrialization and the

ucation and a war on drugs. (Leichter has

steel and auto , Rohatyn and others in the

juana sold in liquor stores . )

and contraction is primary . A specially con

thanasia; unlike Leichter, Murtaugh says he

need to revive depressed basic industries like

Poll shows
beam weapon support

group have stated that the need for austerity

is too afraid of the clout of the Orthodox

cept . Basic industry is to be "revived"

through quick fixes using existing outmoded

who is working on a bill redefining "brain
death" as a step toward legalized murder of

cluded that "sunrise" industries like com

circumstances , a person should have a right

reported to the council , supports this con

gan ' s policy of developing directed energy

weapons for strategic defense , showed strong
support from Virginia' s 1 0th Congressional
District, which often elects ultra-liberal

Democrats to Congress . Fifty-two percent

favored the President ' s strategy while only

29 percent were opposed. Nineteen percent

remained undecided.

In his pol l , Wolf outlined that the Pres

technologies . The group additionally con

es due to "necessary" retrenchment . What

cy measures to keep the whole body alive

is required, the study group said , is that blue

collar workers be retrained for the service

industries , especially in technetronic offices.

called for an all-out effort for the U . S . to use

its technology to construct and base an anti

ballistic missile system in space. " Wolf then

asked if his constituents favored, opposed,

or were undecided about the policy.

Rohatyn corporatism
The AFL-CIO Executive Council on Aug . 9
endorsed a corporatist "new industrial poli

cy" put forth by banker Felix Rohatyn as its

domestic economic program .

The council endorsed vague wording

calling .for a corporatist business-labor-gov

ernment "national planning apparatus" to
design a new industrial policy . In private

session , the council was briefed by Sen . Ed

ward Kennedy (DcMass . ) on the progress of
a "bipartisan committee for a new industrial

policy , " which is co-chaired by AFL-CIO

President Lane Kirkland and DuPont' s Irv

ing Shapiro. Kennedy reportedly told the

AFL-CIO leadership that the committee
would be ready to introduce corporatist leg
islation in late fall .
The group has the full backing o f the

Harriman wing of the Democratic Party and

party chairman Charles Manatt. While the
Kirkland-Rohatyn-Kennedy crew cloaks its
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when someone is terminally ill? We all have
to die sometime . . . . Why do we spend

enormous resources on these cases? I won ' t
say i t publicly, because you might get stoned,
but if resources are limited , what is the best
. . The most expen�

sive place to treat people is in the emergency

New York ' s Leichter

room . "

drafts euthanasia bill
State Sen . Franz Leichter has authored a

new bill to legalize the Nazi practice of eu

thanasia in New York State .

Leichter' s Senate B ill 240 1 , titled the

"Natural Death Act , " would encourage con

' Community control'
kills in Chicago

tracts ("living wills") signed by hospital pa

The people of Chicago got an object lesson

for doctors , and other health care providers

when four elderly nursing home patients died

the person becomes defined as "terminally

heat wave . The killings occurred at the best
known community control experiment in the

tients and others which would make it legal

AFL-CIO leaders back

measures taken. ' Why go through emergen

use of those resources?

sive weapon systems , but instead through

the next two decades , the President has

the terminally ill , said recently , "In terminal

to say 'I don ' t want to have extraordinary

sile .threat based not on a build-up in offen

intercept attacking missiles in flight. During

Jews in his district to push it . Murtaugh,

puters and "revived" basic industries will

not provide enough jobs to make up for loss

ident proposed "to counter the Soviet mis

the development of defensive weapons to

Assemblyman Murtaugh believes i n eu

stituted AFL-CIO study group , which has

The results of Rep . Frank Wolf' s (R-Va. )

recent constituent poll o n President Rea

also introduced legislation to have mari

to cut off "life-sustaining procedures" when
ill . "

Leichter drafted the bill in February 1 98 3

for the fourth year, using model legislation
from the Right-to-Die Society . Leichter' s

bill i s now before the Senate Health Com

mittee , which is not expected to act on it
untiI January 1 985 .

The "living will" is opposed by both Or
thodox Jews and the Catholic Church, and
has only four co-sponsors in the Senate and
none in the Assembly .
While promoting the concept of "a life
not worthy to be lived , " which the Nurem
burg tribunals found to be "the small begin

in "community control" of urban services

of complications from the late-July Chicago

city , the Christian Action Ministry-run
nursing home , the Center fQr Human
Development.

The nursing home , reportedly $400 ,000

behind in mortgage payments , was unable

to spend $ 1 5 ,000 for routine maintenance
of its two air-conditioners . Two days before
the public assistance recipients' deaths,

which the medical examiner attributed to
temperatures inside the home up to 1 05 ° ,

health inspectors found filth and vermin, as
well as patients covered with bedsores.
The Christian Action Ministry , a Lu

nings" of the Nazi holocaust , Leichter and
the assemblyman who shares his constitu

theran ministers group formed after the mid-

and smear" campaign this spring , terrifying

opment in 1 979 . By 1 98 1 , the home was

ency , Brian Murtaugh, conducted a "fear

constituents in their Upper West Side Man

hattan districts with tales of "Nazis and anti

Semites in our neighborhood . " Their targets

were LaRouche Democrats running

for

school board on a platform of classical ed-

1 960s West Side riots , opened the $5 mil

lion , 220-room Center for Human Devel

losing $250 ,000 a year , partly because Illi
nois Medicaid payments are among the low

est in the nation.

The Chicago Sun-Times and Chicago
Tribune have treated the deaths as the out-
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II

Briefly
..

come of "corruption" and called for "re

h a s asked Gelber t o b e on for one hour be

to close . Illinois has only 1 6 .

TV debate (from which he is excluded) . At

forms" that would force more nursing homes
Urbanologist Stanley Hallet o f North 

western University ' s Urban Affairs Institute

said, "CAM has probably done a better job

of keeping community control and making

ideas work in the neighborhood than anyone

I know of. "

fore the upcoming League of Women Voters
a rally in front of the LWV offices , Gelber' s

supporters carried signs reading "New Sex

Scandal-LWV in Bed with KGB" and

"What does the LWV have in common with

Henry Kissinger?-They both believe in free

elections ! "

Ruth Sari s , director o f the LWV Debates
'83 (which Gelber has renamed "Debacles

' 83") , noticing her home phone number on

NASA telescope sights
new solar system
A swarm of particles has been discovered

a leaflet, called Gelber to request that he

please see to it that only her office number

be published , since she does have a private
life , and has been getting call s , late and ear

•

DON

(D-Calif. ) ,

EDWARDS

chairman of the House Judiciary

Committee Subcommittee on Civil

and Constitutional Rights , wrote in a

New York Times op ed Aug . 9 that
Congress ' s "most effective check"

against the waging of an "illegal war"

in Central America is to "weigh im

peachment" of President Reagan .

•

ED KOCH, who has presided

over the destruction of the nation ' s

once-foremost city , announced on

ly . She was told that 50,000 leaflets were

Aug . 8 that he will conduct a national
speaking tour to warn that the Dem

by NASA ' s lRAS (Infrared Astronomical

out and that Gelber was not responsible for

ocratic Party as presently led is head

at the Jet Propulsion Lab verifies that Vega,
the brightest star in Lyra and only 25 light

what people think of the L WV .

Chanel 5 6 to be aired 10 p . m . on Aug . 1 4 .

towards "special interest groups," and

The !RAS infrared telescope "sees" low

"Housing , " every question was slanted for

clas s .

Satellite) telescope . The Aug. I O discovery

years from Earth, has its own solar system.

Gelber dominated a one-hour debate on

With topics such a s "Racial Conflict" and

ing too much towards the left, and
must pay more attention to the middle
Otherwise ,

the New York

temperature heat . An infrared telescope ' s

racial polarization. Chicago Mayor Harold

mayor said , the Democrats will be

is observing. In space, temperatures can be

campaigning for the black radical Mel King,

1 98 0 .

temperature must b e lower than the object it
kept near 0° Kelvin .

Vega radiates much more in the infrared

than any star of comparable size because of
the bodies around it, which extend about 7
billion miles and appear to be at

-

300°F. ,

much higher than that of empty space .
An optical space telescope soon to be

launched will later be able to take pictures

of the Vega solar system, which is within

the traveling capabilities of potential fusion
powered rocket technology and could be

reached within a few years time-relative to
the passengers' time .

Washington helped that effort Aug . 7 by

who is backed by Communist and Socialist
Worker Party fronts .

The other candidates conceded that Gel

ber has won the bumper sticker campaign
with "Up Yuri ' s ! " ; "Honk if You Hate the

Globe ! " , the Boston daily; and "Before Hit

ler there was Harvard ! "

Gelber was the only candidate t o dare

ask King a question: "How can you say your
campaign is for racial harmony , when it' s

ru n b y a vice-president o f the State Street

B ank who was a top official in the Carter
Democratic National Committee , con

trolled by Harriman, the leading racist today
. . . and you have brought Harold Washing

ton here , who has succeeded in preventing

Chicago from functioning?" King only said

Gelber mayoral campaign
shakes up Boston
Boston ' s Mike Gelber for Mayor campaign
has enlivened politics in that enclave which

the Harriman-Kennedy wing of the Demo

cratic Party mean to embroil in race riots

over the austerity they are imposing .
The League of Women Voters (LWV)
exclusion of LaRouche Democrat Gelber

that he is "happy when a banker gets

religion . "

O n W B Z television for a half hour on

Aug . 7 as the weekly interview guest, where

he discussed Operation Juare z , beam weap

ons , and re-industrializing Boston , Gelber
was attacked by the

I think of the

The

radio, the most listened-to station in Boston ,

sticker .
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Boston Globe. " and holding
Globe" sticker.

up his "Honk if you hate the

from its debate has backfired, and is becom
ing the hottest issue in the election . WBZ

Globe reporter. He re

sponded by saying , "Well , you know what

Globe reporter, kept repeating "Very

funny , " while the camera zoomed in on the

clobbered in 1 984 as they were in

•

THE NEW YORK TIMES Sci

ence Section Aug . 9 reported on the
human craving for salt, which "may

also help explain the ritual acts of

cannibalism once practiced by tribes

in the Amazon j ungle s , the highland

regions

of

elsewhere . "

•

New

Guinea,

and

THE CATHOLIC WAR Veter

ans in its early August Philadelphia
national convention passed a resolu

tion condemning the U . S Catholic

bishop s ' pastoral letter which en

dorsed the nuclear freeze .

•

RUSSIAN ORTHODOX patri

arch Pimen, at the recent Vancouver

conference of the World Council of
Churches , held a press conference to

denounce a letter issued on the letter

head

of

the

World

Council

of

Churches (WCC) , a letter which pur

portedly said the Patriarch was an
agent of the Soviet KGB . The Patri
arch astonished the press by de

nouncing the letter as scurrilous while
acknowledging its truthfulness .

National
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Editorial
The massacre ojGuyana, 1 983
Some people might think it unimportant that a small

etary Fund surveillance since 1 97 9 . Imports have de

the cut-off of U . S . loan aid that had been promised . In

Under IMF direction , Guyana banned wheat consump

Caribbean nation , Guyana, has been threatened with

fact , the announcement made July 27 by the U. S . State

Department that three loans totaling some $59 million
will be canceled , loans that had been targeted to in

crease rice production , is one of the more atrocious

signs that U . S . foreign policy under Henry Kissinger
has come into the genocidal hands of the "Global 2000"

tion and moved to substitute less nutritious rice . It was

to increase rice productivity that the U . S . AID and
IADB loans were originally approved . But Guyana has

not been in the good graces of the IMF and State
Department .

First of all , last March , when the IMF demanded

crowd that Americans voted out of office along with

that Guyana devalue its currency by 50-60 percent ,

The facts of the case are stark , as is life in Guyana,

U . S . had put conditions on the IADB loan-reduction

Jimmy Carter in late 1 980 .

a former British colony bordering Venezuela. With 70

Prime Minister Forbes Burnham refused . Secondly , the

of subsidies on rice , an end of milling operations in the

percent of the Guyanese suffering from malnutrition ,

rice processing , and an end of marketing by the govern

withdrawal of these credits will lead to higher food

ana ' s food staple to the "free market" neo-coloniali sts ,

according the World Health Organization figure s , the

prices , shortages , and starvation .

It is not irrelevant that Guyana ' s population is 96

percent black and Indian in origin .

"Global 2000" was named after a commission and

a pair of reports issued in Carter' s last year in office ,

ment. This would have meant total surrender of Guy
and Guyana refused . Peter McPherson , the director of
AID in the State Department , has said his goal is to

. administer "painful" measures to the "less developed

countries . " He demands removal of the state role in

production , of the state role in keeping prices within

but the policy was concocted much earlier by Carter' s

citizens ' purchasing power , and of "excessive aggre

Trilateral Commission , and the Harrimanite "eugen

ducing those who demand the products-the people of

controllers in the Council on Foreign Relations , the

gate demand . " The last can only be interpreted as re

ics" gang in the Democratic Party . Global 2000 calls

the targeted country .

fore the end of thi s century through the deliberate sab

Under the kind of New World Economic Order Lyndon

for world depopulation by at least 2 billion people be

otage of high-technology industry , agriculture , and nu

Let us underline again that none of this is necessary .

LaRouche has proposed in his "Operation Juarez , " the

clear energy .

U . S . and other industrialized economies can launch the

war will strike first the black, brown , and yellow-skinned

the Third World debt and by i ssuing credit for huge

and ethnic minorities in American cities . Here , a num

United States must be committed to the principle that

The ensuing mass deaths by starvation , disease , and

people in the developing secto

nd very soon the racial

biggest boom in history by an orderly renegotiation of
infrastructural projects in developing countries . The

ber of black mayors have recently been installed to

human life is sacred .

jured the ideas behind Global 2000 , chief among them

Kissinger institutionalized when , as secretary of state ,

sugar-coat thi s racist genocide . The oligarchs who con

Guyana is the latest target of the anti-life policy

those Swiss "gnomes" who invented fascism and Naz

he set up the Office of Populati on Affairs in the State

about their aims . Such populations are "excess"-i . e . ,

protege Bettino Craxi , has unleashed a war o f exter

ism in the twilight of the last century , are often candid

they threaten the scarce resources of the white race .

Guyana, a country whose income depends on baux

ite and rice exports , has been under International Mon-
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creased rapidly and the currency has been devalued .

National

Department . Now Qaddafi , the protege of Kissinger ' s

mination against black Africa. If Americans tolerate

Kissinger ' s continued presence in government , we will

have lost the moral fitness to survive .
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What wou ld i t have been worth to you or you r company to have known in advance
',; that Mexico wou l d defa u l t on i t s debt-service
.
payments i n September 1 9 8 2 ?
,; t h a t Venezuela wou l d become t h e "next Mexico"
in early 1983 ?
,; t hat t he Sc hmidt gove rnment in West Germany

wou ld fa l l in Septembe r 1982 ?
,; that t he U.S. economy, after a false-start
recovery during the fi rs t half of 1981, would
enter an unprecedented 18-month downslide ?

"Ale rt" pa rticipants pay an annual re taine r o f $ 3 ,500 for hard-copy briefi ngs, o r $4,000 for tel ephone briefings
from staff spec i a l i s t s at EIR's int ernational headquarters in New York C i t y The re ta iner includes
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1 . At least 50 updates on brea k i ng deve lopments
per yea r - or updates dai ly, if the fast-moving
s i t ua t ion requires them.
2 . A summary of EIR's exclusive Quarterly
Economic Forecast, produced w i t h the a id of the

LaRouche-Riemann economic model, the most accurate i n the h i s tory of economic forecast ing.
3 . Wee k l y telephone o r telex access to EIR's staff
of spec i a l i s t s i n economics and world affairs for
in-depth d i scussion.

To reserve participation i n t he program, EIR offers to ou r current annual subscriber an i n t roduction to
t he service. For $1 ,000, we w i l l e n ro l l pa rt icipan t s i n a t h ree-month t rial program. Participants may then
join t he program on an annual bas i s at t he regu lar yearly schedule of $ 3 ,500.
William Engdahl or Peter Ennis, EIR Special Services, (2 1 2 ) 247-8820
EIR SERVICES 304 W. 58th St reet, fi ft h O oor, New York, New York 10019
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